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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

The pseudodynamic test method is a tool for obtaining the non-linear response of 
structures to transient ground acceleration. The modelling technique relies on 
representing the inertial and viscous damping components of the equation of motion 
computationally, while obtaining a measure of the non-linear elastic restoring forces 
experimentally. A pseudodynamic implementation system is presented, displaying 
innovations within both the computational and experimental domains. 

A SDOF pseudodynamic test facility has been designed and manufactured employing 
a computer controlled servo-hydraulic actuator system. The experimental facility 

enables displacements of up to ±50mm under forces of up to ±50kN with all required 
instrumentation. The experimental apparatus'is controlled by algorithms running in 
the LabView environment, fully integrated within the execution system, rendering the 
requirement for a hardware controller obsolete. The execution system allows 
interactive control of the experiments, and offers a large range options with respect to 
both control and time integration. The execution routine incorporates both the time 
integration and control algorithms, and combines these such that they effectively 
execute as an integrated system. This enables semi-continuous implementation of the 
pseudodynamic tests with very limited resources. 

A novel, integral form time stepping scheme is proposed, based on an explicit integral 
form algorithm (Chang et A 1998) and the Newmark Implicit scheme. The proposed 
formulation offers an implicit, and thus unconditionally stable alternative to Chang's 
algorithm without introducing further approximations. This yields improved 
dissipation and accuracy properties in addition to enabling combination of the integral 
form schemes' advantages of representing non-linear force variations during a time 
step with an unlimited time step size. The improvements have been shown both 
through analytical analyses and numerical examples in linear and non-linear systems. 
implementation of the implicit integral form algorithm has been enabled by coding 
parts of the algorithm directly into the digital controller. 

The pseudodynamic, implementation system has been thoroughly evaluated and 
verified, and sensitivities with respect to control and time integration assessed. 
Finally, the test system has been employed to carry out an experimental investigation 

of the effects of repeated exposure of reinforced concrete structural details to seismic 
ground acceleration. This examination revealed that structures exhibiting fundamental 
frequencies below t4e prevailing excitation frequency were superior in handling 
repeated exposure to structures with fundamental frequencies higher than the 
excitation frequency. 
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Notation 

a Acceleration vector (scalar for SDOF system) 
b Breadth of RC section, 

C Viscous damping constant for SDOF system 
d General displacement notation 
d Effective depth of RC section 
d,, Displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) at Start of time step 
d,,,, Displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) at end of time step 
d Displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) at start of sub-step 
d. +l Displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) at end of sub-step 
f Applied force vector (scalar for SDOF system) 
fc" Concrete cube strength 
fy Steel yield stress 
f. 

+1 
Time integral of excitation force at end of time step 

k Stiffness constant for SDOF system 
k,, Initial stiffness constant in SDOF system 
M Mass constant for SDOF system 
r General restoring force notation 
rn Restoring force vector (scalar for SDOF system) at start of time step 

r, +l Restoring force vector (scalar for SDOF system) at end of time step 

rM Restoring force vector (scalar for SDOF system) at start of sub-step 
rM+I Restoring force vector (scalar for SDOF system) at end of sub-step 
F. +I Time integral of restoring force at end of time step 
Sn Time integral of displacement at start of time step 
Sn+I Time integral of displacement at end of time step 
S'I Radians per second 

SV Spacing of links in RC member 
t General time notation ' 

tM Equivalent time at start of sub-step 
tm+l Equivalent time at end of sub-step 

V General velocity notation 
;V Predictor velocity vector (scalar for SDOF system) 
VC Permissible shear stress in RC section 

w Maximum displacement at beam end in Bernoulli-Navier thin beam theory 

X Length of beam in Bernoulli-Navier thin beam theory 

X General displacement notation 
X, Displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) at current time step 
Xt-, dt Displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) at previous time step 
Xt,, dt Displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) at next time step 
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Notation 

Predictor displacement vector (scalar for SDOF system) 
Distance from neutral axis to centre of section bolted on for shear calculations 

Z Distance to steel rebar from RC section neutral axis 

Z Lever arm for strength calculation of RC section counting rebar only 
A Area of RC section 
[A] Recursive amplification matrix 
A] Implicit LabView expression for acceleration variable 
A, Area of steel rebar in RC section 
A, Effective area of shear links in RC section calculations 
C Viscous damping matrix 
C Percentage of viscous damping 
Del T Time step size , 
E Young's modulus 
FIt Pseudo force vector as LabView variable 
I Second moment of area 
1. Second moment of area around the x-axis (strong direction) 
IYY Second moment of area around the y-axis (weak direction) 
K Stiffness matrix 
K' Tangent or initial stiffness matrix 
L Overall length of section 
M Mass matrix 
M Moment capacity in RC section calculations 
M,, p Moment capacity in steel section calculations 
P Force at tip of cantilever for deflection calculations 
P1 Pressure in chamber I of actuator 
P2 Pressure in chamber 2 of actuator 
Q Shear force per unit length 
RI Implicit measure of restoring force as LabView variable 
S Maximum shear force 
T" Observed period of vibration produced numerically 
T,, i, Minimum period of vibration in stability calculations 
T,, Exact period of vibration 
V1 Implicit expression for velocity as LabView variable 
V, Shear capacity of RC section 
Vt Explicit expression for velocity as LabView variable 
X1 Implicit expression for displacement as LabView variable 
X" State vector at start of time step in recursive analysis 
X,, +i State vector at end of time step in recursive analysis 
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Notation 

Xt Explicit expression for displacement as LabView variable 
Z,, Elastic modulus of section 

Greek letters: 

a Parameter in a-Operator Splitting algorithm, determines a-damping 
Constant in Newmark based time stepping schemes (normally = 1/4) 
Constant in Newmark based time stepping schemes (normally = 1/2) 

6 General deflection notation 
A Eigenvalues of recursive amplification matrix 
e Expression for. Q2/(I+ 922) 

X Pi, relationship between circle's- radius and perimeter 
p (A) Spectral radius of [A] 

0-) Circular velocity 
COn Natural frequency of dynamic system 
A General notation for change over time step 
At Time step size 
At, = Maximum time step size for stability 
AT Period error 
Q2 Expression for A? klm 
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Chapter I Introduction 

1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

In order to ensure safe and economical design and construction of structures in 

earthquake prone regions, it is vital to fully understand the behaviour exhibited by the 

structures when subjected to strong ground motion. This behaviour can generally not 
be well described in terms of linear elastic behaviour at the ultimate or even the 

serviceability limit state. In a reinforced concrete structure, crack opening and closing, 

yielding and de-bonding of steel and increasing internal friction all influence the 

structural behaviour as soon as displacements grow beyond a certain threshold. 

Similarly, in a steel or timber structure, inelastic deformations within joints and 

connections and material yielding result in unrecoverable deformations and energy 
dissipation. 

The actual ability of structures to resist earthquake loading can only _rarely 
be 

observed directly. This is naturally due to the highly irregular spacing of significant 

earthquakes in both space and time. Additionally, whenever an earthquake strikes, the 

response of the structures can very. seldom be properly monitored, and 
' 
the behaviour 

is not well accounted. Only the consequences of an earthquake can be studied 

systematically, and even then the evaluation can be difficult to perform, as the exact 

original configuration of the structures is often unknown. It is not uncommon to 

observe two similar buildings next to each other following an earthquake where one 

suffers a complete destruction and the other apparently sustains negligible damage. 

As it is so difficult to evaluate the performance of structures directly during real 

ground motion, various modelling techniques have been employed to attempt to 

obtain the desired results. These range from computational techniques, employing 
both linear elastic and non-linear finite element methods, to experimental techniques 

of various levels of sophistication. While computational methods have experienced 

significant advancement recently with an exponential growth in computational power, 

there are still difficulties in accurately modelling the inelastic deformation and local 

energy dissipation that takes place on an element level. On the other hand, simple 

experimental techniques, like cyclic quasistatic tests, are well suited for evaluating 

structural performance, e. g. reinforced concrete members and joints. However, these 

experimental techniques are unable to model the actual earthquake response. This 
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Chapter I Introduction 

implies that they cannot directly determine the structural behaviour 'during strong 

ground motion. More sophisticated experimental procedures may have the ability to 

provide such infon-nation. These include the shaking-table testing technique, which 

can directly mimic the ground motion that takes place during an earthquake. With this 

technique, the structureý concerned is constructed to full or, more commonly, to a 

reduced scale, and then placed upon the shaking-table. The table can then reproduce 

the ground motion, controlling a single to all 6 degrees of freedom. Major drawbacks 

of these tests are that the specimen structures generally have to be constructed on a 

reduced scale, that they are expensive and can only be carried out in highly 

specialised laboratories. Recently, a combined experimental-computational testing 

technique has been proposed and successfully employed to model inelastic behaviour 

of large-scale structures under seismic loading. This method, described as th& on-line 

or pseudodynamic test method, aims to obtain a realistic non-linear response of 

structures at ultimate limit state without the use of the resource demanding shaking- 

table apparatus. 

The main principle, of the pseudodynamic test method is to split the components of the 

equation of motion governing the dynamic behaviour of a structure, equation (2.1), 

into computational and experimental components. This allows the linear and well 
defined terms to be represented computationally while the non-linear and 

unpredictable terms are obtained directly from an experimental model. The response 
in then obtained through direct integration of the equation of motion in a step-by-step 

procedure. In effect, the inertia and viscous damping of a structure are expressed 

computationally while the non-linear structural restoring forces are accounted for 

experimentally. This procedure allows, the overall performance of a structure 

subjected to strong ground motion to be evaluated accurately as well as displaying 

detailed behaviour on the element level. 

1.2 MAIN OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives of this thesis are to offer a novel system for pseudodynamic 
implementation requiring fewer resources than traditional methods and to present a 

range of other potential improvements to this test method. This involves the 
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Chapter I Introduction 

facilitation of a pseudodynamic test facility, including the development of both the 
experimental and computational components. The individual tasks can be sub- 

categorised into the following main areas: ,- 

9 Development of an experimental (physical) test facility. 

* Development of a computational control and execution system. 

Integration between the experimental and computational components by 

development of a communications system. 

Research novel time stepping schemes and work on the integration of these 

into a pseudodynamic framework. 

Development of a novel time stepping scheme specifically for use in fast, 

continuous pseudodynamic implementation. 

9' Verification and evaluation of the implementation system. 

* Application of the testing facility on realistic structural components. 

Completion of the above-tasks was realised through the development and application 

of a closely integrated control-time stepping-execution system, existing entirely on a 

software level combined with the hardware communication through a single high- 

speed card. A fully implicit time stepping algorithm is partly coded into the controller 

to enable an integral form representation. 

1.3 THESIS ORGANISATION 

A review of the historical development and the current status of the pseudodynamic 
test method is provided in Chapter H. This puts the work documented in this thesis in 

perspective and provides a background for the test method in general. It contains 
discussions on the implementation requirements, advantages and limitations of the 

pseudodynamic test method and typical areas of application. Chapter H also contains 

a theoretical discussion on a range of both explicit and implicit time stepping 

schemes. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

The experimental set-up is documented in Chapter 11111. This includes the design of the 

reaction rig, the hydraulic system, the test specimens and all the various connections 

required to join the experimental components together. The communications system 

and instrumentation is also detailed in this chapter along with a short discussion on 

the mechanics of the pseudodynamic test method. 

In Chapter IV, the development of a novel time stepping scheme is documented. This 

scheme, denoted , the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form algorithm, is an 

unconditionally stable time stepping scheme that can be applied with non-linear 

pseudodynamic systems without iterations. The advantages of the integral form 

representation are detailed and the improvement from the explicit version of the 

scheme (Chang et al. 1998) explained. A full theoretical analysis of the stability and 

accuracy properties of the two algorithms is included as well as the practical 
implementation system. Lastly, the performance of the algorithms under non-linear 

conditions is discussed with respect to the abilities in handling rapidly varying 

external forces and non-linearities in the stiffness of the system. 

Chapter V documents the theoretical development of the controller. This includes a 
discussion on the theoretical control modes and the actual interaction between them in 

the control loop. Some additional objectives for the controller are also described as 

well as an evaluation of the performance. The actual coding and operation of the 

controller is described in Chapter VI, which documents all the coding in the LabView 

environment. Chapter VI introduces the graphical programming environment 
LabView and describes briefly some of its main operating principles. Then, the 

coding of the pseudodynamic control and execution system in the same environment 
is documented in detail. In addition to the controller running as a sub-loop in this 

system, the overall control and time integration is also coded within the same main 
program and detailed here. The chapter also includes a discussion on the actual 

operation of the system and an evaluation. 

In Chapter VH, verification tests and sensitivity studies are documented. The 

verification is done both in terms of numerical and so-called snap back tests, while the 

sensitivity. study aims to investigate the sensitivity of the implementation system to a 
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Chapter I Introduction 

range of factors. Essentially, the sensitivity study obtains relationships between time 

step size, accuracy, speed of implementation and response. 

An application of the pseudodynarnic testing system is subsequently carried out in 

Chapter VIII. Here, the consequence of repeated earthquake loading on the same 

specimen is investigated to determine the changes following initial damage. The 

scenario is interesting as both the earthquake demand and structural capacity may 

change. Overall conclusions and recommendations are included in the final Chapter 

Ix. 
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Chapter II Review of the pseudodynamic test method 

Dynamic testing can be carried out by two classes of methods, computationally- 
through for example dynamic finite element analyses, or experimentally, typically 
through shaking table testing. However, both methods display limitations. Despite 

their sophistication, computational models still have only a limited ability to recreate 
the realistic non-linear behaviour of damaged reinforced concrete, while for example 
shaking table tests require highly specialised laboratories and normally need to be 

carried out on a reduced scale. Pseudodynamic testing, on theýother hand, is a part 
computational-part experimental testing technique for structures undergoing dynamic 

loading. The motivation behind the method is to enable simulation of dynamic 

systems beyond their strength limit without the complexity and costs of shaking 
tables, while retaining the ýmore realistic non-linear behaviour obtained through 

experimental tests. The method facilitates modelling of such dynamic systems by 

representing inertial and viscous damping forces computationally, while measuring 

the non-linear restoring forces experimentally. Combined, these forces form the 

equation of motion, which computes a step-by-step response of a system to an 

excitation. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

According to Takanashi & Nakashima (1987), Hakuno, Shidawara and Hara 

formulated the initial concept of pseudodynarriic testing in Japan in 1969. However, 

Takanashi & Nakashima were the first to succeed in obtaining a satisfactory system 

response in 1975, and they called the method the "computer-actuator on-line system". 
By the mid 80's, pseudodynamic testing was being carried out on a significant scale in 

Japan, e. g. (Takanashi & Nakashima 1987), (Yamazaki et al. 1986) and in the USA, 

e. g. (Shing & Mahin 1986), (Thewalt et al. 1986), (Beck & Jayakumar 1986), (Mahin 

et al. 1989), (Aktan & Hashish 1986), (Mahin & Shing 1985). Later on, new centres 
developed, including Italy, e. g. (Combescure & Pegon 1997), (Negro et al. 1996), 

(Pegon & Pinto 2000), Taiwan (Chang et al. 1998), Korea (Chung et al. 1999) and the 
UK, e. g. (Darby et al. 1999), (Williams et al. 1999), as well as a number of smaller 
laboratories. 
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Today, most research groups working on pseudodynamics concentrat their efforts on 
particular aspects of the technique. For example, these include real-time/high-speed 
implementation (Darby et al. 1999), the so-called substructuring techniques (Pegon & 
Pinto 2000), (Horiuchi et al. 1999) and combined real-time substructuring tests 
(Williams et al. 1999). Following the research carried out over the last 25 years, and 
in particular numerous comparisons with shaking table tests (Yamazaki et al. 1986), 
(Chung et al. 1999), the pseudodynamic method is now generally recognised as a 
reliable method for testing at least some types of dynamic systems. 

The concept of the pseudodynamic test method builds on the fact that inertial forces 

acting on a structure during motion may be correctly represented numerically as these 

are simply linear functions of mass and acceleration. The restoring forces created 

when a structure undergoes large amplitude oscillations, for example during seismic 

excitation, are on the other hand still too complex to account for with numerical 

models alone. These need therefore be represented experimentally. Combining forces 

from these two different sources also offers a clear advantage over simple quasistatic 

tests; although such tests may determine the structural response to a given 
displacement, they cannot predict the response of a dynamic system to a given ground 

motion. 

In order to' test a structure pseudodynamically, the dynamic system is represented in 

terms of--a finite number of discrete springs, masses and dampers. The equilibrium 

equation governing the motion of a body exposed f6 inertial, damping and non-linear 

restoring forces can be expressed as: 

Ma+Cv+r(x)=f 

where M and C are the mass and viscous damping matrices and a, v, r, x and f the 

acceleration, velocity, restoring force, displacement and applied force vectors 

respectively. The response is obtained by discretising time and calculating the 
displacements in a step-by-step manner. A time-stepping algorithm computes 
displacement steps, based on the acceleration, velocity, applied force and restoring 
force at the start and/or the end of each time step. These displacement steps are 
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subsequently imposed on the structure by means of computer controlled servo- 
hydraulic actuators, each controlling a separate degree of freedom. Once the structure 
has been deformed, the resulting restoring forces are measured and used for further 

calculations. 

2.2 IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of a pseudodynamic test is concerned with how the conceptual 
idea of using an experimentally measured restoring force and numerically expressed 
inertia can generate the dynamic response of a structure. It is known in general terms 

that a time integration algorithm computes a displacement step based on the equation 

of motion, equation (2.1), which is subsequently imposed on the structure by 

hydraulic actuators. The force required to do this will equal the restoring force created 

within the structure, and this value is fed back into equation (2.1) to allow further 

computation steps to be carried out. The data flow is thus as indicated within figure 

2.1. 

Computational Component Experimental Component 
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Fig. 2.1 Conceptual data flow in pseudodynamic tests 

Although the pseudodynamic test method in principle proceeds in a step-wise manner, 
it may also be implemented more or less continuously. The classical implementation 

of the method involved a "hold-period" of the order of 1 second after the 

displacement step was imposed to allow force measurements to take place. This 
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clearly left room for considerable force relaxation to take place, potentially corrupting 

the response. 

The idea of performing pseudodynamic tests in a continuous manner was suggested 

by Thewalt & Mahin (1994), but not implemented at this stage. At ELSA, JRC-Ispra, 

Italy, a continuous system using a sub-stepping technique has successfully been 

implemented (Magonette et aL 1998) and has since become a standard method. Most 

recently, attempts at implementing tests in real time have been made, e. g. (Horiuchi et 

aL 1999), (Magonette et aL 2000), (Williams et aL 1999), (Nakashima & Masaoka 

1999). This would avoid any discrepancies resulting from differential rate of loading. 

The implementation of the pseudodynamic technique involves experimental 

instrumentation, hardware communication, control, time integration and execution 

routines. While numerous publications exist on time integration and algorithmic 

details within the test method, very few elaborate on the implementation on the whole, 

including execution, control and communication systems. In terms of electronic 

instrumentation, the general requirements comprise one load cell and one LVDT 

(displacement transducer) for every degree of freedom concerned. In addition, the 

actuator servo valves need to be connected to controllers. 

At ELSA, JRC-Ispra, Italy, an extremely accurate, fully digital instrumentation and 

control system is utilised (Negro 1997). Optical LVDTs deliver digital, noise free, 

displacement signals to an accuracy of 2gm, which can be read directly by the digital 

controller unit. This unit consists of 80486-based computer and a discrete PID 

hardware controller, also digital. The valve signals are converted through a digital-to- 

analogue converter. Force, on the other hand, is measured with conventional load 

cells, but these signals go through an analogue-to-digital converter before entering the 

system. Time integration is however carried out remotely on the main computer, and 

communication between the main computer and the controller unit is carried out over 

a Local Area Network (LAN). The test on the whole is controlled and executed on the 

main computer by a program called MiNi-PDTM, in which the time integration is 

incorporated (Buchet & Pegon 1994). 
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A different pseudodynamic implementation system is described by Vannan (1991) at 
the University of Colorado. In this case, analogue instrumentation has been opted for, 

including a system of dual displacement control, and hardware controller units. These, 

and the other instrumentation, communicate with the execution routine through a 

system based on so-called MTS-Software Toolkits. The execution routines 
incorporating time integration, as well as the communication toolkits, are 

programmed in Pascal, but Fortran 77 has also been ý utilised when including 

substructuring capabilities. 

Recently, Cuadra & Ogawa (2001) from the Akita Prefectural University, Japan 

presented a system for pseudodynamic implementation using conventional testing 

devices. This system eludes the requirement for actuators and uses simple hydraulic 

jacks instead. Rather than being controlled by servovalves, the oil flow to the jacks is 

controlled by inverter motors and high-speed on-off valves. This implies that loading 

and unloading are essentially carried out using two different systems. Still, 

satisfactory accuracy and system responses can be obtained, however under low strain 

rates. 

2.3 ADVANTAGES 

The pseudodynamic test method offers a range of advantages to alternative 
techniques. As already indicated, numerical techniques cannot, in general, sufficiently 

well represent the complex stiffness degradation that takes place during severe 

seismic excitation of structures. 

The most direct test method, the shaking table method, offers probably the most 

realistic option to model non-linear dynamic behaviour of structures. With this 

method, the structure to be evaluated is built to either full or a reduced scale, and 

placed upon the test floor. This floor can reproduce the ground motion that takes place 
during an earthquake in terms of acceleration, velocity and displacement. To achieve 

this, powerful hydraulic actuators are connected to the floor, and control this with any 

number between one and six degrees of freedom. Most shaking tables do however 

permit only a quite severely limited size of test structure (Chung et A 1999). This can 
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be in terins of dimensions, weight or stiffness. For this reason, shaking table tests are 

usually carried out on a reduced scale. In itself, this reduces the value and reliability 

of the test, but also raises a range of questions related to the size effects and concerned 

with satisfying the similitude conditions. For example, when scaling mass in a 

shaking table test, time also has to be scaled accordingly, necessitating higher 

accelerations and velocities to be provided by the test floor (Kumar et aL 1997). 

These factors are normally fairly restricted and are functions of the payload on the 

floor. Additionally, shaking table tests need to be carried out in real time to capture 

the dynamic behaviour. This not only requires substantial actuator capacity, but also 

generally makes measuring difficult. 

Pseudodynamic tests have historically been carried out on an expanded time scale. As 

dynamic effects only exist computationally within the pseudodynamic context, the 

structure may be strained at any desired rate, and tests can even be stopped and 

restarted (Negro 1997). This reduces the required actuator capacity and enables use of 

conventional instrumentation for measurements (Yamazaki et aL 1986). In fact, 

pseudodynamic tests can largely be carried out with classic quasi-static test laboratory 

equipment. Testing of large, full-scale structures is also significantly easier as the 

maximum size or weight is not limited by the capacity of the shaking table. 

Among the largest pseudodynamic tests carried out are tests on a6 storey building in 

Japan (Takanashi & Nakashima 1987), and a4 story building in Italy (Negro et al. 
1996), both to full scale. Furthermore, as the primary dynamic effect of the mass in 

the structure is modelled computationally, this needs in fact often not be included in 

the experimental set-up, potentially reducing construction costs of the specimen. 

2.4 LIMITATIONS 

Although the pseudodynamic test method offers a number of advantages to other 
dynamic testing techniques, it does also display some inherent limitations. These are 

principally related to the following points: spatial and temporal discretisation, 

number of degrees of freedom (DOF), strain rate effects and finally experimental 
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errors. These points will be discussed briefly in order to assess their effect and 
appreciate their importance. 

2.4.1 Spatial discretisation 

The pseudodynamic test method cannot directly model a continuum structure. This is 

due to fact that only distinct degrees of freedom can be controlled, i. e. points where 
hydraulic actuators are connected. The method relies on the possibility of representing 

continuous structures as discretised systems of stiffnesses and masses. For certain 

types of structures, this approximation appears fair. These include frame structures 

where the mass is largely concentrated in the floors and the flexibility (stiffness) in 

the columns. For other structures however, such idealisation is not as evident. 

Nevertheless, even structures with no clear concentration of mass can be represented 

sufficiently well with a very limited , number of DOFs, if suitable condensation 

techniques are employed (Negro 1997). 

A reasonable number of degrees of freedom is limited both by the experimental 
facilities and the test structure. Increasing numbers of actuators greatly complicates 

control and implementation overall, and requires more sophisticated execution 

systems. One is also dependent on being able to connect the actuators to strong, rigid 

points on the structure to avoid unrealistic local effects. In a frame structure, the 

column-floor connection offers excellent such properties. 

2.4.2 Temporal discretisation 

Temporal discretisation is concerned with the way the pseudodynamic tests progress 
in a step-wise manner. As clearly no analytical method exists to obtain the response of 
a highly non-linear structure subjected to a transient ground motion, a numerical 

solution technique is required. These rely on the linearisation over a finite time step, 
i. e. on breaking the time into steps over which variables are assumed to vary linearly. 

In pseudodynamics, the time stepping algorithm normally operates with a constant 
time step size, although some research has been carried out using adaptive steps 
(Bursi et aL 1994). However, this was done primarily to ensure stability of Newton- 
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type iterations in severely strain softening systems, and as such iterations are 
generally not desired (Shing & Vannan 1990), the technique is of limited use. 

The maximum size of a time step is limited by two factors, one required for stability 

and the other required for accuracy. There is a general consensus that to enable a 

reasonably accurate response, around 10 steps per vibration cycle of interest are 

required. Stability for explicit time integration schemes limits the maximum time step 

size, At,,., to T .. i, 17r, where T,,, i,, is the shortest eigenperiod of the structure. In the 

single degree of freedom (SDOF) case, the stability limitation thus clearly becomes 

irrelevant for practical purposes, as the accuracy argument prevails. 

For multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) systems however, the situation may be 

different. In such' systems, typically only the first few modes will be contributing 

noticeably to the overall response. Therefore, the accuracy of only these modes will 

be important. Stability considerations now conversely become more important. As a 

number of higher vibration modes exist, the T,,, i,, Iz relationship requires that At,. for 

explicit methods is now limited by the highest frequency of the system. This can 

easily restrict At,. below that required for accuracy. A small time step is not a 

problem in itself, and ensures minor linearisation error during each time step. It may 
however become impractical to utilise too small time steps. Depending on the quality 

of implementation, a certain control error will exist for every time step. Smaller time 

steps clearly imply more steps are required to obtain the response, and this increases 

the scope for overall error propagation. Additionally, reduction in the time step size 

may increase the implementation time (Algaard et aL 200 1 a). 

2.4.3 Strain rate effects 

Numerous questions have been raised regarding the reduced strain rates normally 

existing in pseudodynamic tests. Historically, structures are strained at a much slower 

rate than during real earthquakes. The rates are typically reduced by I to 3 orders of 

magnitude, something that could potentially affect the stiffness properties. Classic 

pseudodynamic tests are further implemented in a step-wise manner, in which a hold 

period is included where the actuator is stopped for force measurements. 
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Conflicting opinions exist on whether the rate of loading developed during 

earthquakes is fast enough to significantly affect the change in stiffness. While Shing 

& Mahin (1988) claim the dynamic yield strength of steel structures may be up to 
30% higher during a seismic response than during pseudodynamic tests, Yamazaki et 
A (1986) found the effect of the loading rate on the response to be "insignificant" 

when comparing with shaking table tests. It is however undisputed that earthquake 
isolation and damping devices display highly rate dependent restoring force 

properties. In order to realistically test these, it is imperative that tests progress in as 

close as possible to real time. 

Currently, at lot of research is being carried out to enable and optimise real time 

pseudodynamic testing, e. g. (Williams et A 1999), (Horiuchi et A 1999), 

(Nakashima & Masaoka 1999), (Magonette et A 1998), (Magonette et A 2000). 

Facilities now exist where pseudodynamic tests, also with substructuring, can be 

carried out in real time, enabling for example testing of base isolated structures. 

2.4.4 Experimental errors 

Pseudodynamic tests are particularly sensitive to experimental errors as the effects of 

such may be carried over from step to step and allowed to accumulate. It is therefore 

essential that these are well monitored and controlled. A range of studies have been 

carried out to evaluate the propagation effects of experimental errors, e. g. (Beck & 

Jayakumar 1986), (Shing & Mahin 1986), (Thewalt & Roman 1994), (Shing & Mahin 

1990), (Peek & Yi 1990a) and (Peek & Yi 1990b). 

Errors can originate from various sources within pseudodynamic tests. They can be 

simple measurement errors or stem from control inaccuracies. Some might be noise 

related and random, while others are systematic. It is generally concluded that random 

errors are of much less significance than systematic ones. As the response of 

structures can be described as oscillatory, it is clear that the effect of a single, or 

random error cannot accumulate. Some systematic errors are however of a nature 

which can result in this. These are particularly concerned with control errors, as 

measurement errors can largely be avoided through well -calibrated, high quality 
instrumentation. 
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Control errors result from difficulties in controlling actuator motion and are often 
systematic in nature. The most usual errors are related to consistent overshoot and 
undershoot errors resulting from the actuator moving too far or too short during a 
displacement step. These errors are usually in phase with the velocity of the structure, 
resulting in energy dissipation or addition, respectively. Overshot displacement 
increments will result in increased restoring forces during loading, but will be 

associated with decreased restoring forces during unloading as the structure is in a 
more (or less) displaced position. This will clearly have a damping effect on the 

system, as there will be an "inflated" force acting against the velocity when moving 
away from the neutral position, while when moving toward the neutral position, there 

will be a "deflated" force working with the velocity. With undershot displacements, 

the situation will of course be exactly opposite, and energy will be added during every 
oscillation. 

Pseudodynamic systems are particularly sensitive to the errors mentioned above. The 

cumulative error growth has in some cases in fact been found to dominate the 

response (Negro 1997). In particular for MDOF structures, the frequency of the 

experimental errors may be such that high, otherwise structurally insignificant, modes 

may be exited, resulting in entirely unreliable results. 

Overshoot and undershoot errors may additionally be interpreted in an alternative 
way. Rather than referring to the actuator moving too far or too short in each step, it 

may be understood as the total (not incremental) displacement being too high or too 
low. During loading, the meaning will be identical to the earlier definition, but during 

unloading on the other hand, the meaning will be opposite. Overshoot now still refers 
to the actual displacements being too high and undershoot the displacements being too 
low. The errors are thus no longer in phase with the velocity, but in phase with 
displacement. This implies that with overshoot, the restoring force is inflated during 
both loading and unloading, and with undershoot deflated during both. The net energy 
change due to these errors in a linear system is zero, although amplitudes will be 

affected. In non-linear systems, the likely effect of such overshoot under strain 
softening conditions is dissipation, as inflated displacements during loading result in 
additional damage and softening of the structure before velocity reversal. With 
undershoot; the effect should be better energy conservation rather than energy 
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addition, as slightly less damage and hysteretic damping will take place. In any case 
though, the effect of this type of overshoot and undershoot errors, possibly stemming 
from poor calibration of LVDT's, is considerably less severe than the one described 

previously. 

2.5 TIME INTEGRATION 

The objective of the time stepping algorithm in a pseudodynamic test is to solve the 

equation of motion, equation (2.1) in a step-wise manner in order to build up the full 

system response through repeated generation of displacement steps. They generally 

require a measure of the acceleration and velocity present as well as the forces acting 

at the start and/or end of the time step., In effect, the time stepping algorithms produce 

an extrapolation, or update, of each of the variables describing the state of the 

dynamic structure: displacement, velocity and acceleration. 

Time integration algorithms are described as being either explicit or implicit. This 

refers to whether they solve the equilibrium equation at the start or end of the time 

steps. In the context of pseudodynamics, explicit methods provide a solution using 

only information available at the start of the time step, while implicit methods require 

an assessment of the forces acting at the end. 

Explicit schemes imply equilibrium conditions at the current time t, hence they utilise 

measures of acceleration, velocity and total force at the start of the time step, in some 

cases in addition to values during previous steps, to effectively extrapolate the effect 

to the end of the step, resulting in a final displacement. Implicit methods, on the other 
hand, deal with equilibrium at time t+At, hence they require the total force at the end 

of the step in order to calculate the final acceleration. The implicit methods therefore 

rather interpolate the changes during the step to obtain the final displacement. 

The explicit or implicit nature of an algorithm can severely affect the stability 

properties. Explicit methods are only conditionally stable, i. e. there is a maximum size 
of time step that may be used. Breach of stability leads to unbounded error growth. 
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Unconditional stability may be obtained with implicit methods on linear systems, and 
often also for a non-linear system. This implies that there exists no limitation on the 
maximum time step size that may be employed. 

2.5.1 Explicit schemes 

Explicit time integration schemes were the first to be used within pseudodynamic 
testing. This was clearly because of their ease of implementation and inherent ability 

to handle non-linear systems. The ability to handle non-linearity, in particular, is 

important as all pseudodynamic tests deal in effect with non-linear stiffness 

properties, as the restoring forces for given displacements are measured. The 

drawback of explicit schemes is that they are as known only conditionally stable, 

which puts a limitation on the maximum time step size required for stability purposes. 
Normally, this limitation will be a function of the natural frequency of the system, 
defined as o), At,,. ý2, where a),, is the highest natural frequency and At,. is the 

maximum allowable time step duration, as discussed in section 2.4.2. The two most 

commonly adopted explicit time integration algorithms are the central difference 

method and the Newmark Explicit method. 

2.5.1.1 The central difference method 

The central difference method has been widely used in pseudodynamic testing, e. g. 
(Takanashi & Nakashima 1987), (Mahin & Shing 1985), (Shing & Mahin 1986), 

(Shing & Mahin 1990), (Peek & Yi 1990a), as it requires neither a measure of the 

stiffness matrix, nor the restoring force at the end of the step, and is simple to 
implement. It relies on an approximation of the acceleration acting at the centre of two 

time steps defined as (Wilson & Bathe 1976): 
- 

a, =1 (x, 
-� - 2x, +x��) (2.2) At2 

where a is the acceleration, x the displacement and At the duration of a time step. This 

approximation is second order accurate. A similar expression can be formed for the 

velocity, yielding 
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Et 
(- xl-, &t 

" 
+xt+&) (2.3) 

where v is the velocity. Now considering the equilibrium equation, equation (2.1) at 

time t, equation (2.4) is formed. 

Ma, + Cv, + r(x, )= ft (2.4) 

Substituting equations (2.2) and (2.3) into the equation (2.4) yields an expression that 

can be solved for x,,., &, equation (2.5). 

rm c. -I[f, 
-r(x, )- M 

-2x, )+-5ý(x, Xt+A, -. '2 L-+- 
ät2 _A, 

(2.5) 
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This expression clearly does not contain any variables at time t+At, and can therefore 

in principle be solved by using information known at the start of the time step. It does 

however contain entries from previous time steps (i. e. xl-, dt), and therefore requires a 

special start-up procedure (Mahin & Shing 1985). 

The central difference method is energy stable, and thus introducing no amplitude 

error. It does however exhibit a noticeable periodicity error. This error, a period 
shortening, is a function of the natural frequency of the system and the size of the time 

step. Unless the stability limit is being approached, the periodicity error can be 
defined as (Geradin & Rixen 1994): 

AT 0)2At2 

T 24 
(2.6) 

where AT is the change in period and T the period. For a relatively large time step, say 

At--TIIO, the period error will be of the order of 1.6% 
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2.5.1.2 The Newmark explicit method 

The Newmark explicit method is derived from the general Newmark direct time 
integration method. This is based on a Taylor series expansion of the state vector, 
describing displacement, velocity and acceleration, at time t+At in terms of the state 

at time t (G6radin & Rixen 1994). The method provides expressions for displacement 

and velocity at time t+At, as seen in equations (2.7) and (2.8) respectively. 

xl+w = xt + Atvt +At, 
(2 

P+ At'pa, +,, (2.7) 

Vt+& ": vt + (I y)Ata, +, yAta, +, t (2.8) 

where the constants P and y are related to the numerical integration of remainders in 

the expansion. Effectively, they apply the weighting to the acceleration at the start and 

end of the time step. It is immediately obvious that unless, 8 is zero, the method would 

require a measure of the acceleration at the end of the time step and thus be implicit as 

the acceleration only becomes available once the equilibrium equation has been 

solved. For the displacement expression, the Newmark explicit method therefore 

places the entire weighting on the acceleration at the start of the step, and in effect 

assumes this acceleration remains constant during the step. The displacement 

predictor thus reduces to: 

Xt+At ý-- xf + Atv 

t+ta, (2.9) 
2 

which is explicit as it only requires the acceleration at time t to be computed from: 

M -1 V- r(x, )- Cv, 1 

When implemented in pseudodynamics, vl, & is not required until the step had been 

completed. This may therefore be computed when the displacement step has been 

imposed, the restoring force measured and the new acceleration found through 

calculation of the equilibrium equation at time t+At. 
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As the Newmark methods do not require any start-up procedure, they are somewhat 

easier implemented than the central difference method. Apart from this however, the 

central difference and Newmark explicit methods are mathematically equivalent 
(Mahin & Shing 1985) and have identical numerical properties (Shing & Mahin 
1986). The Newmark explicit method is therefore often preferred. 

2.5.2 Implicit schemes 

As pseudodynamic tests expanded to include more degrees of freedom, the limitations 

of the explicit schemes became increasingly apparent. ' The conditional stability 

exhibited by explicit schemes normally limits the time step size to 2/", 'where 0), is 

the highest 'frequency present in the structure. Even with just a few degrees of 

freedom, high frequency modes may exist that only negligibly contribute to the 

overall response. If the stability limit is breached, these will however grow without 
bound and the response obtained will rapidly lose any value. 

Pseudodynamic tests with substructuring (section 2.6.1) are particularly reliant on 
implicit time integration schemes. The computational model typically contains a 

substantial number of degrees of freedom, thus creating a large number of 
frequencies, of which some may be very high. Employing small enough time steps to 

ensure the stability limit is not breached may introduce some problems. It may 
increase the total duration of the test, as a certain time allowance per step may be 

required. More importantly, it increases the severity of error propagation problems 
(Thewalt & Mahin 1994), and very small steps can be problematic to implement. 

2.5.2.1 The Newmark implicit method 

The best know implicit time integration method is probably the Newmark method 

applied with y and fl values set such that unconditional stability is achieved. When 

considering equation (2.1) solved for acceleration at time t+At and equations 2.7 and 
2.8, the method can be summarised in equations 2.11. 
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xt+, It = xt + Atvt + At , 
(-l 

-, t+ At'jýa, 
+& 

v, +,, = v, + (I - y)Ata, +, yAta, +, 
a, +, =m -1 [ft+& 

- Cv, +, - r(x, +, 

Stability is ensured when y ý! Y2 and fl ý: 114(y+Y2) 2 (Geradin & Rixen 1994). The 

method is most commonly applied using constant average acceleration, which is 

achieved by setting y to V2 and fl to 1/4. 

Implementation is carried out by substituting the expressions for xt, & and vt,. Al into the 

expression for at,, At in equation 2.11 above. This leaves only a,., dt and r(xt, At) as 

unknowns, as all the other variables are known from the previous time step. The latter 

may introduce some problems, but the equation may be solved if r(xt. At) can be 

expressed as a function of x,, A, (i. e. rj., &=kxt., & in linear systems) or through an 
iterative procedure (in non-linear systems). However, when applying the method to 

pseudodynamic tests, the fundamental idea is that the restoring force should be 

experimentally measured to obtain the most realistic results. The method is therefore 

not applicable as it stands. 

2.5.2.2 Iterative approaches 

Implicit time integration schemes may be implemented and solved directly in linear 

systems. This is however not possible with non-linear systems as the restoring force at 
the end of the time step is required. In non-linear numerical analyses, implicit 

methods may still be utilised. Solution is enabled by employing iterative procedures 
such as Newton, or modified Newton, to effectively determine the tangent stiffness in 

that step. In pseudodynarnics on the other hand, iterations are undesirable (Shing & 

Vannan 1990). This is because the tests are sensitive not only to the final 

displacement imposed by the actuator, but also on the path taken to reach it. 

If larger displacements are imposed prior to reaching equilibrium, further damage 

may have taken place in the structure, permanently changing the stiffness properties 
(Shing et aL 1991). Even if the final displacement is not exceeded, partial unloading 
during the iterations may also affect force readings to a critical extent. Implicit time 
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integration in pseudodynamic tests relying on iterations is therefore only rarely 

attempted (Bursi et A 1994). Still, implicit schemes are commonly used in 

pseudodynamics. This is possible through some relatively recent techniques. Shing et 

aL (1991) present an implicit scheme that relies on numerical iterations. This should 
in principle avoid displacement overshoot and unloading problems, but it is only exact 
if the tangent stiffness is known at any time. As this is usually not the case, overshoot 

and unloading will not necessarily be avoided in MDOF structures. Additional 

problems may arise if stiffening takes place in the tested structure, something that 

cannot always be ruled out. 

2.5.2.3 Hybrid methods 

A functioning implicit implementation scheme has been proposed by Thewalt & 

Mahin (1994). This intriguing idea builds on a part digital - part analogue solution 

scheme where a summing amplifier alters the signal sent to the servo-controller 

according to restoring force signals obtained during the step. Although the method has 

been proven to enable implicit implementation, it has not become widely used. The 

majority of the current implicit time integration schemes applied in pseudodynamics 

rely on some form of an estimate of the restoring force at the end of the step. 

2.5.2.4 The a-Operator Splitting methods 

The a-Operator Splitting technique presented by Combescure & Pegon (1997) relies 

on a predictor-corrector procedure built on the a method (Shing et aL 1991). It 

requires a definition of the restoring force contributed partly by the explicit expression 

available and partly by the force created from a function of an assumed stiffness and 

the implicit displacement corrector. The assumed stiffness is normally taken as the 

initial stiffness of the structure, as an accurate measure of the tangent stiffness is 

difficult to obtain. The fundamental equations behind this method are firstly: 

x, + Atv, + 
At! (I 

- 2p 
2 

! Vt+At v, + (I 
-, y)Ata, 
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where ý and Y form the explicit predictor step and y and fi are now defined as 
fl = (1-a)2/4 and y= (1-2a)/2, where a determines the level of a shifting, tuning the 

numerical damping, and ranges from -1/3 to 0. If a equals zero, the method reduces to 
the standard Newmark Implicit (constant average acceleration) method. SecondlY, the 

corrector step is formed as follows: 

x, +,, 
At'Pa, 

+, (2.13) 
Vt+At + Atpt+At 

where x and v form implicit expressions for the corrector of the displacement and 

velocity respectively. Furthermore, instead of using equation (2.1), an 'a-shifted' 

equilibrium position is defined, as seen in equation (2.14) below. 

Ma, +A, +(I+a)Cv, +&-aCv, +(I+a)r(x, +&)-ar(x, 
)=(I+a)f, 

+, u -aft (2.14) 

For the method to be implemented pseudodynamically without iterations, the 

expression for xt,. A, has to be evaluated at the start of each step. As with the standard 

Newmark implicit method this is not immediately possible as the acceleration forms 

an implicit term that is not available before the equilibrium equation has been solved. 
This of course contains the restoring force term, which is a function of the 

displacement. Solution is enabled through the so-called operator splitting method. 
This is based on an explicit approximation of the restoring force term as follows: 

K'(x,, A, - 
3E, 

+A, 
) 

where e ideally represents the tangent stiffness matrix, but lacking this, a 

representation of the initial stiffness is used instead. The explicit part of the restoring 
force is thus exact, while only the implicit part has to be estimated. If the tangent 

stiffness is available, this estimation will in principle be exact. For SDOF and some 
MDOF structures, it is theoretically possible to obtain a measure of the tangent 

stiffness. However, this requires particularly accurate force and displacement 

measurements, and is generally not a viable option. 
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The error involved in simply using the initial stijq'ness of the system is not as large as 
immediately imagined, as it enters the equilibrium equation only as a second order 

term (Chang et A 1998). In the case of a SDOF structure, the initial stiffness may be 

simply measured experimentally using the pseudodynamic test set-up. As long as the 

chosen magnitude of the scalar representing the stiffness at any point in time is equal 
to or higher than the tangent stiffness, the method is, according to Combescure & 

Pegon (1997) unconditionally stable. However, it should also be ensured that the 

stiffness during unloading is not higher than that present during loading, as this would 

represent an energy-adding scenario that would lead to instability. In principle, as 
long as the assumed stiffness during loading and unloading are the same, the method 

should be energy stable. In the MDOF case, the situation will be largely similar. 
However, to form the initial stif . 

fness matrix, the effective stiffness for each degree of 
freedom must be obtained separately, and it must be ensured that each component at 

any time is at least as stiff as the equivalent tangent stiffness. The pseudodynamic test 

set-up does also facilitate measurement of the individual stiffness components. 

In addition to being unconditionally stable, through the operator splitting 
implementation, the a-Operator Splitting method also displays the desirable a- 
damping. This is especially useful when testing structures with a high number of 
degrees of freedom. With these structures, the higher, structurally insignificant modes 

may display a tendency to be excited by experimental errors, sometimes dominating 

the response. To avoid this, numerical damping is often included in the algorithms, 
but this may however adversely affect the overall response. 

Contrary to other dissipative methods, which tend to damp significantly also the lower 

frequencies, a-damping can be tuned to minimally affect the lower modes but grow 

with frequency to. effectively damp out spurious high-mode response (G6radin & 

Rixen 1994). The a-Operator Splitting method is therefore well recognised as an 

effective and versatile method, and is in common use in one of the world leading 

pseudodynamic research laboratories, ELSA at JRC-Ispra, Italy. 
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2.5.2.5 Force control 

It has been suggested to carry out pseudodynarnic tests under force control rather than 
displacement control (Thewalt & Mahin 1994). The motivation is the susceptibility of 

stiff structures to imposed displacement errors. Very small displacement steps may be 

difficult to impose accurately, and any inaccuracies in this will result in significant 

restoring force errors. If the test were to be run under force control, higher accuracy 

could be obtained, as it is significantly easier to control force than displacement. 

There should, in principle, be no reason why pseudodynamic tests could not be run 

under force control. Thewalt & Mahin (1994) have suggested rearranging the 
displacement expression to solve for restoring force in the implicit hybrid method, and 
using the displacement signal as feedback. However, the method should be applicable 
to any time integration scheme. Thewalt et aL (1986) earlier suggested a slightly 
different method of implementation by not using a time integration scheme at all. 
Arguably pseudodynamic, the method relies on the existence of real inertia and 

viscous damping, and solves the equation of motion in an analogue form using 
transducer outputs. Requiring satisfaction of all standard similitude relationships, the 

method resembles shaking table tests. 

2.5.2.6 Integral form time stepping algorithms 

Time integration algorithms build on the principle of linearising the forces and state 

variables (displacement, velocity and acceleration) over the duration of the time step. 
This is a necessary condition to enable solution of the in-principle non-linear equation 

of motion, and forms the base of the numerical time integration. The potential for 

error of such linearisation may not be excessive, and is clearly dependent on the 

relationship between the rate of change of the variables and the size of the time step. 
One might argue that as long the size of the time step is chosen appropriately, the 
linearisation effects may be limited such that they do not represent a problem. 
However, it may not be possible to choose the time step size arbitrarily in 

pseudodynamic testing. This is due to the fact that the time step size greatly influences 

a range of other parameters of a test, as discussed under section'2.4.2 in this chapter. 
Under most circumstances, the time step size required for stability or to accurately 
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capture the structural motion that takes place will be so small that linearisation errors 

within the time integration will be sufficiently limited. Nevertheless, under certain 

conditions, linearisation of rapidly varying excitation or restoring forces may 

adversely affect the response to an unsatisfactory level. This is the motivation behind 

the development of the so-called integral form time stepping algorithms. 

As an example, consider figure 2.2 below, illustrating a rapidly varying accelerogram, 

acting on a low frequency SDOF structure. In such a case, the time step size 

convenient when modelling the structure is considerably larger than the sampling 

period of the base excitation. 
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Fig. 2.2 Rapidly varying accelerogram 

A considerable amount of infori-nation relating to the base motion is lost when 

truncating the accelerogram to only one value per time step (as indicated with red line 

in figure 2.2). This can, for example, be seen when linearising between say 5.5s and 
5.7s on the accelcrograrn above. As indicated, the severity of this is of course a 

function of the frequency content of the accelerogram and the time step size adopted 

during the test. 

Another situation where the linearisation of forces over a time step may result in an 

unacceptable loss of accuracy is where sudden changes in elastic restoring force may 

take place. An example of this may be when the yield point of high strength 

reinforcing steel in a reinforced concrete structure is reached, or when concrete 

crushing takes place. Conventional algorithms will typically base the calculation of 
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acceleration, and thus velocity and displacement, on the restoring force acting at the 

end of the step. 

The idea of the so-called integral form was originally proposed by Chang et A 

(1998). He suggested a procedure based on integrating an incremental form of the 

Newmark Explicit method with respect to time. The incremental form of this method 
is in principle mathematically identical to the standard, differential, form of the 

method described earlier. The incremental form can be expressed as follows: 

MAa, + CAv, + Ar (x, )= Aft (2.16) 

I 
At(a, +a,., ) (2.17) 

2 

&2 
Ax, 

+� ýAtv, +2a, (2.18) 

where A indicates the change over one time step. Based on satisfying equilibrium for 

the changes over the duration of the time step, the integral form methods operate on 

the equilibrium equation, equation (2.16), integrated once with respect to time. 

Integrating the three equations above with respect to time yields: 

MAv, + CAxt + Af r(xt)dt = Af fdt (2.19) 

I 
At 

I+ vt+& (2.20) 
2 

Af x�� dt =A 
At, 

-' '2" 

Effectively, the equation of motion is now solved for the change in velocity rather 

than for acceleration, and expressions for the change in displacement (equation 2.20) 

and the change in an integral of displacement (equation 2.21) exist. However, there is 

no longer an explicit expression for the displacement available to provide the target 

displacement essential to pseudodynamic tests. 
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In order to enable pseudodynamic implementation, Chang et al. (1998) suggested a 
procedure building on equation (2.20). As this equation is implicit, solution can only 
be obtained by approximating the tangent stiffness, or replacing it with the initial 

stiffness, in a similar manner as in the a-Operator Splitting method described in 

section 2.5.2.4. 

The result is an algorithm which is more capable of picking up effects of rapidly 

varying excitation forces and stiffness changes, while at the same time displaying 

improved error propagation characteristics over the standard Newmark Explicit 

representation (Chang et A 1998). The scheme does however exhibit some numerical 
dissipation, and displays the inherent stability limitations of the Newmark Explicit 

method. 

2.5.2.7 Dissipative methods 

As pseudodynamic tests are highly susceptible to experimental errors, efforts have 

been made to develop dissipative time integration schemes. With MDOF structures, a 

particular problem may be spurious, unwanted excitation of high vibration modes. 
This is often caused by small experimental errors applied with the frequency of the 

time steps. 

As indicated in section 2.5.2.4, it may be desirable to damp out high frequency 

oscillations in MDOF structures. While inclusion of viscous damping could be 

considered the simplest means to mitigate spurious growth of high modes in 

pseudodynamic tests, Shing & Mahin (1987) showed early that this was not a 

satisfactory metho& In addition to potentially creating unrealistic results as stiffness 

properties degrade significantly, this form of damping may also excessively damp the 
fundamental and other lower modes. 

A selection of schemes that display numerical dissipation exist. These include the 
Wilson's 0 method, Houbolt's method and the family of a-methods. For the 

pseudodynarnic application, the schemes based on the a-method are the most 

commonly used. The a-method, in general, displays the favourable effect that 
damping increases proportionally to the square of the frequency. This allows 
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significant damping of higher modes while the fundamental modes remain essentially 

unaffected. 

The a-method has been incorporated in some implicit algorithms for pseudodynamic 

testing, including the a-Operator Splitting method mentioned in section 2.5.2.4 and a 

method presented by Shing et A (1991), both referring to the a-HHT method (Hilber 

et A 1977). With the two methods, the a value may be varied between 0 and -1/3 
depending on the level of damping desired. This influences the fl and V variables 

present in the Newmark family algorithms (see section 2.5.2.1) and shifts the position 

of the equilibrium position (see equation 2.14). 

Implicit schemes are not always employed in pseudodynamic testing. If only one or 

two degrees of freedom exist, explicit schemes may be preferred. Often, these may 

not be made dissipative, with for example the commonly used central difference 

method being energy stable. Although the Newmark Explicit method can be set to 

incorporate numerical dissipation, this tends to damp the lower modes too strongly 

(Chang 1997). Chang (1997) has proposed two explicit methods with improved 

numerical damping properties. These should essentially enable equally good damping 

properties as the a-method, preserving second order accuracy, but the author has not 

carried out a thorough analysis of these proposals. 

2.6 APPLICATION 

The pseudodynamic test method has its application in testing structures that display 

significantly non-linear behaviour during dynamic loading. Such structures would be 

difficult to model using numerical models alone and would in general require shaking 

table testing for assessment. As elaborated on in 2.4.1, certain types of structures lend 

themselves better to pseudodynamic testing than others. In principle, it is required that 

the structure may be represented reasonably well as a system of discrete masses, 

stiffnesses and dampers. Furthermore, the number of DOF's must be limited, as each 
DOF needs to be controlled by an actuator. Lastly, particularly stiff structures are 

more difficult to test than flexible ones, as the stiff structures are more susceptible to 

experimental errors during testing. Among the most commonly pseudodynamically 
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tested structures are reinforced concrete frame structures and reinforced concrete 
bridge piers. 
Some centres possess the ability of modelling entire structures pseudodynamically, 
e. g. (Negro 1997), (Takanashi & Nakashima 1987), but most research institutions 
involved in such testing only have facilities with one or two degrees of freedom. This 
limits the specimen complexity to such an extent that is often difficult to imagine it 

representing an entire structure. In such cases, the research can be concentrated on 
testing structural components, like beam-column connections, or on the so-called 

substructuring technique. 

2.6.1 Substructuring 

The substructuring technique in pseudodynamics refers to a process where the entire 

structure is subdivided into substructures of which one or more parts are tested 

pseudodynamically but the remainder entirely computationally. The primary 

application of such a technique is in modelling structures whose behaviour can largely 

be considered essentially linearly elastic, but where a certain component will display 

considerable non-linearity. In such a case, the portion with a predictable response is 

modelled using any desired numerical technique, while the unpredictable part is 

modelled pseudodynamically. The two are then coupled together via several degrees 

of freedom. 

Some examples of application of the substructuring techniques include testing of 

suspension bridges subject to synchronous (Negro 1997) and asynchronous (Pegon & 

Pinto 2000) ground excitation. In these cases, the bridge decks were considered to 

remain linearly elastic and could be modelled computationally, while the reinforced 

concrete piers, displaying significant damage accumulation and hysteretic behaviour, 

were modelled pseudodynamically. Other examples include steel frame structures 
(Shing et A 1994) where only the bottom half is modelled experimentally and the 

remainder computationally. It is further envisaged that the technique is highly suited 
for soil structure interaction problems (Vannan 1991). Real-time testing of both linear 

and non-linear substructure systems is currently being researched at Oxford 

University (Williams et A 1999), (Williams & Blakeborough 1998). 
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Chapter III Experimental Set-up and Implementation 

This chapter describes the general set-up of the experimental apparatus employed in 

the implementation of the pseudodynamic test method. It includes an explýnation of 

the workings behind the method, and extends to discuss the experimental system 
developed for the particular tests described in this thesis. The main components of the 

apparatus include the reaction wall, the hydraulic system, the instrumentation and the 

communications system, but also the specimens and their interaction with the 

apparatus will be discussed. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

As the pseudodynamic test method is a combined experimental/computational 

technique, it clearly requires some experimental apparatus. The objective of the 

experimental component of the test is to obtain a measure of the restoring force 

offered by the test structure for a given displacement history. The interaction between 

the computational component defining the displacement and the experimental 

component furnishing the restoring forces will be discussed in the following section. 

The experimental apparatus is required to enable given displacements to be imposed 

on the test structure. This necessitates a substantial servo-hydraulic actuator system, 

which can be controlled accurately, as well as a reaction wall and a solid fixing 

system for the test structure. The design and construction of these are included in 

section 3.3. This section also includes the design of the specimen structures as well as 

the connection system between these and the hydraulic actuator. 

The last section of this chapter describes the instrumentation system. This includes the 

set-up of the transducers, which generally measure displacements, force and pressure. 
The communication system for the transducer output to the computational space is 

also discussed here. 
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3.2 WORKINGS AND PROCESSES OF THE, PSEUDODYNAMIC TEST 

METHOD 

The pseudodynamic test method is a combined experimental/computational technique 

for obtaining the dynamic response of a structure to an external excitation. As 

discussed in section 2.1, the method relies on expressing the equation of motion, 

equation (2.1), with both computational and experimental terms and solving this in a 

step-by-step manner. This is enabled through utilisation of a time stepping scheme. 

The procedure in which the test progresses is illustrated in figure 2.1 and in the 

flowchart shown below in figure 3.1. 

START 

Set up model problem, 
compute effective mass matrix 

Compute displacement predictor, 
d,,,, using time stepping scheme 

Impose d,,, on structure using 
servo-hydraulic actuators 

Measure restoring force, r,,,, 
offered by specimen structure 

Express equation of motion, 
Ma+Cv+r(x)=f at time = t,,., 
and solve for acceleration 

Set n=n+1 

Response complete ? 

YJL 

FINISH 

Fig. 3.1 Flowchart of main processes in pseudodynamic tests 
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The displacements are computed in a step-wise manner, and essentially imposed the 

same way. The servo-hydraulic system will work with one target displacement at a 
time, as the next target cannot be computed before the current displacement target has 
been reached and the restoring force measured at that point. 

The displacement steps may be imposed at arbitrarily low speeds as inertial effects are 

accounted for numerically. This, to an extent, enables the use of conventional quasi- 

static testing apparatus to be utilised. In general, higher velocities require larger, more 

powerful hydraulic pumps. Therefore, if only smaller hydraulic systems are available, 

modest velocities should be anticipated. Furthermore, higher speeds require the 

controller to operate at a higher rate, and may compromise the implementation 

accuracy as discussed later in chapter V. 

The time stepping scheme works by linearising the equation of motion over the 

duration of the time step. The non-linear system response is essentially obtained by 

keeping each time step small enough to enable neglect of the variations within each 

step. The discrete displacement points will together form the response when plotted as 

a function of the corresponding time points. 

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Pseudodynamic implementation requires experimental apparatus that is able to 
displace the nodal point(s) of the specimen structure to the magnitude required by the 

computational algorithm. The system adopted for the experimentation described in 

this thesis consists of a horizontally orientated actuator, which is mounted to a 

reaction rig and operates under a hydraulic system with a remotely located servo 

valve. A schematic of the overall structure of the SDOF testing rig can be seen in 

figure 3.2 below. Each individual component of the system will be described in the 
following sections. 
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hydraulic 
Sul imen 

1.1 
strong floor 

II 

Fig. 3.2 Schematic of experimental apparatus 

3.3.1 Reaction wall 

The primary objective of the reaction wall is to offer a solid reaction to the horizontal 

forces created by the actuator, and to transmit these to the strong floor, pi-cferably 

without any measurable deflection. It is also desirable if the actuator may be mounted 

at various heights on the reaction wall to accommodate a range ofspecimen sizes. The 

reaction wall is also referred to as the reaction rig or simply the rig. 

It was envisaged that a range of actuators might be used, possibly LIP to the capacity of 
200kN, so the rig was therefore designed to withstand a maximurn force of' 300kN, 

with a factor of safety of 1.5. The rig was designed to take the maximurn force at a 
height of 2m above the strong floor, effectively creating a maximum bending moment 

of 600kNm. The capacity of the actuator available was however somewhat smaller, 

50kN, and generally positioned at around Im above the floor. The typical bending 

moment present would therefore be more likely to be of the order of 50kNm. 

Following investigation of a range of conceptual design ideas, a system using a triple 

section for the main vertical member wits elected. 'rhis was hu, it Lip ot, two 
203x2O3x7l universal columns (UC) separated by a 406x 17807 universal heam 

(UB). The total second moment of area for bending al-OUnd the strong axis can he 

approximated to 218lx 106 mm4 as shown in figure 3.3. This provides a theoretical 

moment capacity of around 1431kNin. Basic deflection calculations suggest that 
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deflection of the reaction rig under forces created by the 50kN actuator, would be 

negligible, also shown in figure 3.3. Although these calculations do not take shear 
deformation or base rotation into account, the deflection value suggested is of an 

order of magnitude (around 0.0 1 nim) not envisaged to influence tests. 

E 
E 
(0 CY 0 

UC 203x2O3x7l 

UB 406xl 78x67 

UC 203x2O3x7l 

The second moment of area of the built up 
section may be calculated as Ixx of the UB plus 
the effect of the UCs through parallel axis 
theorem. 
lxx = 243x1 06+2(76.47xl 06+91 1 Ox313A2) 
lxx = 2181 X1 06MM4 

Zxx = 2181 x1 06/419 = 5.21 x1 06MM3 

Mcap = Zxx X py = 5.21 x1 06x275 = 1431 kNm 

Shear area = 360 x 8.8 = 3168MM2 

Shear stress = 3000000/3168 = 95.7N/mm 2 
Low Shear. 

Def lection: 
6=PL3/3EI 

- 50000x6OOA3/3x2l Oxl OA3x2l8l A OA6 
=. 0.0079mm 

Fig. 3.3 Moment and shear capacity of built up beam. 

The three sections were bolted together using 2x2Omm grade 8.8 bolts at a spacing of 

300mm. along the height of the beam. The theoretical maximum shear force of 300kN 

would develop 747kN per metre spacing as shown in equation (3.1) 

SA7 300000x9110x310 
747kN / 

ixx 1134x10' 

where S is the maximum shear force, A the area of the section bolted on, Y the 

distance from the neutral axis to the centre of the section bolted on and I. the second 

moment of area of the totýl section. Assuming a bolt spacing of 250mm generates a 
force in each set of bolts of 747kN/m x 0.25m = 186kN. The specified bolts provide 
184kN capacity, which should be sufficient in all expected cases. 
The reaction rig requires a substantial base to transmit the design moment of 600kNm. 

This base relies in turn on being connected to the strong floor through holes at a 
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spacing of 863mm, in both directions. Because of the potentially large moment and the 

size of the vertical beam, it was decided to span two spacings in the direction of the 

loading and one gap in the transverse direction as shown in figure 3.4. A general view 

of the rig can also be seen in figure 3.13. 

I'lie vertical beam was welded to the 25mm thick base plate with heavy welds on all 

edges. The beam was assumed to bend around the centre of the UC sections, so the 

lever arm was taken as 620mm. With a design maximum moment acting at the base of 
600kNm, the maximum uplift force will be of the order 600/0.620 = 968kN. In 

addition to this, a maximum shear force of 300kN will be acting perpendicularly. 

Assuming the weld around the UC's will be resisting the moment, and the weld 

around the web of the UB the shear, the maximum stress on weld is around 
0.9kN/mm. An 8mm, fillet weld was applied throughout, providing 1.2kN/mm. 

The base consisted of a 25mm thick plate stiffened by two 406xl78x6O UBs. The 

stiffeners were required to carry the moment developed at the base of the beam to the 

two connection points on the floor, and were welded to the plate. With the moment 

from the vertical beam transferred to the base plate, this would also have to be able to 

carry 600kNm. This moment requires an elastic modulus of 600xIO6/275 = 

2.18x 106MM3 
. Two 406xl78x6O UBs provide an elastic modulus of 2.12x 106MM3, So 

together with the plate itself, this provided sufficient stiffness. 

No 
2000 mm 

Fig. 3.4 Plan view of reaction wall base. 
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In order to connect the base plate to the strong floor, two pairs of channel sections 

were welded onto the plate. These extruded beyond the plate to coincide with the hole 

locations in the floor, as shown in figure 3.4. Screwed rod could be passed between 

the channels and through the holes in the floor. The sections used were universal 

channels, 17606 and 254x89, with the largest situated on the side closest to the 
heam. as seen in figure 3.5. Z-1 

Fig. 3.5 Side elevation of reaction wall base 

Fig. 3.6 End elevation of reaction wall base 

3.3.2 H%draulic s-, -stem 

Thc h%draulic S%Stenl comprises all the components that enable a force to be applied 

to the specimen structure. This includes first of all the actuator, which. of course 

actually produces the force. However, the actuator requires hydraulic fluid under 

pressure to exert a force. The pressure is created by the pump system, which further 

requires a valve to control the pressure supply. A schematic of the main components 

of the hydraulic system can be seen in figure 3.7 below. 
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Fluid return 

Pte surised fluid 

Valve 
6 

iýý 

Fig. 3.7 Simplified schematic of hydraulic system 

The pump supplies fluid pressurised to a constant pressure manually set within the 

pump system itself. This pressure is then directed to the servo valve, which essentially 

produces a differential pressure between its two output channels controlled by an 

electrical signal from the controller. The two pressure hoses connect to the chambers 

within the actuator to produce a force, as detailed in the following section. 

3.3.2.1 Hydraulic actuator 

The hydraulic actuator used for the pseudodynamic testing described in this thesis has 

a stroke of ±50mm and can produce a maximum force of ±50kN. Although of a 
double acting type, i. e. capable of producing forces in both directions, it is a simple 

device, and should possibly be referred to as a "jack" as it does not contain any servo 

valve. However. as it operates with a remotely located valve, it is referred to as "the 

hydraulic actuator" or simply "the actuator" throughout this text. 

The hydraulic actuator operates under the principle of creating a force by differential 

pressures acting over a surface. Essentially, it contains two chambers connected to the 

two output points on the servo valve. The fluid in these two chambers both act on the 

same piston, and the force exerted will in principle equal the pressure difference 

multiplied by the piston area. The principle is depicted in figure 3.8 and defined in 

equation 

F= (P, 
- P, )A (3.2) 
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where PI and P, are the pressures in the respective chambers and A the effective area 
of the piston. This area excludes the central bar, as the fluid will not act on this. 

F 

PI ý' P2 

Fig. 3.9 Principle of double acting hydraulic actuator 

13ý , ending a higher pressure to one chamber, say the one on the left hand side in the 
figure above, the pressure on the left hand side of the piston will be greater than on 

the right hand side. This creates a force in the direction of the arrow. Depending, of Zý 
course, on the resistance acting on the actuator, the piston will move, and hydraulic 

fluid will flow into the left hand chamber and out of the right hand one. A system also 

exists for the returning fluid, which invariably seeps through the seals and rings on the 

piston. 

The effective force exerted by the actuator is in practise not exactly as defined in 

equation (3.2). This is due to the internal friction in the actuator, which first has to be 

overcome before any movement can be initiated. The internal friction may affect the 

force measurements if a certain system is adopted. This is further discussed in section 
3.4.1.1. 

3.3.2.2 Hydraulic pumps and servo valve system 

The experimental facility described here has been constructed and operated in the 

Ifeavy Structures Laboratory in the Civil Engineering Department at the University of 
Glasgow. This laboratory benefits from a large-scale built-in hydraulic pump and 

valve system. The pumps are capable of producing a pressure up to around 250bar and 

a flow of 25 litres per minute (1/m). Essentially, the pump supplies a constant pressure 
to the servo valve. The pressure can be set manually to any value between 0 and 
250har. and this pressure then represents the maximum the valve is capable of 
delkering to the actuator. 
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The servo valve is a Moog type pressure control valve. It supplies pressure to two 

output ports connected to the two chambers in the actuator through pipes and pressure 
hoses. In broad terms, the valve produces a differential pressure between the two ports 

proportional to the electrical current passing through its torque motor. The electrical 

current flowing through the solenoid in the valve creates a magnetic field that shifts 
the nozzle position such that more pressure is forced into one of the two channels. The 

pressure difference acts as feedback, forcing the nozzle into the neutral position once 
the force created from the pressure difference equals that generated by the magnetic 
field. Higher electrical currents thus result in higher pressures, and reversing the 

electrical current will reverse the pressure. 

3.3.3 Test specimens 

The design of the test specimens was naturally limited by the experimental testing 

facilities available. In particular, the fairly modest stroke of the actuator, ±50mm, and 

the maximum force of ±5OkN had to be respected. Following these limitations, it was 

vital that the specimens were designed such that useful and relevant tests could be 

carried out. As pseudodynamic tests generally aim to obtain the response of structures 

under non-linear conditions, it was considered that the apparatus should enable 
displacements well beyond the elastic range of the tested structures. Consequently, 

this put limitations on both the strength and stiffness of the specimens. 

Two specimen types were employed in the experimentation described in this thesis. 

These were a reinforced concrete stub column and a slender steel column. Both 

operated with a virtual mass at the top yielding inverted pendulum structures. 
However, they were different in the sense that the reinforced concrete column was 
designed to display significantly non-linear behaviour while the steel column should 

remain elastic within the stroke range of the actuator. 

3.3.3.1 Reinforced concrete test specimen 

The reinforced concrete specimen was designed to validate the pseudodynamic tests 

system rather than to investigate the specimen behaviour itself. It was therefore 

important that the specimen could be failed with the experimental apparatus available. 
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To ensure failure, the specimen should not be able to resist the maximum force of 
50kN in bending or shear and, equally importantly, should not be so flexible that 

displacements of 50mm. could be reacted without significant damage. 

The requirements in terms of strength were such that the section could not be made 

too large, nor the length too short. However, smaller sections and longer lengths 

produce a more flexible structure, which might not satisfy the stiffness requirements. 
It was found that a lOOx2OOmm section and a length of only 600mm, as shown in 

figure 3.10, would Mfil all the requirements. The column was reinforced with 
4xl2mrn high strength bars and built into a solid, reinforced base. The full 

engineering drawings of the concrete specimen can be found in Appendix D. 

2001 

Section A-A 

500mm 

Fig. 3.10 Schematic representation of reinforced concrete specimen 

Ile force from the actuator is applied horizontally, so assuming cantilever behaviour 

about the strong axis, the maximum moment that can be applied at the base is 

50kNxO. 6m=3OkNm. The moment capacity of the section has been very roughly 

estimated using two methods. First, by ignoring the compression reinforcement, the 

moment capacity can be computed as in equation (3.3). Applying British Standard 

BS81 10, using 30N/mm2 concrete cube strength, 20mm cover and excluding partial 

safety factors yields: 

Af = 0.234bd 2f,. = 0.234 x 100 x 174 2x 30 x 10-6 = 21.3klVm (3.3) 

Motivation of this moment capacity requires a steel area of 342mm. 2. As only 226MM2 

is provided, the strength will be somewhat lower, possibly around l5kNm. However, 
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compression steel is effectively provided although no corresponding additional 
tension steel is present. The strength can alternatively be calculated ignoring the 

concrete (to develop the full lever arm between the bars), as shown in equation (3.4), 

using a steel yield strength of 460N/MM2. 

M =fyAz=460X226XI48XIO"'6= 15.4kNm (3.4) 

Both the calculation in equation (3.3) and equation (3.4) indicate approximately the 

same strength in bending and should be well within the capacity of the actuator. In 

terms of shear capacity, this can also be assessed using BS81 10. Links are provided at 

100mm intervals, and 6mm mild steel (f)ý:: 250N/mm 2) is used. The shear capacity of 

the section, V,, can be computed as V, =vbd, where v, is the design shear stress, b the 

breadth of the section and d the effective depth. v, is computed according to equation 
(3.5) from Table 3.9 in BS8110 (1985). 

III 

vc = 0.79 
IOOXA,, (400 (f,. ( 

bd 
Id, 

25 
(3.5) 

=0.79 
10OX226 3 400 (30)3 

1.13N I mm 
2 (10OX174 ) (174 

25 

This provides a shear strength of 1.13x I 00x 174x 10-3= 1 9.7kN. The contribution from 

the links, vj, can be computed according to equation (3.6) from Table 3.9 in BS81 10, 

where A, is the effective area of the shear links and s, the spacing. 

VI = 
fyA,, 

= 
25OX56 

= IAN /MM2 (3.6) 
bsv 10OX100 

This increases the shear capacity by 1.4xlOOxl74x 10-3 =24.4kN. The total shear 

capacity is thus around 44kN, somewhat less than the 50kN capacity of the actuator. 

Lastly, the flexibility has to be limited so that failure occurs within the ±50mm stroke 

of the actuator. Assuming a maximum inelastic strain of the reinforcing bars in 

tension and Bernoulli-Navier thin beam theory, the maximum deflection at the top of 
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the beam can be computed according to equation (3.7) below. Here, w is the 

maximum deflection at the tip of the beam, 0.023 the maximum strain in the steel, x 

the length of the beam and z the distance from the steel to the neutral axis of the 

section, which in this case is a minimum of I 00mm. 

Uf0.023x d 
0.023X2 0.023x6002 

Wfz dx 
zX 2z 2xIOO 

41.4mm (3.7) 

The approximated maximum displacement of 41.4mm is within the actuator stroke of 

±50mm, but not by a clear margin. However, it was anticipated that the cyclic nature 

of the test would in any case result in failure of the specimen structure. 

3.3.3.2 Steel test specimen 

The main objective of the steel specimen was to obtain a reference solution and 

enable a verification of the pseudodynamic implementation system. As explained in 

section 7.1.2.2, the specimen had to effectively remain elastic throughout these tests. 

Furthermore, as a fairly low fundamental frequency was desired, again explained in 

chapter VH, a flexible specimen had to be designed. 
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A hollow steel section welded to a steel base with a concentrated mass at the top was 

envisaged, yielding an inverted pendulum structure. A schematic of the layout can be 

seen in figure 3.12 below. 

The design criteria were somewhat different from the concrete specimen. Again, the 
50mm stroke had to be respected, but in this case the objective was to utilise as much 

as possible of this while keeping the specimen structure within the elastic limit. The 

force limitation was not expected to be critical in this design as the structure would be 

much more flexible. 

/ 

Fig. 3.12 Steel column layout 

For the so-called "snap-back" test documented in Chapter VII, it was decided to aim 
for a maximum natural frequency of around 3Hz, or 18.85rad/s, for the dynamic 

structure. It was further desirable to limit the mass to around 200kg for practical and 

safety reasons. This yielded a maximum structural stiffness of 71 kN/m as computed in 

equation (3.8). 

200 00 

ýlk- 
< 18.85rad /s k<71000Nlm (3.8) 

Assuming cantilever behaviour, the stiffness may be computed as k=3EIIL 3, where E 

is Young's Modulus of the steel, I the second moment of area and L the length of the 
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beam. This yields the relationship between I and L to produce a stiffness of 
k--7 I OOON/m as shown in table 3.1 

I [cm4] L [mm] 

11.5 1000 
38.9 15ý00 
46.7 1593 

Table 3.1 Combinations of I and L to yield a stiffness of 71 kN/m 

Selecting a length of 1600mm and an available rectangular hollow section (RHS) 

providing a second moment of area of 46.7cm4 will provide a stiffness of 

approximately 7010ON/m, yielding a natural frequency of approximately 

O)n= ý70100/200 = 18.72rad /s=2.97Hz. 

Carrying out deflection calculations will give an indication of the load required for 

maximum displacements, where 6 is the deflection and P the corresponding force, as 

shown in equation (3.9) below. 

Px 1600' 
50 = =* P= 3506N (3.9) 

3EI 3x 205000 x 467000 

Equation (3.9) shows that a fairly modest force of the order of 3.5kN would be 

required to initiate the maximum displacement of 50mm. This force would create a 

moment at the base of the order of 3.5xl. 6=5.6kNm. The uplift force on the weld at 
the base of the column will be of the order of 5.6kNm/0.05m=l l2kN, resulting in a 

stress of approximately 1l2kN/l00mrn=l. l2kN/mm. This normally requires a weld 

with 8mm leg length (providing 1.2 kN/mm). 

The section chosen, RHS lOOx5Ox4, has an elastic modulus around its weak axis of 

18.7cm 3. This provides an elastic bending strength of 18.7x275=5.15kNm, and a 

plastic bending capacity of 21.7x275=5.97kNm. The maximum applied load should in 

other words result in a moment somewhere between the elastic and plastic limits, 

which should be satisfactory for this application. 
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The mass for the top of the column was provided by 4 steel blocks, each weighing 

around 50kg rigidly connected in two pairs, as shown in the top left comer of figure 

3.13. The effective point mass on the column, consisting of the total mass of the steel 

pieces and fittings on top in addition to the equivalent point mass of the column self 

weight, was approximately 275kg. 

Fig. 3.13 Steel column in testing position 

3.3.4 Fixings and connection 

Both the reinforced concrete and steel columns required a solid fixing system to 

ensure that the bases did not move during tests. In pseudodynamic testing, it is 

generally specified that the base should remain stationary so that the relative 
displacements equal those induced by the actuator. This implies that the structure not 

only needs to be fixed against translation but also against rotation. Essentially, the 

structure needs to be rigidly connected to the strong floor. 
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The reinforced concrete column was built into a 900x5OOx2OOmm concrete base while 

the steel column was welded onto a 500x5OOx25mm steel plate. Both structures were 

connected to the strong floor by sandwiching them between two 25mm steel plates, 

where the top one had a 200x4OOmni hole cut out. The bottom plate was placed 
directly upon the strong floor, followed by the specimen and the top plate without any 
kind of liner, as seen in the bottom left of figure 3.13 and figure 3.14 for the steel and 

concrete specimens respectively. In some cases, the top plate had to be stiffened so 

that more pressure could be applied to hold the specimen down. In these cases, some 
RHS were placed on top the plate with the same rods passed through both the plate 

and the stiffeners. 

Fig. 3.14 Concrete column fixings 

Figure 3.14 and 3.15 also show the connection between the actuator and the top of the 

concrete column. This connector needed to transfer the full force of up to 50kN from 

the actuator to the column, but as no moment transfer was assumed in the analysis, the 

fitting was pinned to the actuator. During full-scale tests, a significant rotation took 

place around this pin. 
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With the steel specimen, connection to the actuator was somewhat simpler. In this 

case, the fixing could simply be bolted onto the plate, which also carried the mass. 
The force transferred here is also of the order of one tenth of that in the concrete 

column. 

The connection between the reaction rig and the actuator required detailed design and 

analysis as this "arm" effectively cantilevered out from the rig. It had to carry its self- 

weight in addition to the axial force created in the actuator. Furthermore, it also 

needed a pinned joint to avoid moment transfer. The arm was constructed in two 

pieces, where one was rigidly connected to the reaction rig and one to the actuator, 

with a lockable pin linking the two together, as seen in figure 3.15. The piece 

connected to the rig was made from a RHS, while the other was built up of steel 

plates. 

Fig. 3.15 Actuator arm and fixings. 
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3.4 COMMUNICATIONS 

The communications system is concerned with the devices required to obtain, transmit 

and interpret measurements and signals. The signals can be categorised into input and 

output signals, where the input signals are communicated from the instrumentation to 

the computer while the output are from the computer to the instrumentation. 

Essentially, the inputs are the displacement and force signals, in addition - to non- 

essential signals for example for strain measurements, while the output is the signal to 

the servo valve. The input and output are elaborated on in section 5.3.1, while the 

following sections will refer to the instrumentation and how the signals are passed 
from one place to another. 

3.4.1 Instrumentation ' 

The instrumentation comprises the systems of transducers and peripherals that enable 

measurement of variables normally required for the implementation of 

pseudodynamic tests. These include the active variables that are essential for the 

implementation: displacement and force measurements and the valve signals, as well 

as passive variables that only provide further information about the structural 
behaviour, i. e. strains and possibly other displacement measurements. The following 

sections will discuss the actual method of obtaining and transferring the active signals 
in the implementation system described in this thesis. 

All active communication took place through a single high-speed communications 

card, which could be read directly by the controller that was coded in the LabView 

environment, as detailed in Chapter VI. Although signal conditioning was required for 

some of the instrumentation, the interpretation of all the conditioned signals was done 

in the software controller. The communications card could read a number of channels 

simultaneously, and presented no limitation to the communication speed. 

3.4.1.1 Force measurements 

The force measurements in this SDOF implementation represent a measure of the 
force exerted by the hydraulic actuator and correspond to the restoring force offered 
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by the specimen structure resisting displacements in the corresponding degree of 

freedom. In all the tests described here, the only degree of freedom is horizontal 

displacement at the top of the column. 

The most direct method of obtaining a measure of the force acting is by using a load 

cell placed in series between the actuator and the specimen. This kind of system was 

therefore employed with the tests on the steel column. Here, a butterfly type load cell 

was used, as shown in figure 3.16. This load cell enabled accurate force 

measurements even under small loads. The signal from the load cell required 

amplification before it could be read by the computer, so an amplifier card was used 

to condition the signal. 

Fig. 3.16 Butterfly type load cell with connector 

The range of the load cell was ±lOkN, but for the tests on the steel column, only a 

maximum force of ±5kN was required. During calibration, the amplifying circuit was 

set such that ±IOV (maximum voltage for communication card) corresponded to 

±5kN. This maximised the accuracy of the force measurement, as the relative 

magnitude of electrical noise was minimised. The force measurements could be 

obtained to an accuracy of 5N, or 0.1% error, with this system. 

Regrettably, the butterfly type load cell could not be used for the tests on the 

reinforced concrete column. This was because the forces developed during these tests 

would be significantly beyond the capacity of the cell. Two alternative methods were 

therefore used to obtain the force measurements, discussed bclow. 
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The pump and valve system in the laboratory also included a pressure transducer, 

measuring the relative pressure between the two output ports on the valve. This signal 

could be read directly by the communication card and interpreted by the controller. 
Unfortunately, this signal did not represent an equally accurate measurement as the 

load cell. The electrical noise was somewhat greater, creating a random error of the 

order of a maximum of ±500N, or in this case around 1-1.5% of the maximum force. 

A more significant problem was the fact that this pressure measurement did not take 

the internal friction of the actuator into account. This created a large drop in force 

each time the actuator changed direction, effectively opening up the hysteretic force- 

displacement loops creating artificial dissipation. This inaccuracy was critical during 

low-level tests, as the error could reach 20-30% of the force. During full-scale tests, 

were the full force range was employed, satisfactory results could still be obtained. 

In order to improve the quality of the force measurements for the tests under high 

forces, a load-measuring device was specifically designed. This device was created to 

enable measurements of the load on the actuator directly, like the butterfly type load 

cell, but up to the full capacity of the actuator. EmploYing the same principle as a 

standard load cell, the device consisted simply of a steel bar with strain gauges 

forming a full bridge around it. The bar was designed for a working load of 50k_N, and 
had a diameter of 25mm and an overall length of 150mm. The working load should 

result in strains of around 4.8E-04, enabling force to be measured to between ION and 
IOON within the full ±50kN range. A picture of the bar type load cell placed in series 

with the actuator and specimen can be seen in figure 3.17. 

Fig. 3.17 Bar type load cell specifically designed for tests on concrete specimen 
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3.4.1.2 Displacement measurements 

During the tests on both the reinforced concrete and steel columns, the active 
displacement measurements were taken through an LVDT (linear voltage differential 

transducer) internal to the actuator. This was the most practical place to position the 

transducer and, as the reaction rig was so stiff, no measurable errors would be 

introduced. 

The total range of the LVDT was ±60mm, so the maximum displacements of ±50mm 

should lie within a fairly linear range of the LVDT. However, during calibration, it 

was found that non-linearities in the LVDT introduced errors of up to 2.5mm. 

Through software compensation, this error was reduced to a maximum of I 00ýtm, as 
detailed in section 5.3.6. The transducer signal was conditioned to a DC signal within 

the ±IOV range used by the communication card with an appropriate signal- 

conditioning card. 

When carrying out the "snap-back" tests described in Chapter VII, an external 

transducer set-up was required. This was to allow the column to oscillate freely in 

real-time without any resistance. In this case, a similar LVDT was mounted outside 

the actuator, with the sprung rod pushing against a small, lubricated Plexiglas plate to 

minimise friction, as shown in figure 3.18. 

Fig 3.18 LVDT positioning during "snap-back" tcsts 
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3.4.1.3 Servo valve signal 

The valve signal is generated within the controller running on the PC as detailed in 

Chapters V and VI. The signal specified by the algorithm is then created 

electronically in the communication card and sent directly to the valve. Although the 

valve technically operates with a current, the resistance within the valve is linear 

enough to simply specify a DC voltage. As this resistance is fairly small, the voltage 

range used by the valve is narrow, spanning typically only between 0.5 and -0.5V. 

I, 
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Chapter IV Development of the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form Method 

A novel integral form time-integration algorithm for pseudodynamic testing is 

proposed, based on the Newmark Implicit algorithm. The scheme builds on the 

recently published integral form of the Newmark Explicit algorithm (Chang et al. 
1998), which exhibits improved abilities to deal with rapidly varying loads and 

stiffness properties during pseudodynamic testing, but displays some numerical 
damping and only conditional stability. The enhancement is based on the inclusion of 

an additional term in the displacement predictor, which not only renders the algorithm 

more consistent, but it also eliminates numerical damping and makes the algorithm 

unconditionally stable. Under non-linear conditions, both the explicit and implicit 

forrns of the integral form algorithm require a substitute for the tangent stiffness, and 

the sensitivity of the methods to the choice of this has been investigated. It is found 

that the proposed implicit method displays significantly less error in terms of 

periodicity and amplitude. An evaluation of the performance of the algorithm under 

nonlinear stiffness conditions with rapidly varying loads is included. Lastly, a 

proposal to an implementation system is presented. The main contributions in this 

chapter have been published in Engineering Computations (Algaard et al. 200 1 b). 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Several time stepping algorithms have been proposed for application in 

pseudodynamic testing (Bursi & Shing 1996), (Combescure & Pegon 1997), (Chang 

1997). The majority of these are explicit due to the fact that the non-linear structural 

restoring forces at the end of any time step are unknown and displacement iterations 

in pseudodynamic tests are undesirable as these might result in partial unloading 

(Shing & Vannan 1990). Although implicit methods have the advantage of being 

unconditionally stable, the duration of the time steps still have to be limited for 

accuracy purposes, due to rapid changes in both loading and stiffness and linearisation 

errors in general. However, the so-called integral fonn of the Newmark Explicit 

method, proposed by Chang et al. (1998), relies on integrating the second-order 

equation of motion (4.1) with respect to time and it is argued that this method exhibits 
improved abilities to model rapidly varying loads and stiffness as well as improved 

error propagation characteristics. 
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d'x dx 
MA + CA + Ar(x) = Af (4.1) 

t dt 

Implementation of the integral form into the pseudodynamic testing framework is 

however complicated by the fact that certain stiffness related terms become implicit. 

The possibility of enhancing Chang's formulation of the integral form by modifying 

some of its aspects is considered in this chapter. 

4.2 NEWMARK EXPLICIT - INTEGRAL FORM 

The integral forrn of the Newmark explicit method was initially suggested by Chang 

et A in 1998, by integrating the equation of motion (4.1) in its incremental form once 

with respect to time. It is argued that such a form is better suited for systems with 

rapidly varying excitation force and rapidly varying level of non-linearity of the 

restoring force. Integrating equation (4.1) yields 

MA 
dx 

+ CAx + Aj r(x)dt = Aj fdt (4.2) 
dt 

where A is the change during a time step. The improved accuracy originates from the 

fact that by performing the integration, equilibrium is satisfied over the duration of 

time step, rather than at its start or at its end. The solution involves utilisation of the 

time integral of the force for each step, which can be found reasonably accurately 

through some simple numerical integration and sub-stepping. 

Linearisation of the time-force integral when sampling the excitation accelerograrn at 

large time step intervals may lead to significant inaccuracies. While applied 

accelerograms typically have sampling points considerably closer spaced than 

integration steps, and restoring forces may be measured practically continuously 
during displacement of the specimen, there is clearly an opportunity to obtain accurate 

estimations of the time-force areas concerned. An example of how the variation in 

ground acceleration may be poorly linearised can be seen in figure 4.1 below. If the 

time step size employed is 0.2 seconds, and we consider the step between 5. Os and 
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5.2s, it is clear that the linearised acceleration over that step equals zero. The red line 

indicates the linearised accelerogram. On the other hand, a good estimate of the area 

can be found if a few sampling points are used in between and numerical integration 

like the trapezoidal rule or Simpson's rule. 

Linearisation of Input Acc. 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 

0 
1 4.2 4.4 4$ 

--4.8 
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-0.2 Time Is] 

-0.3 
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Fig. 4.1 Ground motion accelerogram 

Similarly, for the restoring force, a linearised relationship between the start and the 

end values may very poorly represent the actual variation of the force over the time 

step, figure 4.2. Clearly, by linearising between the start and the end points 

underestimates the restoring force during loading and overestimates it during 

unloading - this evidently adds energy to the system and could potentially lead to an 

instability. While the error in the linearisation of the excitation force is of a random 

nature, it should be noted that the error associated with restoring force is systematic 

and cumulative. 

Fig. 4.2 Cumulative error as a result of linearisation of the restoring force 

The applicability and the advantages of implementing the integral fonn method into 

pseudodynamic testing have been thoroughly investigated in Chang et al. (1998). As 

mentioned, the theory builds on integrating incremental equations in the explicit 
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fonnat of the Newmark method (fl=O in the Newmark implicit relation 

d,, +, = dn + AtVn +1 -9 ty an + P(Atyan+l 
I i. e. d, +, = dn + AtVn +1 (Aty a. ) 22 

The Newmark Explicit equations in incremental form: 

,, +I ý Af. 
+, MAan+l + CAV-+l + Ar 

d. 
+, = dn + Atv,, +I (At)'a,, (4.3) 

2 

Vn+l = Vn +I At (a,, +a,, +, 
) 

2 

are integrated once with respect to time, which leads to the following equations: 

MAv,,.,, + CAd.,, + Af r.,. Idt Af f. 
+Idt 

(4.4a) 

f dn+ldt =f dndt + Atdn + (Aty v. (4.4b) 
2 

dn+l = dn +I At (v. + v. +. 
(4.4c) 

2 

where At is the time step duration, d and v the displacement and velocity, respectively, 

and A indicates the change over one time step. Whereas in the usual Newmark explicit 

format the equations (4.3) are solved for the change in acceleration, the equation of 

motion in the integral form, equation (4.4a), is now solved for the change in velocity. 
Additionally, the integral form has an expression for the time integral of displacement 

(equation 4.4b) instead of the displacement predictor Ad,,,, in the usual form. More 

importantly, the term in the integral form no longer represents an explicit prediction 

that may be used as an initial displacement step in pseudodynamic tests. The 

displacement step is now an implicit function of v,, and v,,, and can be found from 

equation (4.4c), which in turn requires the solution of equation (4.4a) to obtain the 

velocity at the end of the time step, v.,. j. In effect, the action of integrating the set of 

equations has rendered the method implicit in the sense that the predictor 
displacement cannot be deduced directly any more. The integral form algorithm also 

requires an assessment of the integral of the restoring force before the displacement 
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predictor can be calculated. Such an estimate enables the solution for Av,,,, to be 

found which in turn produces an explicit predictor for the displacement, equation 

(4.4c), which is needed for the pseudodynarnic implementation. The restoring force, 

and its time integral are non-linear functions of displacement and can no longer be 

obtained directly, as no predictor displacement step exists to be imposed. III order to 

be able to utilise the algorithm, Chang et al. (1998) suggest multiplying equatioll 

(4.4b) by the tangent stiffness, and an explicit expression of' the integral of tile 

restoring force at t=t,,,, may be found (here expressed for all SDOF system) as 

outlined in equation (4.5). 

fý,, 
Idt= rý, dt+Atkd,, + 

k (At )2 v,,, 
f 

rl, (It -ý Atr,, +-k- (A/) (4.5) f22 

The physical interpretation of the above expression can he seen from the graph of' the 

restoring force versus time, Fig 4.3, where fr,, dt Indicates tile restoring force time areii 

at a given time t, while the surn of the two remaining terms represents tile prOACCICd 

trapezoidal area assuming that a constant velocity exists until the end ol'the step. 

r iý rn+l 

fr, dt r 
IL 

Aj 
Afr dt 

Fig 4.3. Approximation of Afi,,,, Idt 

Such a procedure tentatively assumes that the tangent stiffness is known or may be 

obtained somehow, which will normally not be the case Ili pscudodynaillic testing 

(Chang et al. 1998). Only for the SDOF and for certain simple MDOF StRICtUrCS, Illay 

the stiffness matrix be computed from experimental data, and tlicll only once a time 

step has been completed. To overcome the problem of' the unknown tangent stiffness 

matrix, Chang et al. (1998) suggested replacing it with the initial stiffness lei-Ili. The 

error involved is not large as the tangent stiffness Is re(ILIII-C(I Only III file Second Order 

term on the right hand side ofequation (4.5) (Chang el al. 1998). Ili any case, once an 
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expression for the integral of the restoring force exists, Chang et aL (1998) suggest a 

solution procedure where they solve for Av,,., from equation (4.4a) by substituting 

equation (4.4c) for d,,., I. When considering a SDOF system, the velocity change can 
be expressed as: 

m +, 
&t 

c 
Lo 

t)2 Vj 
2 

(Af 
f. 

+, 
dt - cAtv, - Atr,, -2 (A (4.6) 

where ko is the initial stiffness in place of the tangent stiffness term. By substituting 

this result back into equation (4.4c), a prediction for the change in displacement can 
finally be expressed as follows: 

Ad,, +, 
": --AtVn+&t(m+Atc 

'(, 
&ffn+ldt-cAtvn-, Atr,. -'O('&t)'Vn (4.7) 

222 

which, when added onto the previous displacement value, furnishes an explicit 

displacement predictor to be applied in pseudodynamic tests similarly to any other 

displacement predictor. However, the method now departs from the traditional 

procedure in pseudodynamic testing. While the predictor displacement step is being 

imposed on the structure, the induced restoring force is continuously measured and its 

corresponding time integral is evaluated numerically. At the end of the step, this will 

represent an experimentally evaluated change in the time integral of the restoring 

force, the same term as the one that was earlier estimated in equation (4.5). In general, 
due to the material non-linearity, the restoring force will not follow the linear 

extrapolation as predicted, and the change in the time integral of this restoring force 

will in reality typically be smaller than estimated. For this reason, Chang's algorithm 

then recalculates Av,,,,, based on the measured time integral of the restoring force. At 

this stage, Ad,,,, may or may not be recalculated, based on the updated Av,, ] in 

equation (4.4c). Irrespective of whether the displacement increment Ad,,.,, is then 

recalculated, there is a numerical damping present, which may be negative or positive 
depending on which reference values for the restoring force are used at the beginning 

of the displacement increment. The effect will be present irrespective of whether the 

tangential or initial stiffness term is used in equation (4.5). 
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4.3 NEWMARK IMPLICIT - INTEGRAL FORM 

An inconsistency exists in the integral form of the Newmark Explicit algorithm, when 

recalculating Av,,., is based on the updated AJr,,.,, dt (Algaard et aL 2000). Av,,. i 
indeed has to be recalculated; otherwise the infon-nation about the experimentally 

measured restoring forces is never taken into account. The predictor Ad,,., is based on 

an estimation of Av,,,.,, which in turn builds on an approximation of the restoring force 

as expressed in equation (4.5). Once the integral of the restoring force has been 

obtained, the integrated equation of motion, equation (4.4a), can be applied. 

Expanding equation (4.4c) yields 

dn+I =dn +lAt(Vn +Vn+I)=dn +! 'ät(Vn +Vn +Avn+, )=dn +AtVn +! 'ätAVn+I 
(4.8) 

Furthermore, equation (4.4a) assumes the integral of the restoring force over that time 

step, Afr,,. Idt, to be determined by computing the time-force area numerically over the 

step, as indicated in Fig 4.3. Assuming constant stiffness for simplicity, the exact 

expression fordfr, +Idt will be as follows 

Ajr,, Idt = jr,, +, dt-jr,, dt = Atk 
drl + d,, +, (4.9) 

2 

Equation (4.8) can now be substituted ford,,,., in equation (4.9) to yield the following 

Af r.,. Idt = Atk 
dn + d. + Atv, + 1/2 AtAv,,,, 

(4.10) 
2 

which can be further manipulated into 

Af r., Idt = Atkd,, +1 At2 kv. +I At2kAV 
M+l 

(4.11) 
24 
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When comparing equation (4.11) with equation (4.5) it is clear that equation (4.11) 

now contains one additional term, 1/4 At2 kAv.,.,. This term corresponds to the term 

that is omitted in the standard Implicit Newmark algorithm to render it explicit (i. e. 

, 8=0), and the omission of this term is the cause of the numerical damping invariably 

present in the integral form of the algorithm. However, omitting the equivalent term in 

the integral form of the method does not render the method explicit - in fact its 

omission has no bearing on the nature of the algorithm. The integral form of the 
Newmark algorithm has been made explicit through an estimation of the time integral 

of the restoring force, which enables the calculation of Av,., followed by Ad,, +,. At 

this point it becomes clear that there is no reason why the seemingly implicit 

additional term in equation (4.11) cannot be included in the estimation of the time 
integral of restoring force, as the implicit variable is the actual unknown which the 

expression is trying to represent. The situation is clarified through the following 

argument, where the equation (4.11) has been substituted into equation (4.4a) and 

solved forAv,,,, to yield an alternative expression for equation (4.6). 

m+ ýLt c 
'(Af 

f,, 
+Idt - cAtv, - Atr, - 

ko (At Y v. _I At 2koAv,, 
+, 224 

The unknown, Av,,,.,, is present on both sides of the equation, but through further 

rearrangement: 

AVn+l +(m+ 
At 

c'I At'kOAVn+l m+A, c 

'(Aff. 

+Idt-cAtvn-Atrn-'O(Atyv. 2422 

1+ M+ 
At 

cII At'ko 
'(Af 

fn ko (At)2 
Vn - Vn+l = 

(M 
+ 

At 
C 

+1 
dt - cAtv, - Atr, - 2422 

an explicit expression for the velocity can finally be found. 
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m+ 
At 

c +Idt - c, &tv,, - Atr,, - 
Lo (Aty 

Av. +l 
2 

1' (Af 
f. 

At II 
At2 

2 (4.13) 

1+ 
(m+ 

2c4 
ko 

This equation may now be substituted directly into equation (4.8) and rearranged to 

obtain a new explicit expression for the displacement predictor Ad,,.,. 

At 
M+ 

At 
cI Aff,,,. Idt-cAtv -Atr - 

Lo 
(At)2V 

Adn+l -'-- AtVn + 
2L 2 

J( 
nn2 .1 

(4.14) 
1+ M+ 

At 
CII 

(At)2 ko 
24 

By using equation (4.14) rather than equation (4.7) as the displacement predictor, the 

time stepping algorithm has become implicit. To be exact, the algorithm still requires 

a value of the tangent stiffness (ko terms in equation 4.14), however this is also the 

case with the earlier explicit version of the algorithm and other implicit algorithms 
(Combescure & Pegon 1997). The same term is now merely present in one additional 

place, and as with the explicit version, the initial stiffness, or an estimate of the 

tangent stiffness, can be used. 

Principal differences between the two algorithms are summarised below. 

Chang's integral form Newmark explicit algorithm 

predictor At At ko ( Aty V. Atv. + C, 
(Af 

f.,., dt - cAtv,, - Atr. - 
(M+ 

d,, 
+, 

2 2 2 

f d,, 
+Idt 

f dndt + Atdn +I (At Y v,, 
2 

Proposed integral form Newmark implicit algorithm 

predictor 
At ( At Ik 

M+C +1 
dt - cAtvn - Atr,, - "0 (At)' v,. 221 

(Af 
f" 

2 
AtVn 

- 1 d,, 
+, I+ M+ 

At 
CI (At)'kO 

24 

f dn+Idt f dndt + Atdn +I (Atyv. +1(, &tY, &v,. 
+, 24 
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4.4 - STABILITY AND DISSIPATION PROPERTIES 

The stability properties of an integration algorithm are studied by considering the 

spectral properties of its recursive amplification matrix. Considering the state vector 

of the system at time t=t,,, the integral form of the numerical time integrator 

algorithms yields 

f dn dt' 
Xn= Atd" (4.15) 

At'v, 

For stability purposes, one can ignore the external load vector and damping forces, 

thus the recurrent relationship between the state vector at t=t, and t=t,,., can be 

expressed as (Bathe & Wilson 1976): 

Xn+l = 

where [A] is the recursive amplification matrix. 

4.4.1 Stability of the Newmark Explicit - Integral Form algorithm 

Considering first the explicit, integral form algorithm, equations (4.4) can for a SDOF 

system be expressed in terms of the variables of the state vector as 

fdn+ldt =f dndt + Atdn +I (&t)'Vn 
2 

dn+l = dn +1 At (V. + V.. (4.17) 
2 

AVn+l =M-, 
[-nl'rn., 

Idt] 

Depending on the precise implementation of the algorithm, i. e. whether d,.,, is 

updated following the recalculation of v,,.,, or not, the exact expressions ford,,.,, and 
fr,,, idt will differ. 
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Assuming initially that d,., is not recalculated, the predicted d,., remains and the 

term fr,,, Idt will be a function of the restoring force both at the start of and at the end 

of the predicted step, yielding the second of equations (4.18). d,, ] will thus no longer 

be represented by the implicit expression in equation (4.17), rather by a simplification 

of equation (4.7) containing only the terms relevant for stability analyses. fr,, Idt may 
be defined in terms of d,,,, or by the expression for the prediction step, however this 

will in the end lead to the same amplification matrix. Assuming constant stiffness for 

simplicity, fr,, +Idt may be expressed as 
Atk (d,, +d,, +, 

), yielding the third equation of 2 

equations (4.18). 

dt =fr,, dt + Atd,, +I 
(At) 2 

V. 

2 

dn+l dn + AtVn +I Atm-, Atkd,, -ý(&)'v,. (4.18) 
22 

Vn+l Vn + M-' 
Atk (d. + d,, +, 

(- 
2 

Multiplying the second and third equation by At and (, At)2 , respectively, and 

substituting K22 for (A? )klm, yields equations (4.19). 

f r. +Idt =fr,, dt + Atd,, +1 (AtY V. 2 

Atd,, +, ý Atdn +(At)' v,, -I 
fj2, &td,, 

_I! Q2(4&t)2Vn (4.19) 
24 

(At)2 Vn+l = (A&t Y V" 2 Atdn 2 
Atdn+l 

22 

After sorting terms at t=tn+l and t=tn and expressing them in matrix form (G6radin & 

Rixen 1994), the amplification matrix is obtained as 

2 
n2 

A= 0 1-- (4.20) 
24 

0 _f22+ 
n2 

+ 
428j 
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which clearly differs from the normal Newmark Explicit matrix (Shing & Mahin 

1987). Stability of an algorithm is ensured when the spectral radius (modulus of 
highest eigenvalue) of the amplification matrix does not exceed unity (Golley & Amer 

1999). In the above matrix, one eigenvalue will be equal to unity, while the other two 

will form a pair of complex conjugates. Corresponding moduli have been plotted 
below as a function of fl in Fig 4.4. Both the expected stability limit of 2.0 and the 

existence of noticeable numerical damping can be seen for the values of C2 exceeding 
0.5. The full derivation of the amplification matrix and analysis of the eigenvalues for 

this and with the alternative representation of Jr,,, Idt in the Newmark Explicit - 
Integral Form algorithm, can be found in Appendices AI and A2, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.4 Spectral radius vs. 0 of Newmark Explicit - integral form, without 

recalculation of d,,.,, 

If however the d,,., is recalculated once the corrected v,. ] has been found, the 

situation is somewhat different. Equations (4.18) will be altered such that the 
displacement predictor is no longer present in the definition of d',. ], but remains in the 

expression for v,,.,,. This yields equations (4.21), which can be represented by the 

amplification matrix shown in equation (4.22), obtained the same way as equation 
(4.20). 

f r. +, 
dt =fr,, dt + Atd. +I (Aty V. 2 

dn+l = dn +I Atv. +I Atvn+l (4.21) 
22 

V"+, = V. +m 
Atk (2d,, 

+Atv,, +I Atm Atkd 
k (Aty V,. 222 
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2 
2 g14 

0 1--ý+- I- 
L22 

+- (4.22) 
284 16 

WWW 

o -f2, +- 1--, 
428 

This algorithm exhibits the same stability and damping characteristics as the standard 

Newmark Explicit; perfect energy conservation up to the stability limit of 2.0. 

However, as the algorithm stands, it cannot be directly implemented into a 

pseudodynamic test. This is because r,, is in fact unknown at the start of the time step. 

The reason for this is that d,, was recalculated after the completion of the previous 

step, and the restoring force caused by it is thus unknown. The correct procedure 

would require the recalculated d,, l to be imposed separately and the corresponding 

restoring force re-measured. Such a procedure would lead to a double step 

implementation, but employing iterations in an algorithm that is still only 

conditionally stable seems ineffective. The method can instead be implemented using 

the restoring force as measured at the end of the predictor step, before any update. 

Using this alternative method results in numerical damping and a reduced stability 

limit, but the appropriate amplification matrix for this algorithm cannot be formed. 

This is because a recurrent relationship between the state vector, equation (4.15), at 

time t=t,, and t=t, +, is insufficient in describing a two-step method. It also requires 

representation of some variables at previous time steps, as indicated in Appendix B. 

4.4.2 Stability of the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form algorithm 

The effects of using the implicit version of the algorithm with the modified 

displacement predictor are substantial. Not only does the method avoid the numerical 

damping associated with the Newmark Explicit - integral form algorithm, but owing 

to the fact that the algorithm is now genuinely implicit, it also becomes 

unconditionally stable. This was initially noted through numerical experiments, but 

can also be confirmed analytically. By considering the expression for the time integral 

of displacement, the displacement and the velocity and using a similar procedure as 

with equation (4.19), it leads to the following equations: 
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Ia21 fdn+jdt=fd. dt+Atd, 
ý+ 

(Atyv,, -P-Atdn--p (Aty V. 21+ W/4 21+ fl'/4 

Atdn+l =, &tdn + At2 V,, 
Q2- 

Atd -I 
L22 

(Aty V,, (4.23) 
I+ fl'/4 n2 W14 

122 f dn+ldt + (402 
Vn+l '22 f d,, dt + (Aty 

v. 

where P and y are the parameters normally present in the Newmark algorithms related 

to the numerical integration of the remainders in the Taylor expansion. These 

typically take on the values of 0.25 and 0.5, respectively (G6radin & Rixen 1994). 

Expressing the above equations in a matrix form yields again the recursive 

amplification matrix of the integration operator 

Q2 

1+ g12 /4 

A= 01 -'r 
W 

I+ E12 /4 

0 _j22 I_p 
I+ E22 /4 

-2 1+ fl'/4 
I f12 
277+922/4 

22 -T+-02/4 

The complex expression for the eigenvalues of [A] can be simplified to 

2+ 
1 Q2 1 

142 
+1+ 

n2 W4 21 
42 

214 
=0 

282 

where A are the eigenvalues and e is expressed as 

L22 

I+1 C12 

4 

Eliminating Aj= I leaves the remaining second order equation: 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 
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'12,3 ý- 

2 g124 2 
fl 2 4_! 44+ fl 4+ 

W4 2 a24 4 W4 4 

22844288 64 
2 

By plotting the real and imaginary parts of the solution and computing the moduli, it 

can be seen that the moduli for 43 also equal unity for all 92, Fig 4.5. This clearly 

yields the overall solution that p(A)=l for all At, which implies unconditional stability 

and perfect energy conservation. The rather lengthy derivation of the amplification 

matrix and eigenvalues analysis of this method can be found in Appendix C. 
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Fig. 4.5 Spectral radius vs. KI of Newmark Implicit - Integral Form 

The modifications carried out on the Newmark Explicit - Integral Form have been 

shown to eliminate the amplitude error of the algorithm and also improve the stability 

properties such that it is now unconditionally stable. As the algorithm is now implicit, 

the name Newmark Implicit - Integral Form seems appropriate. 

4.5 IMPLEMENTATION 

Most structures tested pseudodynamically will display considerable non-linear 
behaviour, typically of a strain softening nature. As mentioned earlier, and discussed 

in Chang et aL (1998), calculating the integral of the restoring force over each time 

step, rather than linearising between the start and end, should better capture the non- 
linearities in the stiffness. In order to calculate this integral numerically, the restoring 
forces generated should be measured a substantial number of times per time step. 
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Ideally, such measurements and subsequent numerical integration should be 

incorporated into the control algorithm to ensure optimal performance. A suggestion 
to how this can be implemented is shown in the semi-continuous implementation 

system developed, see chapters V and VI. The method relies on integration with an 
integral form algorithm and high-speed computations. The latter is ensured through a 
fully integrated control-time integration scheme that performs control iterations at a 
frequency of the order of I kHz for a SDOF system. Assuming aI- second control time 
for each step, 1000 force points are available for the restoring force integration. Such 

a number of sampling points, will be more than sufficient to obtain an accurate 

computation of the time integral of the restoring force. The sampling points will 
however not be equally spaced, as the controller does not generate a linear time- 

displacement curve. On the other hand, as the time-integration algorithm does assume 

constant average velocity, the real-time points clearly cannot be used. These would in 

any case have to be scaled, as the time-integration time steps are typically an order of 

magnitude smaller than the real-time step. In order to obtain a correct force-time area, 

each of the, say 1000 displacement points must be given a corresponding time point. 
These points can be defined by examining the proportion of the completed 
displacement step, and by assuming constant velocity this will correspond to the 

proportion of the completed time, as demonstrated in figure 4.7. 
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Fig. 4.7 Equivalent time points using proportion of completed step. 

The controller will typically create a velocity profile that is initially fairly steep to 

attempt rapid completion of the displacement step, but flattens out when approaching 

the target displacement to ensure minimisation of the overshoot. This implies that, for 

example, 80% of the displacement step is completed in just 7 of the total 27 time 

units, or 26% of the time. When computing the equivalent time point assuming 
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constant velocity, 80% of the time should have passed at 80% completion of the 
displacement, or in other words around 22 time units. Thus, for each control iteration, 

a time value is assigned corresponding to the proportion of the displacement step 
completed and the time integration step size. 

The method initialises as normal in pseudodynamics by computing an explicit 
displacement step that is then passed to the controller. This then directs the hydraulic 

actuator such that it displaces the structure to the commanded position. However, 

during the actuator motion, restoring force measurements and integration of this takes 

place. This will be completed simultaneously with the controller part of the algorithm 

to ensure that the next displacement step can be calculated with a minimum delay. 

Effectively, the force measurements are finished by the time the actuator reaches the 

desired point, and calculation of the next displacement step can take place 
immediately. 

The method also shows improved handling of general control errors. As force 

computations are completed on reaching the target displacement, any further actuator 

motion does not affect the calculations. Damage from a potential overshoot will be 

highly limited as load reversal is avoided. This can be done because the restoring 
force measurements are finished before the overshoot takes place, and load reversal is 

not required to regain correct displacements. Initial experimental tests suggest that 

errors caused by load reversal are unacceptable. 

4.6 ACCURACY PROPERTIES 

The Newmark family is, in general, exact for linear systems. This applies to both the 

standard explicit and implicit versions, which display no amplitude error for any time 

step size as long as stability is ensured. Period distortion will however be present, and 

of a magnitude increasing with increasing time step-vibration period ratio. Typically, 

for a AtIT ratio of 0.10, period elongation of around 3% should be anticipated (Wilson 

& Bathe 1976). 
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If the stiffness term in the dynamic system is of a non-linear nature, this will affect 
both stability and accuracy properties of the schemes. Analytical solutions can no 
longer be found, and stability cannot in principle be proven although unconditional 
stability may in practise be preserved. Furthermore, implementation of implicit and 
integral form schemes requires either iterations or alternative approximation methods. 

As discussed previously in this chapter, both Chang's explicit integral form method 

and the author's implicit method rely on using an approximation of the tangent 

stiffness term in the displacement predictor. This approximation normally extends to 

using the initial stiffness, measured from an undamaged specimen. Initial stijorness will 

throughout this chapter refer to the approximation of the tangent stiffness required by 

the integral form algorithms, i. e. the k,, term in equation (4.14). In a SDOF system, the 

initial stiffness can be obtained simply by displacing the specimen within the linear 

range and measuring the restoring force this creates. This evaluation will be carried 

out prior to commencement of the actual test. In MDOF systems, implementation of 

the integral form algorithms becomes significantly more complex as computation of 

the displacement predictor requires solution of equation (4.14) on a matrix level. 

However, the principles remain the same. The initial stiffness must now represent the 

total stiffness acting on each degree of freedom, which may be contributed to by a 

number of discrete springs. This stiffness can be obtained by displacing one degree of 
freedom in turn while keeping the others fixed. 

As long as the initial stiffness is the same or higher than the tangent stiffness, stability 

should in most cases be ensured. However, the choice of this term may affect the 

accuracy of a scheme. An evaluation of the effect of this term, and the accuracy 

properties of the integral form algorithms in general is therefore included. 

4.6.1 Evaluation system 

In order to investigate the sensitivity of the integral form methods to the choice of the 
initial stiffness, an evaluation scheme was devised. This would try and evaluate the 
importance of both periodicity and amplitude errors introduced with Chang's explicit 

and the author's implicit integral form methods. 
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Initial experimentation suggested that the stiffness of an undamaged reinforced 

concrete specimen was of the order of three times higher than that of a slightly 
damaged specimen. To ensure that the entire potential spectrum of stiffness 
degradation had been considered, it was decided to evaluate the effect of using ratios 

of initial stiffness to actual stiffness ranging from I to 10, where I implies the 

specimen retains full stiffness and the initial stiffness is a perfect approximation. 

The sensitivity of the algorithms to the approximation of the tangent stiffness was 

evaluated in numerical simulations of a SDOF dynamic system comprising a mass of 

48600kg and a stiffness of 10OOkN/m, yielding a natural frequency with an oscillation 

period of approximately 1.4s. A constant actual stiffness was used, so the ratio of 
initial to actual stiffness was manipulated by varying the initial stiffness. The effect 

was investigated using four different time step sizes with both the explicit and implicit 

integral form algorithms. The time step sizes ranged from 0.004s to 0.16s, where for 

0.004s the effect was expected to be practically negligible. A 10s response, following 

an initial displacement of Im, was modelled in all cases. 

4.6.2 Results 

To exhibit the effect of using the initial stiffness as a crude approximation of the 

tangent stiffness, a series of displays have been opted for. These include 

representation of the responses obtained during variations of the time step size and 

stiffness ratio. To trace the effect of the variation in stiffness ratio on the periodicity 

error and amplitude decay more directly, these have been plotted for the relevant time 

step sizes. The results from simulations using the explicit and implicit algorithms, 

respectively, are presented below. 

4.6.2.1 Newmark Explicit - Integral Form 

As argued in the analytical assessment of the integral form algorithms, Chang's 

procedure can be interpreted in two different ways: with or without recalculation of 
d,,.,. It will be assumed in this section that d,,,, is not recalculated, as only this 

method of implementation can be directly applied to pseudodynamics in a single step 

manner. This procedure creates an amplification matrix whose spectral radius is less 
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than unity up to the stability limit of (o,, At--2, as seen in figure 4.4. This implies 

numerical dissipation of energy, and the effect is most pronounced for (t),, At values 

between 1.0 and 1.7, i. e. for fairly large time steps. A sornewhat damped response 

should therefore be expected even when using a prediction of the initial stiffness that 

equals the actual tangent stiffness of the system. Considering the response obtained 

with such stiffness, figure 4.8, the largest time step size, At=O. 16s clearly produced 

significant dissipation. This step size corresponds to an (o,, At value of' 0.72. When 

inspecting figure 4.4, it can be seen that this is only the onset of' the damping, which 

increases considerably up to o),, At--l. 7. Time step sizes any larger than this will 

evidently produce substantial damping, which will greatly affect the response. Oil tile 

other hand, it is seen that smaller tirne steps, even At=0.08s, produce only negligible 

damping. 

1.5 
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0.9 
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-1.2 Del T=0.04s 

1 -1.5 - Tim e [61 ------ De I T=0.004s, 

Fig. 4.8 Response obtained using explicit method with k,, Ik, ratio of I 

Considering now the response obtained using a large discrepancy between the 

assigned and actual stiffness, a ratio of 10, it is apparent that overall dissipation is 

higher, see figure 4.9. Another immediate observation is that with the largest time 

steps, At--0.16s, the solution is unstable even though the ValUC is well within (he 

stability limit of 2. This demonstrates that stability is not necessarily ensured with 

initial stiffness (k,, ) values equal to or greater than the tangent stiffness and may also 

indicate that the stability limit analytically proven under finear conditions (toes not 

necessarily apply to non-linear systems. In terms of damping, the response contains 

noticeable amplitude decay for the At--0.04s step size and significant for At=0.08s. 
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Fig. 4.9 Response obtained using explicit method with Qk, ratio of' 10 

Simulations were carried out using initial stiffnesses of' 1000,2000,3000,5000,7000 

and 10 OOOkN/m (providing stiffness ratios of' 1,2,3,5,7 and 10) and time step sizes 

of 0.004s, 0.04s, 0.08s and 0.16s. The smallest time step size, 0.004s, was assumed to 

provide an exact response for all stiffnesses, while the el*l'ect oil tile vibration period 
for the other three can be seen in figure 4.10 below. Period elongation is here dchricd 

as (T,, -T,, )IT,, for each revolution, where T, is the actual period observed In tile 

numerical approximation and T, the natural period. 

0.7 Explicit formulation 

0.6 Del T=0.04s 
0.5 

.0 --a-- Del T=0.08s 

.20.4 --- Del T=0.16s 
0.3 

0 
Fli 0.2 

0.1 

0 

0123456789 10 
Stiffness ratio (Ko/Kt) 

Fig. 4.10 Period elongation in explicit method as function 01''StIffness rat]() 

As substantial damping can in some cases be observed even with exact stiffness 

prediction; a plot of the energy dissipated in each revolution its a function 01' time Step 

size and stiffness ratio has been provided as shown in figure 4.11. The largest time 

, step size displays almost 10% damping with no stiffness discrepancy, while critical 
damping results from a stiffness ratio of' 7. The 0.08s time step shows moderate 
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damping growing from around I% to over 10% with stiffness ratios increasing from I 

to 10. The smaller time steps sizes display some damping, but this is fairly 

insignificant. Amplitude decay is here defined its the fractional energy loss per 

revolution, where I constitutes critical damping. 

1.2 
Explicit formulation 

1 Del T=0.08s 
0.8 Del T=0.16s 

6 0.6 - 0- 0) ja . E00.4 - 
0.2 - 13 - 'g- ----a 

o 

0123456789 10 
Stiffness ratio (Ko/Kt) 

Fig. 4.11 Amplitude decay for explicit method as function of'stiffness ratio 

4.6.2.2 Newmark Implicit - Integral Form 

As shown in the analytical assessment of the scheme, no amplitude error exists when 

applied to linear systems. It was however expected to display some error in the non- 
linear systems, where the tangent stiffness diverges significantly frorn the initial 

stiffness assumed to remain constant in the implicit part of the expressions. It was 

therefore surprising to see that no such error existed, even whcn the initial stiffness 

was exaggerated by a factor of 10. 

Stiffness ratio (Ko/Kt) =1 
1.5 
1.2 - I IM -, UR ý ELI . 
0.9 
0.6 

E 0.3 
0 

-0.3 2 
-0.6 

------- Del T=0.16s 
-0.9 a Del T=0.08s 
-1.2 Del T=0.04s 
-1.5 -Del T=0.004sl 

Fig. 4.12 Response obtained using implicit method with k,, Ik, ratio of I 
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As seen in figures 4.12 and 4.13, the method remains energy neutral regardless of the 

time step size and stiffness ratio, although the largest time step size produces a 
sornewhat larger amplitude response. The oscillation period is on the other hand 

however affected notably. 

1.5 
Stiffness ratio (Ko/Kt) 10 

1.2 
0.9 
0.6 
0.3 

i5 -0.3 48 
-0.6 
-0.9 ....... Del T=0.16s 

-1.2 
19 Del T=0.08s 

Del T=0.04s 
-1.5 -Del T=0.004s, 

Fig. 4.13 Response obtained using implicit nicthod willi k,, Ik, ratio of 10 

Simulations were again carried out using initial stilTnesses of" 1000,2000,3000,5000, 

7000 and 10 OOOkN/m and time step sizes of 0.004s, 0.04s, 0.08s and 0.16s. The 

smallest time step size, 0.004s, was assumed to remain exact for all stiffnesses, while 
the effect on the vibration period for the other three can be seen In figure 4.14. 

0.6 
Implicit formulation 

r 
0.5 Del T=0.04s 

.20.4 - ---a- Del T=0.08s 
M --- Del T=0.16s 
im 0.3 
C 0 0.2 - w 

0.1 - 
-C3 

0 

0123456789 10 
Stiffness ratio (Ko/Kt) 

Fig. 4.14 Period elongation in implicit method as function of''StIffiless ratio 

Clearly, for the largest time step size, At=O. 16s, the peri III iod distortion 1"11- excce(js 

acceptable levels for stiffness ratios approaching 10. Even for a moderate stiffness 
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discrepancy, KolKt--2, the period distortion already constitutes 10% elongation. For a 

somewhat smaller time step size of 0.08s, providing around 17 steps per revolution, 
the errors are modest. A stiffness ratio of almost 7 is required here to create the same 

period error. Lastly, with a reasonable time step of 0.04s, providing 35 steps per 

revolution, the period error remains low (less than 3%) even for stiffness ratios of 10. 

This is less than the error introduced with the 0.16s time step even when using exact 

stiffness prediction. It could in other words be argued that the method is more 

sensitive to the time step size than to the value used as initial stiffness. 

4.7 PERFORMANCE UNDER NON-LINEAR CONDITIONS 

It has been stated previously in Chang et al. (1998) that the integral form method they 

propose exhibits improved abilities in handling rapidly varying loads and stiffnesses 
during numerical time integration of dynamic systems. This is conceptually sound, 

supported by the fact that the methods effectively use a number of sampling points 

during each time step, which clearly should reduce linearisation errors. Chang's paper 

does however not convincingly convey that this entails improvements for practical 

systems on a, general level. Although some examples are provided offering evidence 

of improvements within the two aspects mentioned above, this is not conclusive. This 

is partly due to incomplete and erroneous documentation of system properties and 

partly due to the fact that the causes of difference in the response cannot be isolated. 

In order to verify the improvements offered by the integral form methods in general, 

and in particular the implicit version present here, an investigation has been carried 

out. Assessment of the claimed improved abilities of handling rapidly varying forces 

originating from ground motion can be carried out fairly simply in numerical 

simulations as a linear system will suffice in capturing any effects. The time step size 

and stiffness may be kept constant, whilst the difference between using a single 

acceleration value for each step, as employed by conventional explicit schemes, or a 

time integral of the force over the step computed using a number of sampling points, 
is investigated. This will then clearly yield any direct effects on the response, but not 

necessarily determine which is more accurate. A form of reference solution may be 
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obtained using smaller time steps, but, this will again affect the response in other 

ways. Still, this method will provide an indication to the performance in this respect. 

Whilst the effect of approximation errors in the truncation of the ground motion 

accelerogram. can be tested on a linear system, linearisation effects in the restoring 
force term clearly require a non-linear system to be exposed. This makes investigation 

of such effects through numerical simulations more difficult. As an alternative, 

pseudodynamic tests may be carried out to capture the linearisation effects, but this 

introduces a whole range of potential sources of error and makes isolation of specific 
influences difficult. Repeatability and systematic tracking of specific effects may be 

problematic as, for example, natural variations within the specimen could influence 

the response to a similar extent. As the overall results from such a test series may be 

inconclusive, it would be advantageous to enable also non-linear tests in the numerical 

simulations. With the restoring force defined as a series of second-order polynomial 
functions of displacement, a dissipative system displaying some of the typical 

properties of say a damaged reinforced concrete member can be created. Both single 

point and integral form multipoint time integration schemes may then be employed to 

trace any effects using various time step sizes. For all methods, the response shoula 

converge to the exact solution with decreasing step sizes. 

4.7.1 Ability to capture rapidly varying external forces 

The natural phenomenon of earthquakes produces ground motion acceleration with a 

very wide range of frequencies. While a few display some sort of predominant 
frequency, others can range from having an effectively single impulse to appear to 
have an almost random distribution of intensities and frequencies. There is no way of 

predicting the frequency content accurately. During real earthquakes, the ground 

acceleration that takes place is recorded, and accelerograms are created. These are 

simply time histories of the acceleration. The sampling rates of the accelerograms also 

vary. While the 1940 El Centro quake has been recorded with acceleration values of 

every 0.02s, 1957 Port Hueneme accelerograms are available with a sampling interval 

of 0.004s. More recent records have been created with still higher sampling rates. 
When testing a structure pseudodynamically, typical time step sizes would lie in the 

range between O. Ols and 0.1s, of course depending on the fundamental frequency of 
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the structure concerned and the time stepping scheme employed. In any case, it is 

clear that sampling intervals in accelerograms are normally significantly smaller than 

the time step size. Conventional time stepping schemes thus require some form of 

truncation technique, as only one force value is used per step. This could be done 

simply by picking up the value corresponding to the time point concerned, or by using 

some kind of averaging technique. Integral form algorithms on the other hand employ 

the time integral of the force over the time step, and these will normally utilise the full 

sampling rate to obtain this, thus taking, all the information into account. The 

difference will of course only be appreciable if there are large variations in the 

acceleration within a time step. This may well be the case with many accelerograms, 
but the error involved is of a completely random nature. 

To investigate any improvements offered by the integral form method in capturing 

effects of rapidly varying applied forces, tests were conducted using the N-S 1940 El 

Centro component. The first 20s of the accelerogram is displayed in figure 4.15, 

where sampling intervals of 0.02s are employed. 
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Fig. 4.15 North-South component of the 1940 El Centro earthquake 

4.7.1.1 Results 

Numerical simulations were carried out using the central difference and the Newmark 

Implicit - Integral Form methods on dynamic systems using a stiffness of 30OOkN/m. 

Mass was varied between 5400kg and 54000kg to create natural frequencies of 
3.75Hz and 1.2Hz. Various levels of viscous damping were also applied, and time 

step sizes of 0.02s and 0.08s were employed. In all cases, the first 10s of the response 
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was modelled. Using the 0.02s time step size should enable a form of reference 

solution, as both schemes would utilise the full sampling rate. This was first attempted 

using zero viscous damping, but the response obtained using the different schemes 
deviated far too much, as seen in figure 4.16. Such discrepancies would not be 

expected in a typical system, where some damping is always present. Prescribing 5% 

viscous damping should produce a more realistic response, and avoid the somewhat 

exaggerated response created by the central difference method. Figure 4.17 displays 

the 5% damped response, where Del T indicates the time step size and C the 

percentage of critical damping. 

Fig. 4.16 Undamped response using 0.02s time steps 
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Fig. 4.17 5% damped response using 0.02s time steps 
The difference in the response produced by the two algorithms can here be considered 

small enough to utilise either one of them as a reference solution. When using 0.08s 
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time steps, the central difference method simply uses every fourth acceleration value, 

while the integral form method calculates the time-force area using 5 points and 
Simpson's rule. The response obtained with 5% damping and the larger time step size 

can be seen in figure 4.18. 

0.05- 

0.04- Del T=0.08s C=5.0% 
Int. Form 

0.03- Cent. Diff. 

0.02 - -'Reference' 
0.01 
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0- 
-0.01 10 , 2f 8 

Time [s] 
-0.02 

-0.03 

1 

-0.04 

Fig. 4.18 5% damped response using 0.08s time steps 

As the central difference method is approaching the stability limit, the response may 

be excessively influenced by effects related to this. Similar responses were therefore 

obtained on the lower frequency system; employing a mass of 54000kg, as shown in 
figure 4.19. The responses obtained with the two methods arc now much more 

similar, but still diverge noticeably. 
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ýIme S] 
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-0.1 

Fig. 4.19 5% damped response using 0.08s time steps and high mass 
It is however not clear whether the differences in the response presented In figure 4.19 

are due to linearisation effects in the applied force or other algorithmic differences. To 
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completely isolate the potential effects of linearising the applied force over the time 

step, the same algorithm has to be used to obtain both responses. In one case, the 

proper integral of the force is used ("Int. Form" in figure 4.20), while in the other, one 

assumes the force at the start of the step to act unchanged until the end ("Single Point" 

in figure 4.20). The response obtained for the same system as that in figure 4.19 can 

be seen in figure 4.20. 
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Fig. 4.20 5% damped response using 0.08s time steps and high mass 

4.7.1.2 Evaluation 

The immediate impression formed when inspecting figures 4.18 and 4.19 is that the 

integral form scheme is clearly superior in handling the rapidly varying applied forces 

created by the 1940 El Centro accelerogram. However, this is not the case when 

considering the response in figure 4.20. Here it is shown that the response is only 

negligibly affected by whether the applied force is numerically computed with a 5- 

point Simpson's integration or just a single point per step. In fact, it is not clear which 

method generates the response most like that computed with the smaller time step and 

more sampling points. The reason for this is that the frequency of the structure is so 

much lower than the high frequency ground acceleration that it essentially remains 

unaffected by small, intra-step variations. Additionally, as the changes during each 

step are completely random, there is no opportunity for a cumulative effect to 

develop. So although the response obtained with the integral forrn method in figures 

4.18 and 4.19 is superior to that obtained with the central difference method, this is 
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due to other algorithmic advantages. It therefore remains apparent that under typical 

conditions, there is little immediate advantage in being able to capture the high 

frequency variations in the acceleration. Under particular conditions though, the 

advantage may be more visible. This could possibly include the situation where a very 

stiff structure was exposed to an essentially low frequency ground excitation. Still, for 

there to be any effect, rather large time steps would have to be employed, and these 

would most likely introduce other unacceptable algorithmic errors. 

4.7.2 Ability to handle non-linearities in the stiffness 

As soon as any appreciable damage has accumulated in a reinforced concrete 

specimen, the resistance offered will not simply be a linear function of the 

displacement. Instead, complex, dissipative elasto-plastic behaviour will be 

encountered. During loading, the stiffness may decrease as cracking initiates and a 

more plastic behaviour is anticipated as the steel starts yielding. Once the loading is 

reversed, a steep reduction in restoring force will take place before further 

displacements mobilise forces in the opposite direction. If the displacement continues 

growing, softening and plastic behaviour will again take place before load reversal 

reduces the restoring force sharply. 

If a numerical simulation is used to evaluate the performance of a scheme, it is vital 

that the fundamentals of the non-linear behaviour are reproduced within the model. In 

the numerical system, nonlinear stiffness conditions resembling those described above 

were created using a series of 4 second-order polynomials. The first one represented 

the initial loading path with strain softening, while the second one corresponded to the 

unloading path with a high initial drop in force followed by a flattening towards the 

neutral position. Upon reversal of displacements, the same pattern was created in the 

opposite direction. Subsequent cycles would follow the same functions, but as 

amplitudes reduce, a larger jump between the loading and unloading curves occurs. 

The system of functions is shown below in figure 4.21. The loading function is 

defined as R=3. Oe6*X-2. Oe8*X2, and unloading as R=l. Oe6*X+2. Oe8*X2 , while 

negative displacements are exactly opposite. Although not a particularly good 

approximation to the hysteresis one would expect from cyclic testing of a reinforced 
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concrete member, the system is considered well suited to evaluate any improvements 

offered by the integral form algorithms. 
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Fig. 4.21 Force-Displacement relationship employed in numerical simulations 

The system properties comprised a mass of 5400kg and an initial stiffness of 
3000kN/m, giving an undamaged natural frequency of 3.7511z, which, with the non- 
linearities, was reduced to around 2.8Hz (of course depending on amplitude). Zero 

viscous damping applied throughout. The Newmark Implicit - Integral Form and the 

central difference methods were used to obtain the response with a range of time step 

sizes. The integral form method employed 5 sampling points per time step, and 
Simpson's rule (exact for second order polynomials) was used to compute the 
integral. Only negligible differences were found when employing more sampling 

points, as the integration scheme is approximate only when displacement steps cross 
the neutral position. Rather than exposing the structure to an external excitation, the 
free vibration response following an initial displacement was considered. Using a 

ground motion accelerogram would introduce further sources of discrepancies 

between time integration scheme and time step sizes. The schemes were coded in 

Microsoft Excel 2000. This environment provides a suitable coding language and 
exhibits the particular advantage that calculations for every time step are displayed 

simultaneously. 
4.7.2.1 Results 
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The central difference method and the Newmark Implicit - integral Form methods 

should, in principle, when employing a small enough time step, produce near identical 

responses to the initial displacement. This is because the periodicity error present in 
both cases reduces as smaller time steps are employed and soon becomes negligible 
for step sizes of a small, but practical size. Furthen-nore, any linearisation effects in 

the restoring force will reduce to an insignificant magnitude with equally small steps. 
In numerical simulations employing time steps of 0.005s, or approximately 70 steps 

per cycle, this was also found to be the case. The response obtained from this could 

thus be considered as a reference solution. As any superiority of the integral form can 

only be expected for sizeable time steps, results using step sizes of O. Ols, 0.05s and 
0.075s, providing 33,6.6 and 4.4 steps per oscillation, are included. The step sizes 

correspond to w0t values of 0.19,0.95 and 1.43, respectively, so the theoretical 

stability limit for an equivalent linear system of the explicit central difference method 
is being approached. The response obtained using step sizes of O. Ols, 0.05s and 
0.075s can be seen in figures 4.22,4.23 and 4.24, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.22 Response obtained with 0.0 Is time steps 
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Fig. 4.23 Response obtained with 0.05s time steps 
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Fig. 4.24 Response obtained with 0.075s time steps 

4.7.2.2 Evaluation 

When inspecting figure 4.22, a slight advantage can be found with the Newmark 

Implicit - Integral Form method, but both this and the central difference methods 

produce satisfactory results. This is because the steps are still reasonably small, and 

the linearisation effects remain minor. When the step size is increased to 0.05s 

however, the differences become more apparent. In figure 4.23, it can be seen how the 

central difference method creates a highly exaggerated response, while the integral 

form method still remains close to the near exact solution obtained with the small time 

step. The integral form method displays less period and amplitude error, and clearly 

represents an improvement to the central difference method. With time step sizes 
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increasing further to 0.075s in figure 4.25, this remains the case, and the response 

obtained with the integral form method is inarguably superior. 

The improvement found using the integral of the restoring force is found to be greater 

than using the integral of the excitation force, because the effect of approximating the 

restoring force produces cumulative errors. One could argue that if using an explicit 

method, one would be using a smaller time step, and this would render the advantage 
ineffective. This would however only be the case for SDOF systems. With MDOF 

systems, keeping a low co,, At number with the higher frequencies would require a time 

step size too small for practical purposes. In this case, the integral form method 

remains superior in dealing with intra-step variations in stiffness. 

4.7.3 Conclusions 

From the investigation into the ability of capturing rapidly varying excitation forces, it 

can_ be concluded that the integral form method does not provide an immediate 

improvement to the traditional single point time integration schemes. It does however 

show that the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form method produces response superior 

to that of the central difference method for large time steps. When evaluating the 

ability of capturing rapid variations in the restoring force, the advantages were clearer. 

With large time steps in the non-linear system, the integral form method performed 

consistently better than the central difference method. This improvement is 

substantiated through the avoidance of cumulative errors in the restoring force 

component. 

4.8 CONCLUSIONS 

By including an additional term in the estimate for the restoring force in the Newmark 

Explicit - Integral Form time-integration algorithm, a new displacement predictor has 

been proposed, which is consistent with the constant average velocity the algorithm 

assumes. This addition eliminates numerical damping which is otherwise present. 
Furthermore, the modification renders the algorithm unconditionally stable. It now 
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successfully combines potential advantages of the integral form in handling rapidly 

varying loads and stiffness degradation with the unlimited time step sizes associated 

with implicit methods. This should provide enhanced capacity when modelling both 

real and sub-structured MDOF structures as well as being excellent for SDOF 

structures. Both the advantages have been displayed through numerical simulations 

and proven analytically through assessment of the amplification matrices representing 
the recurrent relationships between the state vectors. A method for effective 
implementation has been suggested in the form of a semi-continuous combined 

control-time integration algorithm. Following an analysis into the sensitivity 'of the 

magnitude adopted for the initial stiffness term, it has been found that the implicit 

method exhibits no amplitude error and less periodicity error than the explicit method, 

which also produces significant dissipation at large time steps. 
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Chapter V Development of the controller 

This chapter deals with the theoretical and practical development of the controller for 

the pseudodynamic testing system described in this thesis. It provides a short 
discussion on the objectives of the controller and an introduction to some of the main 
theory behind the control in general. It then describes in more detail how this 

particular control system has been built up, elaborating furthermore on the signal 

generation and implementation of the control modes. Finally, a short, basic evaluation 

of the controller is included. 

5.1 OBJECTIVE 

The primary objective of the controller is to generate signals that manipulate the 

controllable variable, in this case the signal to the servo valves, such that the 

controlled variable, in this case displacement, achieves its target. This is done by 

continuously reading the controlled variable and adjusting the signal accordingly. 

Essentially, the controller, in pseudodynamic testing, is the device that ensures that 

the displacement target provided by the time stepping algorithm is imposed on the 

experimental structure by the hydraulic actuator. 

The target should be reached directly, and preferably in a swift and smooth manner 

with minimal overshoot. In the context of pseudodynamics, this ensures that the 

representation of the elastic restoring force is created as accurately as possible. Any 

overshoot could cause erroneous plastic deformation of the specimen resulting in loss 

of strength and/or inaccurate restoring force measurements. It is also generally 
desirable to keep loading rates smooth and as high as possible to reduce the deviation 

from the rate of loading existing during, for example, strong ground motion. 

A secondary objective of the controller is, in the case of the implementation with 

integral form algorithms (recall Chapter IV, section 4.5), to numerically obtain a 

measure of the time integral of the restoring force over each time step. 
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5.2 THEORETICAL CONTROL MODES 

In control theory, three distinct modes of control exist, the proportional, integral and 

derivative modes. They all display individual properties and can be combined to form 

an optimised control system. Prior to elaborating on the specific control system 

developed for the pseudodynamic tests and the hydraulic system described in this 

thesis, a brief discussion on the control theory has been included. This will clarify 

some of the main theoretical aspects of control engineering, which will be relevant for 

the later discussion about the development of the pseudodynamic test set-up. The 

introduction to the basic control modes is based on Bateson (1996). 

5.2.1 The proportional control mode 

One of the elementary modes of control is the proportional mode. In this mode, the 

signal generated is proportional to the error. In the context of pseudodynamics, this 

implies that the signal sent to the servo valve is proportional to the difference between 

the measured and the targeted displacements. This requires that a reference signal, a 

zero signal, exists, onto which the proportional signal can be added. 

The mode should ensure a velocity profile that starts off high while the displacement 

discrepancy is high and then slows down as the remaining discrepancy reduces. 

Furthermore, it inherently takes sign reversals into account so that overshoot should 

be stopped immediately. The mode does however display the weakness that the target 

positions are not necessarily always met. If an error remains and the signal generated 

based on this is not sufficient to initialise further movement, the system simply gets 

"stuck" and cannot proceed. 

The proportional control mode can be employed independently, and many control 

systems employ only this mode. During the initial stages of the development of the 

controller described in this thesis, it was believed that the proportional control mode 

would function satisfactorily on its own for the pseudodynamic system concerned. 
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5.2.2 The integral control mode 

The integral control mode generates signals proportional to the integral of the error. 
In the pseudodynamic setting, this means that the integral control signal for the servo 

valve will be generated proportionally to the integral of the displacement error with 

respect to time. In practise, this means that if, for any reason, an error remains in the 

displacement, the valve control signal will continue growing until further motion is 

initiated. 

The integral control mode ensures that the target displacement is always finally met 

regardless of the resistance in the system, but does on the other hand not provide the 

ability of controlling well the rate at which the target is approached. The mode does 

take error reversals into account, but does not provide an immediate, strong correction 
to the signal. Although the mode can be employed independently, it is more often 

combined with the proportional mode. This should theoretically enable a fast, 

responsive controller which always ensures the target position is met. 

5.2.3 The derivative control mode 

The last, and possibly the least important of the three control modes is the derivative 

mode. As the name suggests, this mode generates signals proportional to the 

derivative of the error, or in other words the rate of change of the error. In the 

pseudodynamic framework, this will mean that the valve signal is generated 

proportionally to the time derivative of the displacement error, or more specifically, 

the velocity of the actuator. 

The mode is effectively able to control the speed of the actuator, but has no way of 

ensuring that the target is met. It does take sign reversals into account, but can only 

reverse the signal based on this; the rate remains the same. The mode is therefore not 

employed independently, but can successfully be combined with the proportional or 

proportional-integral modes. This may improve the control of the rate of change of 
displacement, or in pseudodynamics, the velocity profile. 
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5.3 THE CONTROL LOOP 

Regardless of whether the controller is created as a piece of software or hardware, it is 

clear that it functions as a loop structure. For every cycle of the loop, the input signals 

are read and a series of calculations are carried out before the output is computed and 

finally'written as a signal. This process runs continuously both when moving the 

actuator and when keeping it in position. The frequency of controllers varies 

considerably, and can be as high as in the mega-Hz rage. For pseudodynamic tests, it 

is typically required to have a rate of at least IOOHz, or 100 iterations per second, 

although substantially higher rates are beneficial. 

In order to implement the control modes discussed in the previous section, the signal 

contribution from each mode is computed in each iteration based on the positional 

error, the integral of the positional error or the derivative of the positional error. The 

error calculations are based on the input read in the same cycle, while the adjusted 

output signal is compiled from the contributory modes. 

The following sections contain a discussion on the processes that take place within the 

control. loop. It elaborates on the input and output, ramp generation, dead-zone 

compensation and signal generation as well as explaining how the processes are tied 

together within the pseudodynamic set-up. 

5.3.1 Input and output 

Implementation of a SDOF pseudodynamic test requires a minimum of three 

communication channels: displacement and force measurements and the servo valve 

signal. For control purposes on the other hand, the force signal is not required, leaving 

the displacement and the valve signal as the input and output channels, respectively. 

Reading the input is one of the first tasks to be carried out by the controller. This 

enables the "effor" to be calculated, which forms the basis of most of the other 

processes within the controller. The error in this set-up and in general in a 

pseudodynamic framework, is the discrepancy between the target displacement 
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computed by the time integration algorithm and the current displacement as measured 
by the displacement transducer and as read at the start of the control loop. 

The valve signal is generated through a series of processes within the controller, 

which will be discussed in the next sections. Generally speaking, this signal will 

consist of a smoothly changing voltage, except when keeping the actuator stationary, 

in which case it will be rapidly oscillating over the dead-zone as discussed in section 

5.3.3. 

Both the input and output signals are analogue and thus simply consist of voltage 
levels within a certain range. The controller must relate this level to a displacement 

value in millimetres. A discussion on how this is carried out is included in section 
5.3.6. The output signal on the other hand has got no other meaning than that 

interpreted by the servo valve and cannot be related to any physical quantity. The 

voltage range applicable to the valve is very small, as it in reality operates on current 

rather than voltage. Care must therefore be taken to ensure that excessive signals, 

which could damage the valve, are not created. This has been done by including a 

series of filters in the controller that limit the maximum signal sent to the valve. 

5.3.2 Ramp generation 

As the pseudodynamic test method progresses in a step-by-step method, the time 

stepping algorithm supplies the controller with discrete displacement positions but 

says nothing about the displacement history in between. It is therefore the task of the 

controller to create a displacement-time curve for each displacement step. 

Some pseudodynamic implementation systems employ a linear displacement profile, 

e. g. Combescure & Pegon (1998). This can be achieved with a high specification 

controller employing a ramp generator, and ensures that the velocity profile 

corresponds to that assumed in time stepping algorithms (e. g. constant). The ramp 

generator computes the desired displacement path based on the starting position, the 

target position and desired implementation time, as indicated in figure 5.1, where d, 

and d,,, are the target displacements at the start and end of the step, respectively. 
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Fig. 5.1 Displacement ramp 

The control system developed by the author does not employ a ramp generator as 

such. This is mainly because such an implementation system is fairly resource 

consuming and requires the controller to run at a high frequency. In order to ensure 

that not only the final target position is reached accurately, but also that the whole 

displacement path closely follows the predefined one, more intermediate signal 

adjustments are required than when simply attempting to reach the target. 

In pseudodynamic tests, it is not imperative that the velocity during the displacement 

step remains constant, as long as it is ensured that the final displacement target is 

reached directly, without any overshoot. In fact, it may be beneficial to employ a 

highly non-linear displacement profile if high-speed implementation is desired. This 

can enable a high initial velocity to attempt to impose the increment as fast as 

possible, and then slowing down the actuator when approaching the target to ensure 

high accuracy implementation. Here, the developed controller tends to generate such a 

velocity profile, but this depends on the relative influence of the proportional and 

integral control modes as discussed in section 5.3.4. 

5.3.3 Dead-zone compensation 

When controlling any forrn of system, it is often the case that a so-called dead-zone is 

present. A dead-zone in control engineering is defined as the situation when a change 

in the input does not. result in a change in the output (Bateson 1996). During the initial 

stages of the development of the controller, the existence of a significant dead-zone 

compromised the control considerably, and required remedial action. The dead-zone 
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in the system concerned was probably a combined consequence of the servo valve 

itself and the frictional characteristics of the hydraulic actuator. 

The effects of an uncompensated dead-zone were such that close control was 
impossible even for an unloaded system. This was essentially due to the fact that the 

signals required to initiate and ten-ninate the actuator motion were not the same. As an 

example, consider the situation where the actuator is moving towards a target position 

under proportional and/or integral control. Once the actuator reaches its target, tile 

algorithm will create a negative signal change, but this does not suffice to arrest the 

actuator. This is due to the existence of a dead-zone, which requires that a much 

stronger signal has to be reached before the actuator will finally stop or reverse. By 

this time, of course, the actuator will have overshot or even reached the end of its 

stroke. This situation is clarified in figure 5.2 below. In the figure, the displacement 

measurements and the signal levels are superimposed. The blue line displays the 

displacement and corresponds to the vertical axis on the left hand side while the violet 
line represents the valve signal corresponding to the right hand vertical axis. '['he 

horizontal, black lines indicate the limits of the dead-zone in terms of the signal, and 

take on values of just over +0. IV and almost -0.9V. 
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Fig. 5.2 Effect of an uncompensated dead-zonc. 

When the displacement reaches the commanded position, in this case Otrim, the signal 

turns (Point A) but the actuator continues moving past the target until saturation. It Is 

not until the signal reaches Point B the velocity is finally reversed. Following another 
interception with the target position, it again continues to move past it, until the signal 

reaches point C. The dead zone can thus be defined as the range existing between the 

two horizontal lines passing through points B and C. 
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The dead-zone creates further complications, as its position is not constant. The 

voltage range shown in figure 5.2 above only applies to unloaded conditions. If high 

pressures are developed within the system, as will of course be the case during real 

tests, the position of the zone will shift. A trace of the effective dead-zone as a 

function of the pressure was obtained experimentally, and can be seen in figure 5.3. It 

should be noted that the dead-zone is not a simple function of the pressure and that for 

example zero pressure does not correspond to the centre of the dead-zone being at 

zero volts. Any compensatory system clearly needs to also take the position of the 

dead-zone into account. 
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Fig. 5.3 Variation of dead-zone limits as a function of pressure. 

Successful compensation of the dead-zone was finally enabled through integration 

with the integral control mode. Essentially, when stopping or direction reversal Is 

required, the signal will use the opposite end of the dead-zone as the base for the 

signal, while the entire position of the dead-zonc will be moved under the influence of 

the integral control mode. This is explained further in the following section. 

5.3.4 Implementation of the control modes 

Two of the theoretical control modes described in section 5.2 were incorporated into 

the controller to provide a fast, responsive and rigorous control system. The 

proportional mode is possibly the most direct and easily understood mode, and also 

provides a favourable velocity profile. However, to ensure that all displacement 
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targets are actually met, a form of integral control was also included. The derivative 

mode has not been used, partly because it was not needed and partly because it would 
be difficult to apply with a low frequency controller. 

The proportional control mode uses the limits of the dead-zone as a reference signal. 
Depending on the direction of the displacement step, one of the limits of the zone will 
be chosen to represent the zero signal. The proportional component will be added on 

top of this, and is based on the displacement error currently existing in the cycle 

concerned. The error is then multiplied by the proportional g1lin to form the actual 

signal component. This gain thus forins the relationship between the error and the 

proportional signal component. A high gain will, for a certain error, create a stronger 

signal than a lower gain. This will in turn affect the valve opening and the speed at 

which the actuator moves. The magnitude of the gain is arbitrary and depends among 

other factors on the displacement units and the sensitivity of the valve. 

A typical signal profile created under the proportional mode can be seen in figure 5.4 

below. Again, the displacement graph is blue and corresponds to the left hand axis 

while the signal graph is violet and corresponds to the fight hand axis. The horizontal, 

black lines are the dead-zone limits, which correspond to the right hand axis. 
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Fig. 5.4 Signal characteristics with the proportional mode. 

In this example, the target position is Omm until 12s into the test when the new target 

of 10mm is set. While keeping the actuator stationary, the signal constantly jumps 
between the two dead-zone limits to adjust the exact position. When the new target is 

set, a large error is effectively created. This results in a large signal being generated 
by the proportional mode, placed on the upper limit of the dead-zone as that is the 
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direction of the displacement step. The signal will immediately initiate movement, 

and as the displacement increases and the error reduces, the signal drops off slowing 

down the actuator. When the target is reached, the signal contribution from the 

proportional mode reduces to zero and the signal returns to oscillating between the 

limits, keeping the actuator in position. 

The proportional control mode described above ensures an initially high signal, giving 

rise to high actuator speeds. This enables fast implementation of pseudodynamic tests, 

which can reduce potential rate effects. The velocity is on the other hand minimal as 

the target is reached, reducing the potential for overshoot and providing high accuracy 

in final force readings. 

While the signal profile generated above would be ideal for unloaded or very lightly 

loaded systems, it would prove unable to deal wIth large loads. This Is due to the fact 

that the position of the dead-zone effectively moves as the pressure in the system 

changes. Unless this is taken into account, the resulting signal and displacement 

profiles would be as in figure 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.5 Unsuccessfully implemented displacement step. 
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As in figure 5.4, a new displacement target of 10mm is set at 12s. The signial 
immediately grows as a result of the large error, and displacement is initiated. 
However, after only part completion of the step, the actuator stops. The structure 

offers so much resistance that the signal generated by the proportional component 
does not suffice in supplying enough pressure to the actuator to enable further 

displacements. The load is too high. 
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The integral control mode offers ideal features to deal with the problem above. This is 

because, in principle, it generates a signal component according to the integral of the 

error, and the remaining part of the displacement step in the example above will 

produce such an error when integrated with respect to time. As long as an error exists, 
the time integral of it will continue changing, altering the signal such that the error is 

eventually eliminated. In the example above, the integral 'mode would continue 
increasing the signal beyond point A indicated in figure 5.5. 

The precise method of implementing the integral mode can vary. The signal change 

may be applied according to the exact integral based on the real-time or on a more 

approximate integral based on the iteration rate of the controller. Furthermore, the 

actual displacement error, or simply the direction of this, may be used when 

computing the integral and generating the signal. In the controller described in this 

chapter, a system of applying a certain voltage change for each control iteration has 

been adopted. In other words, this does not take the duration of the control iteration 

into account. As this duration remains fairly constant, no advantage of using the more 

complex real-time system could be envisaged. The voltage change for each iteration is 

set manually by the operator and is -not a function of the magnitude of the 
displacement error. This effectively sets the integral control mode gain. The constant 

signal change system was found to be the preferred method as large errors could 

otherwise result in the signal growing overly quickly and creating overshoot. 

As seen in figure 5.5, the signal has to be increased further to facilitate completion of 

the displacement step. This could be done by simply adding an integral component to 

the proportional signal. However, once the position has been reached, the signal 

should not drop back to the other end of the dead-zone. If this were to be the case, the 

actuator would start moving back as soon as the target was reached. In order to 

maintain stable and accurate control, it is not sufficient simply to add an integral 

signal component. Instead, a highly effective system was created by shifting the base 

signal under the integral mode. This allowed a gradual increase in the overall signal as 

errors remained and formed a new base for further steps. To avoid displacements 

dropping off after reaching the target, also the other end of the dead zone was shifted, 

effectively following the curves in figure 5.3. The displacement and signal profiles for 
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the example in figure 5.5 would with this implementation of the integral mode look 

like the one in figure 5.6 below. 
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Fig. 5.6 Combined proportional-integral control. 
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While the previous sections all discuss the implementation of a single displacement 

step, this section elaborates on what happens between the steps and the displacement 

and signal profile created over the step change. During the development of the 

controller, it was found that the results could be particularly sensitive to details within 

this part on the implementation. 

The so-called "classic" pseudodynamic implementation assigns a specific "hold 

period" at the completion of each displacement step. During this period, force 

measurements are taken and communication with the hardware carried out to enable 

computation of the next displacement step. Only once the time integrator has 

computed the next step, and communicated this to the ramp generator and controller, 

will the actuator again be set in motion after a stationary period of the order of Is. 

Although the implementation system developed by the author, as described in Chapter 

V1, differs substantially from the classic one (e. g. Negro 1997), a similar 
discontinuous implementation system was first adopted. 

The earliest versions of the control system allowed a certain number of iterations per 

displacement step. This was one of the criteria considered for the completion of a 
displacement step, with the other two tested procedures corresponding to the 

completion with displacement within tolerance of target and the completion with 
displacement equalling or passing the target. 
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Allowing a certain number of iterations per step effectively provided a hold period 

within which the actuator did not move appreciably. The hold period was effectively 

present because a slightly inflated number of iterations had to be specified to ensure 

completion of all displacement steps. This method is theoretically sound and also 
indicated good results during low level tests. However, with high loads and pressures 

present, some problems became apparent. Under these circumstances, it proved 
difficult to specify the dead-zone such that the actuator always stopped on time 

without initiating unloading. 

For the tests on the reinforced concrete structure, as described in section 3.3.3.1, the 

force measurements had to be taken using an internal pressure transducer, as 

explained in section 3.4.1.1. This system displays the unfortunate effect that minor 

unloading during negligible displacement changes results in substantial changes in the 

force readings. As the implementation system described above could not avoid slight 

unloading, the force measurements could not be obtained with sufficient accuracy. 

This, in turn, resulted in an unrealistic response and required improvement. 

The other two methods of completing a displacement step both limit the duration of 

the hold period substantially. These complete the step either: (a) once the 

displacement is within a certain tolerance of the target or (b) when the target is 

actually reached or passed. The number of iterations thus varies from step to step, and 

the actuator is not kept stationary for longer than necessary. As soon as the tolerance 

or target is reached, the force measurement is taken and passed to the time integration 

algorithm. 

Method (a), using the displacement tolerance, was quickly abandoned simply because 

the displacements corresponding to the final force measurements were consistently 

somewhat smaller than the target. Method (b), requiring the displacement to actually 
be met or passed, turned out, to provide superior final displacement accuracy. 
However, this did not solve the problem with unloading and inaccuracy in force 

measurements. When the target was met, the signal would still jump to the opposite 
limit of the dead-zone to avoid overshoot. 
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In order to improve the force measurements, using the force reading in the iteration 

prior to reaching the target was considered. Although theoretically sound, a better 

solution was found following a substantial redesign of the controller. It was now set 

up such that the controller looked into the details of the next displacement step before 

applying finn, signals. This could only be done through the close integration with the 

time integrator as will be detailed later in Chapter VI. On completion of the 

displacement step, the controller now took the force readings but no action to stop the 

actuator. The force measurement was sent to the time integration algorithm, which 

immediately carried out the computation of the next target displacement. The new 

target was then sent to the controller without delay. The controller would now 

consider the next target in relation to the present position of the actuator. If the target 

were farther ahead, the signal would be altered only such that the actuator moves 

faster. In practice, this enables continuous actuator motion, with no stopping or 

unloading; the actuator only slows down when passing through the target. If, on the 

other hand, the next target turned out to be in the opposite direction, the controller 

would immediately initiate a signal jump to the opposite side of the dead-zone. This 

would stop the actuator and commence movement in the opposite direction. 

However, such a semi-continuous method of implementation displays disadvantages 

as well as the advantages mentioned above. When the next displacement step is in the 

opposite direction of the one the actuator is currently moving in, the controller has to 

wait for the new displacement target before the actuator can be stopped. This may 

potentially lead to a displacement overshoot. The force measurement has already been 

taken, so it will not suffer from the overshoot. However, the continued motion may 

lead to some further damage taking place in the specimen. It is believed though, that 

the delay involved in allowing an extra iteration to take place will be so minor that 

this will not adversely affect the accuracy of the test. The integration between the 

controller and the time stepping algorithm is discussed in detail in the following 

chapter. 

5.3.6 Transducer compensation 

Displacement measurements are taken through an internal, analogue displacement 

transducer, an LVDT, as described in section 3.4.1.2 The total stroke of the LVDT is 

120mm, indicating that the required ±50mm should be within a reasonably linear 
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region. When calibrating the device however, errors of up to 2.5mm remained after 

optimal adjustments. Such errors are clearly unacceptable, as displacement accuracies 

of the order of 10-IOOILM are typically required for reliable pseudodynamic tests. 

in order to reduce the error stemming from the non-linearity of the LVDT,, software 

compensation could be employed. By tracing the difference between the displayed 

and the actual displacement every 10mm of the range, a curve of the absolute error 

was plotted. A sixth order polynomial was fitted as close as possible to all the points, 

giving the function displayed in equation (5.1). 

Y= -1.31224E-06x 
6 +9.199OOE-05x5-3.75415E-05x 4 (5.1) 

-1.45298E-03x3-6.694OOE-04x 
2 
-2.96456E-0 lx+l. 17532 

The trace of the error and compensation function can be seen in figure 5.7 below. 

When converting the electrical signal to a displacement, this compensatory function 

could simply be added to the otherwise linear relationship between voltage and 

millimetres. 
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Fig. 5.7 LVDT error and compensatory function 

The compensation function was incorporated into the controller itself, and adjusted 
the displacement signal as soon as it was read. This reduced the non-linearity error 
from around 2.5mm to a maximum of around I OOgm. 
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5.4 INTEGRAL FORM FORCE MEASUREMENTS 

Both the explicit and implicit formulations of the integral form of the Newmark time 

stepping scheme require a measure of the time integral of the restoring force over 

each time step. This variable forms part of the explicit displacement predictor, as 

detailed in Chapter IV. In this section however, only the method of obtaining the force 

integral will be discussed. 

In order to compute the time integral of the restoring force over each time step, two 

main methods were envisaged. A numerical integration scheme that operates at the 

iteration rate of the controller (the multipoint method) could clearly be used, as a 

continuous stream of force readings is available. Alternatively, a similar scheme using 

only the force readings at the start and end of the time step (the two point method) 

could be implemented with significantly less complexity. However, this would render 
the main features of the integral form methods redundant. 

During the initial development of the implementation system, the method of using 

only the first and last force readings in a step (the two-point method) was used. This 

system allowed the integral to be computed upon completion of the step with the 

simple trapezoidal rule expression in equations (5.2), where At is the duration of the 

time step and r,, and r,,,, are the restoring force values as the start and end of the step, 

respectively. The two-point , method is not required to be integrated with the 

controller, and may therefore be coded more efficiently elsewhere in the 
implementation system, as explained later in Chapter VI. 

f 
rdt =t 

(r- + r"', (5.2) 
At 2 

As only two force points are used, the method assumes linear variation of the 

restoring force over the duration of the time step. When employing large steps during 

tests on highly non-linear structures, this may introduce considerable error as detailed 

in Chapter IV. To avoid this approximation, the multipoint integral computation 

system may be used. 
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The multipoint method of computing the time integral of the restoring force operates 

at the iteration rate of the controller. Essentially, 'it obtains a measure of the restoring 

force during each iteration, and computes the integral based on this, again using the 

trapezoidal rule. In order to carry out the integration and provide the variable without 

delay upon completion of the displacement step, the multipoint integrator is coded 

directly into the controller. The exact details of this are documented later in section 

6.2.2.4.4.4. 

In principle, the method computes a portion of the full integral in each iteration in a 

sub-stepping routine. It uses the restoring force values from two successive iterations 

and the time between them to compute the portion of the integral; these portions are 

then summed up for all the iterations to yield the full time integral of the force over 

the step. The variable is thus computed as in equation (5.3) where r,,, and r,,,., are the 

restoring forces at two successive sub-steps and t. and t,,,. l are the corresponding 

points in time. 

f rdt 
(r- + r-t, Xt-t, - tl- (5.3) 

2 
m---O 

While the assessment of the restoring force variables is straightforward'as they are 

simply the measured quantities, the definition of the time variables is somewhat more 

complex. Real-time clock measurements cannot be used for two main reasons: firstly 

the displacements are generally not imposed in real-time as discussed in section 2.3 

and secondly the velocity profile generated is not generally linear, as discussed in 

section 5.3.4. The effect of these two facts is that the measured time bears no 

correspondence to the theoretical time position of the sub-steps. 

Equivalent time points must be obtained for each sub-step. These points can be 

defined by examining the proportion of the completed displacement step and, by 

assuming constant velocity, this will correspond to the proportion of the completed 

time, as demonstrated in figure 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.6 Equivalent time points using proportion of completed step 

The controller will typically create a velocity profile that is initially fairly steep to 

attempt rapid completion of the displacement step, but flattens out when approaching 

the target displacement to ensure minimisation of the overshoot. This implies that, for 

example, 80% of the displacement step is completed in just 7 of the in total 27 time 

units, or 26% of the time. When computing the equivalent time point assuming 

constant velocity, 80% of the time should have passed at 80% completion of the 

displacement, or in other words around 22 time units. Thus, for each control iteration, 

a time value is assigned corresponding to the proportion of the displacement step 

completed and the time integration step size. 

The time position of each sub-step has to be computed based on the fraction of the 

completed time step. As most time stepping schemes assume constant velocity over a 
time step, this criterion may also be applied when computing the equivalent time 

positions of the sub-steps. By using the measure of the displacement obtained 
concurrently with the restoring force, the equivalent time position can be found. 

Based on the assumption that the fraction of the total displacement imposed 

corresponds to the fraction, of time passed, the time positions of the sub-step force 

measurements, t,,,, is defined as in equation (5.4), where d,,,, d, and d,,., ] are the 
displacement in the current sub-step, the displacement at the start of the time step and 
the displacement at the end of the time step, respectively. 

tm -- At 
(dm - d,. ) 
(dn+l- d,. ) 

(5.4) 
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The multipoint method of obtaining the time integral of the restoring force is under 

some circumstances particularly sensitive to experimental errors. While functioning 

well when the displacement step is clear and of a significant magnitude, it is more 
likely to display weaknesses when the actuator is kept stationary. This is especially 

the case during the start-up procedure of each test. Inaccurate force representati oils in 

the first step can adversely affect the entire response. An example of this can be seen 
in figure 5.7 below, where the same system has been subjected to an identical ground 

excitation a number of times. 

Fig. 5.7 Differential response under same excitation 

As figure 5.7 shows, the repeatability of the tests is inadequate, due to variations in 

the computation of the integral of the restoring force in the first step. To mitigate this 

problem, the first time step could simply employ the two-point procedure instead. 
This would ignore any motion and electrical noise during the start-up and provide a 

more constant measure of the force integral. The improvement offered by using the 

two-point method in the first step can be seen in figure 5.8, showing 12 different 

responses to the same excitation. For information, both variables are logged through 

the entire tests and may be inspected during the tests or after completion. 
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Fig. 5.8 Approximately equal responses to same excitation 

5.5 EVALUATION OF CONTROLLER 

The controller running in the LabView software environment (as described in the 

following chapter) operates at a frequency of around 300-50OHz. This means that the 

signal will be adjusted 300-500 times per second and that force readings will be taken 

with the same frequency. As explained later, implementation times may vary greatly, 

but modelling 4s of a real system response accurately using 0.04s time steps will 

require experimental implementation time of the order of 20s. This thus allows 0.2s 

per step, indicating that on average 60-100 iterations are provided on average. This 

should be more than sufficient to trace any non-linearitics in the restoring force, and it 

represents a fairly modest, but sufficient number of control iterations. 

The implementation time of 20s mentioned above can be considered a fairly good 

compromise between speed and accuracy. 20s represent 1/5 of real time strain rates, 

and with this speed a minimal accuracy of 200gm can be maintained. Reducing the 

speed to half of this will provide an accuracy that approaches that of the transducer, 

around 100gm. The maximum accuracy obtainable by the controller is of the order of 

30ýtm, not taking transducer errors into account. The overall accuracy achieved 

depends not only on the implementation speed. The natural frequency of the tested 

structure, the time step size employed in the time stepping algorithrn and to an extent 

the amplitude of the oscillations may all influence the accuracy. A full discussion on 

the performance of the implementation system on the whole will be provided later in 

Chapter Vfl. 
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Chapter VI Implementation in the LabView Enviromnent 

This chapter is concerned with the development of the execution, implementation and 

control routines for pseudodynamic testing in National Instruments' LabView 

programming environment. The entire computational component of the 

pseudodynamic implementation discussed in this thesis has been created in the 
UbView environment. As this environment is neither commonly adopted for 

pseudodynamic testing nor in widespread use, a brief overview of the features, 

structures and logic behind this so-called graphical programming language will be 

provided. Following this, a fairly detailed account of the entire computational system 

will be presented. This includes the coding of the time stepping schemes and the 

control algorithms, as well as the execution system, which ties all the components 
together. 

6.1 THE LABVIEW ENVIRONMENT 

National Instruments' LabView 5 environment was chosen for the implementation of 
the computational, components of the pseudodynamic tests for a number of reasons. 
First of all, the environment is specifically designed for hardware communication, 

which means that setting up the communication channels is a significantly less 

complex matter than it would have been with a low-level language. Secondly, being 

intended for use in laboratories, the environment offers excellent opportunity for 

creating visual representations and interactive screens. Lastly, although possibly not 

appreciated by the traditional programmer, the graphical form of the programming 
offers a great advantage by enabling the entire code and logic path to be visualised at 
the same time. 

6.1.1 The graphical programming environment 

In the LabView enviromnent, programs, or virtual instruments as they are referred to, 

are built up using the so-called graphical code. This, to an extent, implies that the 

code is drawn, rather than written as in conventional languages. ExampIcs of such 

graphical code are provided throughout this chapter. 
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In LabVicw, ' all the standard features of programming languages are available. These 

include structures like for and while loops or case and sequence structures, as 

elaborated on in section 6.1.3, conditional and logic statements as well as local and 

global variables and array, cluster and string operations to mention a few. 

Additionally, a vast range of communication, data acquisition and display functions 

exist. 

1.1.1 Wired connections 

Variables are in principle transmitted from one place in the 'program to another 
through wires. Once a variable is defined, a wire must be connected to it and 
"stretched" to the point(s) where it is used. The system resembles to a degree an 

electronic circuit, except the wires can carry any form of variable (numbers, arrays, 

strings, booleans). 

Once defined, variables carried by wires can be split to enable their use on several 
locations; however they cannot be combined unless a numerical (or other applicable) 

operator is used. Depending on what format the variable is in, the colour and pattern 

of the wires changes for visualisation purposes. For example, a simple numerical 

variable will take the shape of a thin orange line, except if it is an integer, in which 

case a blue line is used. A ID array of numbers will create a thick orange line and a 
26 array of numbers a double orange line. Boolean variables are carried by green 
lines, while for example strings form pink lines. This system makes the code 
somewhat easier to follow, as one is immediately aware of what form of variable is 

carried by each wire. 

The example shown in figure'6.1 is among the easiest imaginable executable code. 
Here, a variable is defined in the box denoted "inp ut" and passed to the box denoted 

"output". If the program is run continuously, the output window will at any given time 
display the number defined in the input box. However, both the definition and display 

of variables here take place in the interactive front panel, as will be discussed in 

section 6.1.2. The figure on the left shows the colour scheme employed with normal 
double precision variables, while the figure on the right shows the blue colour adopted 
for integer variables. 
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Fig. 6.1 Wired connection between "input" and "output" boxes 

6.1.1.2 Wireless connections 

In some instances, with more complex programs, wired connections may not suffice 

in transferring the variable to the right place at the right time. A typical example of 

this is when loops are employed. In this case, all wired variables have to be 

transmitted to the loop before it commences, and no wired output takes place before 

the loop has ceased to be operational. If it is desired to transfer information in or out 

of a loop while looping, so-called local variables may be used. In the context of 

graphical programming, these are essentially "wireless" connections. 

When using local variables, the variable may be read from or written to at any point in 

time and from any place within the program. Whenever the variable is read, it will 

always read the most up to date definition, no matter where this is created. This 

method of transmitting variables clearly displays some advantages over the wired 

connections, but it does not ensure a correct data flow and effectively complicates the 

program considerably. A basic example of how the local variables are used can be 

seen in figure 6.2 below. This set-up will perform exactly the same task as in the 

example above, but using a local variable of the input. 

In addition to the local variables, wireless communication may be realised through 

global variables. These are essentially the same as the local variables, except they 

may be written to and read from several different programs at the same time. The 
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global variables are useful when running programs with so-called "sub-Vls" or sub- 

routines existing as separate programs. 

Fig. 6.2 Use of wireless local variables 

6.1.1.3 Boolean, numerical and comparison operators 

A vast range of operations can be carried out on the wires directly. These include all 
imaginable boolean statements, conditional and comparison operators as well as the 

full array of numerical operators. If wireless variables are used, a "receiver" must be 

created and connected by a wire to the operator. 

The above operators are applied by simply connecting wires to their input and output. 
Depending on the operator concerned, the wire may contain variables in any 

applicable format. Most numerical operators will work with numbers, arrays and 

clusters, while the boolean operators naturally work on boolean variables and integers, 

but also on arrays and clusters of booleans and integers. 

A simple example of the use of the operators described above can be seen below in 

figure 6.3. In this example, two numbers are entered as Inj)ut / and Inl)ut 2. These are 
then multiplied together and the square root taken of the result. This is then compared 

to the integer 2 to see if 2 is larger or equal to the result or not. The result from this is 

a boolean TruelFalse constant. This is then converted to a zerolone integer, which is 

subsequently transmitted as a local variable called output. Finally, this variable is 

received and connected to an output display. 
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Flni)ut 11 2 Out ut 

I 

Fig. 6.3 Example of use of operator on vafiable in wires 

6.1.1.4 Other functions 

LabView offers a range of functions in addition to the standard operators mentioned 

above. Some of these are concerned with data acquisition, communication, timing and 
file 1/0 while others form a range of analysis tools. Although the majority of these 

functions are highly specialised and rarely utilised even by advanced users, some are 

vital for fairly basic programming and require explanation. 

Among the functions widely used in the programming of the pseudodynamic 
implementation and control system are ones related to file input and output and to the 

analogue communication with the instrumentation. For file input and output, inherent 

functions called "Read from spreadsheet filc. vi" and "Write to spreadsheet file. vi" are 

used, although the read and created files are ASCI files and not spreadsheet files as 

such, as discussed in sections 6.1.4.1 and 6.2.2.4.5. In the graphical environment, the 

functions are denoted as in figures 6.4a and 6.4b, respectively. For communication 

with the instrumentation and the servo valve, functions called "Al Read one scan. vi" 

and "AO Write one update. vi" arc used, where Al and AO refer to Analogue Input 

and Analogue Output, respectively. The representation of these functions can be seen 
in figures 6.4c and 6.4d, respectively. A detailed explanation of the required input and 

output formats will be provided when and where the use of the functions arc 
documented. 
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Fig 6.4d 

The functions: "Read from spreadsheet file. vi", "Write to spreadsheet filc. vi", 
"Al Read one scan. vi" and "AO Write one update. vi", respectively 

6.1.2 Interactive front panels 

LabView operates in effect with two screens: the so-called "Block Diagram" which 

contains the graphical code discussed in the previous sections and the so-called "Front 

Panel" which will be discussed in this section. Essentially, the front panel is where the 

interactive input and output takes place. 

41k. 30 
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file Edit Operate Project Windows JJelp FRI. 
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4.0 6.0 

0.2 
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2.8.0 
0.01 Iti. 0 

2-1 

0.0 10.0 
0- 
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Fig. 6.5a & Fig. 6.5b Examples of front panels with two inputs and one output in 

simple and visually elaborate forms, respectively. 

In the examples given in sections 6.1-1.1 to 6.1.1.3, the input and output points were 

simply displayed as boxes, referred to as terminals in the block diagram. In the 

LabView environment, each terminal has a corresponding indicator or control on the 

front panel, depending on whether it represents an output or input, respectively. The 

controls and indicators may take on a large variety of shapes. While the basic may be 

so-called digital controls and digital indicators, simply displaying the number, more 

visual formats like dials, gauges and meters may be used for the same purpose. An 

example of two front panels corresponding to the example In figure 6.3 may be seen 
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in figure 6.5, where 6.5a represents the most plain display screen and 6.5b a more 

visually elaborate alternative. The two perform identical tasks. 

The front panel for a pseudodynamic execution and control system will be quite 

extensive. If a flexible system is desired, which does not require alterations to the 

main code when changing, for example, structural system properties, time Stepping 

schemes and control details, the front panel must offer definition and selection 

possibilities for a substantial number of variables. Furthermore, as a test progresses, 

an array of graphical and numerical output will be produced, requiring additional 

display facilities. The front panels for the actual pscudodynamic implementation 

system created will be discussed in section 6.2.2. 

6.1.3 LabView programming structures 

Similarly to other programming languages or environments, LabView, with its 

language called "G" for "Graphical", offers the possibility of incorporating 

programming structures. These structures include the well knownfi)r and while loops 

and case selectors. Additionally, LabView uses sequence structures and a feature 

calledfonnula nodes. Most of these structures are commonly used, and apart from the 

sequence structures, they are all used extensively in the pseudodynamic 

implementation system. 

6.1.3.1 Loop structures 

The for and while loops function in the conventional manner;. fi)r loops loop a given 

number of times while while loops loop until a condition is satisfied. However, as the 

loops are created graphically, some further explanation will be provided. 

The loops are defined by creating a rectangular loop box in the block diagram. All 

operations that are to take place within the loop are placed inside, and connected up 

with wires. Variables required within the loop are connected by wires passing in 

through the loop boundaries, while information generated within the loop is passed 

out through the boundaries. It is important to note that the loop will not initiate before 
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all input has become available, and no output will be passed out before the loop has 

terminated. 

Simple examples of the for and while loops can be found in figures 6.6a and 6.6b, 

respectively. In the for loop, the El determines the number of times the loop is 

executed, while in the while loop the FS sets the condition for continuation, so the 

input required for these are integers and boolean constants respectively. In both cases, 

the ED 
provides the number of loop cycles carried out at any stage. Lastly, the and 

the are so-called shift registers which pass information from one cycle to the next. 

In this example, both loops are essentially executed 100 times, adding I to the 

variable entering on the left each time. 

El Flo-ol 

Fig. 6.6a Simplefor loop Fig. 6.6b Simple while loop 

6.1.3.2 Case selectors 

Case selectors are also important in LabView, while in compiler languages, the same 
functions may be constructed using conditional statements. Essentially, the case 

selectors enable the selection of a set of variables and operations according to a 
boolean or integer constant. 

The case selector can be used to select either between two options or a number of 

options. If only two options are available, a boolean constant will be used. An 

example of this has been taken from the main implementation algorithm, where the 

option of saving an array to disk is offered. Figure 6.7 shows the true andfii/se 

options, where if true is selected, the variable is saved, but iffii/se, no action is taken. 

Frequently, it may be desirable to select from more than two options. There is no limit 

to the number of cases that may be included in a case structure. Rather than being 
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denoted as true orfalse, the cases will take on integer values from 0 to n, i. e. 0,1,2, 

3,4, n, where n+ I equals the number of cases. 

Twe False 

TXT 

MU, 

N ti 

M9 00160 
: MARACII -------- - 

Fig. 6.7 Selector for saving array to disk 

6.1.3.3 Fonnula nodes 

Unique to the LabView environment, are the so-called fi)rmula nodt-ýv. These are 

computation boxes within which expressions can be evaluated using standard 

arithmetic, logic and conditional statements. Generally speaking, the same 

computation could be built up using wires and operators in the graphical environment, 

as in figure 6.3, but it may be advantageous to use the formula nodes. This is 

primarily because intricate computations easily become overly complicated to follow 

in the graphical environment. With formula nodes, long and complex computations, 

using a range of variables, can be concentrated and visualised a single box. 

For all but the most basic LabView programming, advantage can be taken by using 

the formula nodes. During the development of the pseudodynamic Implementation 

system, extensive use was made of the fon-nula nodes. The formula nodes are defined 

by creating a rectangular formula box, then creating connectors for the variables 

around the perimeter. Each of the connectors need then be wired to the to appropriate 

variables. In all programs described here, the convention has been to position the 

input towards the left hand side of the box and the output on the right hand side. 

As a simple example of the use of the formula nodes, consider the block diagram in 

figure 6.3. The calculation can be reconstructed using a formula node containing all 
the mathematical operations used. The two input variables are wired up as Inj)l and 
Inp2 and the output as Out. Out is then defined as the quasi code expression in 
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equation 6.1. The Output variable is evaluated using a formula node is figure 6.8, 

performing an identical task to that in figure 6.3. 

THEN IF 2 ýý jInp ITX Inp 2 

Out =I 
ELSE 

Out =0 
ENDIF 

_Qpetate 

Fln -ou t -11 ElOut=(2>, 
sqrt(Inpl 

EýEý Inp2 
I np2)) ?1: 01 Out 

Fig. 6.8 Use of fonnula node for assessing equation (6.1) 

6.1.4 Input and output formats 

(6.1) 

LabView greatly benefits from the fact that communication with both external files 

and hardware is arranged through inherent macros. The most commonly used ones 
have been introduced in section 6.1.1.4, but require some further explanation. The 

following sections will elaborate on the operation methods and required formats for 

the use of these macros. 

6.1.4.1 Communication with extemal files 

For the communication with external files, a range of the order of 50 macros are 

available for configuring, opening, closing, creating, altering, reading and writing 
files. For the purpose of loading up external accelerogram and displacement history 

files and carrying out data logging in the pseudodynamic implementation, two macros 

were found to function well. These were the "Write to spreadsheet file. vi" and the 
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"Read from spreadsheet file. vi", shown in figures 6.4a and 6.4b. Both offer the option 

of transposing the data and appending the data to an existing file. If the "append to file 

option" is chosen, the macro will open the file, add in the new data at the end and then 

close the file. If not, the macro will create a new file according to the path and 
filename wired into it. 

The format of the data to be saved to the file is important. LabView will not accept 

single numerical data; the data has to be put into either aID or 2D array. However, 

the ID array can consist of a single entry, so that individual numbers can still be 

saved. A built array function, , simply has to be used on such data. When using 

thefor loops, ID array data entering the loop will be split such that one entry enters 
during each cycle and numerical data leaving the loop will be compiled into aID 

array. 

6.1.4.2 Communication with hardware 

An impressive range of macros are available to the developer in the LabView 

environment for initiating and configuring communication channels and interpreting 

and conditioning instrumental data. This simplifies the setting up of the hardware and 

channels greatly, but the process is still fairly involved. 

Following experimentation with a range options for analogue communication, the 

most suitable macros for communication with the instrumentation utillsed were found 

to be the "Al Read one scan. vi" and the "AO Write one update. vi" macros, as shown 
in figures 6.4c and 6.4d, respectively. 

The "Al Read one scan. vi" macro essentially carries out an instantaneous, untimed 

reading of the selected channels on a particular device. In the experimentation 
described in this thesis, only one device was used, the high speed communication 

card. As the card had around 20 input and output channels, this could easily handle all 

the communication. In general, the channels the software has to read are up to two 

displacement channels and up to two force channels. The "Al Read one scan. vi" 

macro enables reading of these channels at the same time. The selected channels must 
be input as an array of strings, as shown in figure 6.9 showing the macro with all the 
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connectors. The connectors annotated in grey are optional, so only the remaining four 

black connectors on the left hand side require input. These furthermore apply default 

values (shown in the parenthesis) if no variables are connected. The output from the 

macro, the so-called scaled data, is always in the ID array format, even if only one 

channel is being read. To extract the data from each channel, an index array operator 

is used. 

device (1) 
channels (0) 

error in (no error) 
iteration (init: 01 

scaled data 

eiror out 

Fig. 6.9 The "Al Read one scan. vi" macro with connectors 

The output communication with hardware is limited to the servo valve. This is the 

only variable that is actually controlled by the algorithm and ensures that the desired 

target displacements are reached. 

When sending infori-nation to the communication card for the servo valve, the "AO 

Write one update. vi" macro is utilised. The effective function of this macro is to 

generate the signal defined in the controller, and to continue generating this until an 

update is received. Again, only some of the connectors need to be wired up, and 

others allow default values to be used. 

The ID array format is used here for the input data, so as only one channel is in use, 

the data simply has to be built into aID array with only one entry in it, using the buil(I 

array operator. Figure 6.10 shows the macros with all the potential connectors. 

device (1) 
channels (0) 
scaled data error out 

error in (no error) 

Fig. 6.10 The "AO Write one update. vi" macro with connectors 
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6.2 PSEUDODYNAMIC IMPLEMENTATION IN LABVIEW 

An implementation system that executes and controls the pseudodynamic tests 

documented in this thesis has been created within National Instruments' LabView 

environment. The system is fully software based and operates without any hardware 

controller. Only a single high-speed communication card converts the instrumental 

signals to digital numbers used in the software and vice versa. The system has been 

designed as a single piece of code that performs the tasks of execution, time stepping, 

control, data logging and visualisation of the tests. The following sections will 

describe each component in detail as well as explain the overall data flow and 

operation of the system as a whole. 

6.2.1 Software based implementation system 

Experimental apparatus of the type employed for pseudodynamic modelling would 

normally be controlled using specialised hardware controllers, as explained in section 

2.2. These may be either stand-alone devices or, more recently, programmable cards 

for PCs. In any case, the actual control and signal generation is earned out remotely 

from the computer executing the tests. The execution routine on the main computer 

will supply a target displacement, while the controller ensures the target is reached 

with a prescribed velocity profile. 

The pseudodynamic implementation system described here does not utilise a 
hardware type controller. Instead, the control routine is programmed in the LabView 

environment as a part of the full implementation program. The controller thus runs on 

the CPU of the executing computer. The advantages of developing the controller as a 

piece of software are substantial. First of all, it eliminates the requirement for 

providing a costly piece of hardware. Secondly, programming and alteration of the 

device may be significantly simpler and quicker. Finally, it enables close integration 

with the rest of the execution system, something that proved advantageous with 
implementation with the integral form time stepping schemes. The potential 
disadvantage of this is that a much lower iteration rate can be achieved, but as 
described in section 5.5, the rate is sufficient to accurately control the SDOF system. 
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As described in detail in the next section, all the required processes have been coded 

into the same main program, without the use of sub programs other than those 

inherently used by the applied macros. This enables the whole block diagram to be 

displayed at the same time, with the exceptions of some options in the case selector 

structures. All the processes can further be controlled through a single front panel, 

which represents a medium for entering all test parameters as well as displaying a 

wide rage of intra-test results. 

The utilisation of the fully software based implementation system for pseudodynamic 

testing is considered by the author as the most cost effective way of combining the 

experimental and computational components of such tests. It also enables fast and 

almost continuous execution of tests with highly limited resources through the close 

and elegant integration between the various processes in the implementation system. 

6.2.2 Main execution program 

The overall data flow and the detailed operation of the individual components in the 

implementation system will be explained in the following sections. The switches and 
displays in the front panel will be related to their terminals and functions in the block 

diagram, and the interaction between the two accounted. 

The following sections will first describe the initial data input and selection 

procedures before the main loop is initiated. The main loop contains all the 

calculations that are carried out during the running of the tests, and include the time 

stepping scheme, the controller and the data logging. Thereafter, the controller itself, 

running as a sub loop, is documented in detail. 

Shown in figure 6.11 and 6.12 are typical front panel and block diagrams of the 

implementation system. These give an indication as to what the overall system looks 

like, but are not exhaustive. Further front panels are used for the controller and the 

block diagrams only display one selected option at the time. Additionally, the scale 
does not allow smaller details to be read. Therefore, in the following sections, relevant 

portions of the figures have been included on a larger scale to improve readability. 
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Fig. 6.11 The front panel of the LabView execution systern for pscudodynamic tcsting 
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10 ý 11 

10 34 
Fig. 6.12 The implementation system block diagram 
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6.2.2.1 hfitiation calculations 

Prior to carrying out any initiation calculations, all the system properties have to be 

defined. These are the structural properties of the specimen structure and also the time 

step size. The structural properties include the mass and viscous damping of the 

SDOF system, but also enable stiffness and strain softening to be defined. While the 

stiffness may enter as the initial stiffness in the integral form method, the strain 

softening variable is only used during numerical simulations. 

In the front panel, the system properties are entered in the top left corner, as shown in 
figure 6.11 and in figure 6.13. Here, default system properties may further be applied. 
If this is selected, the numerical values set in the code and displayed to the right of 

each variable will be returned, regardless of the number entered in each box. This 

option may be used if the system properties are to remain unchanged throughout a 

whole test programme. The front panel also displays the EQ -1 and Miss Tilil(i VY Mij, , 
variables, which have been computed as part of the initiation calculations. 

System Properties 

Mass Stillness 
= 5400 ý 41E +6 
Damping Shain soft 
IBM 3000 ý 0, 
Default* TimeStep 
Fv ON = 0-02 
Elf. Mass-1 Mass Tilda 

Fig. 6.13 System properties communication window 

The system property selector and indicators collected in the top left corner of the front 

panel correspond to terminals in the block diagram also collected in the top left 

comer, as seen in figure 6.12 and in more detail in figure 6.14. The actual system 

variables are defined in the case selection box indicated by the A. This selection box 

switches the defaults on and off. If the default option is ticked, as in figure 6.13, an 
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alternative variable definition will take place under the true option in the selection 
box. In this case, constants are simply connected to the wires, rather than the Muss, 

Stýffness etc. terminals. The calculations that take place within the formula nodes are 
for fl and y when using the a-Operator Splitting method (Combescurc & Pcgon 1997), 

where the fl and y depends on the a quantity as discussed in section 2,5.2.4. 

The computations of the Eff. Mass-1 and Mass Tilda variables, two definitions of 

effective mass used by various time integration schemes, are carried out in the 

formula nodes indicated by the B in figure 6.14. These variables are transmitted back 

to the system property box and displayed for information. All the applicable variables 

created are wired into the main loop at the bottom of figure 6.14. Other functions that 

take place in this part of the code are calculation of the critical time step size (bottoni 

right), some visual settings (extreme top and left) and the loading up of a 
displacement history file. The displacement file is used during cyclic testing and is 

active only if the Disp. cont option, seen in figure 6.15, is switched on. The blue 

Cycles terminal determines the number of cycles the main loop runs for and has a 

control icon shown in figure 6.15. This number is however not used if a displacement 

history is loaded. In this case, the number of cycles will equal the number of 
displacement values in the history, as selected by the triangular selection icon below 

right of the Cycles terminal. 

Fig. 6.14 Block diagram showing some of the initiation calculations 
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Following the definition of the system properties, the loading details, the time 

stepping scheme and some other variables are set. Considering figure 6.15 below, the 

Stab. Lim displays the critical time step size discussed above, while the large STOP 

button enables cessation of the process. The Update box with the New and Stored 

variables enables direct comparison in terms of displacement histories between the 

current and a stored graph. If the button is pressed, the current response will be saved 

as the Stored array. The two graphs are displayed under the Updated graph to the 

middle right in figure 6.11. 

Update Now STOP 
Stowed 

dF 

Delay,! Effective Mass 
FO- 001F -, ( 

F-Ycles Initial C. 
60 V 600 Fo-oio--ý 

lntCgFated 'WIGFound Mot 

Alpha Operator Attributes 

Alpha Gamma 
1-0 00-10.0o Fo o-o -I o. 5 
Beta K initial 
FO- 00 -ý 0.25 0 

EI Centgo 0.02 

TARGET. I; 0.000 

Fig. 6.15 Selector for loading, time stepping scheme and other functions. 

6.2.2.2 Selection of external force 

The Input Motion selector, Del F, and Scale Fact are all related to the loading to be 

imposed on the structure. The so-called Input motion selector selects between the 

ground acceleration loading, zero force and the constant force. When the ground 

motion is selected, the Scale. /act control window appears and a scale factor for the 

accelerograrn can be set. This also has to be used to convert units, typically from g to 

m/s 2. If the constant force option is chosen, an Applied fi)r(-e windows becomes 

visible in place of the scale factor, and a number may be entered as a constant force in 

Newtons. The Del F window returns the applied force when the integral form time 

stepping scheme is employed. The zero force option is only used when applying an 
initial displacement instead of a force. A delay function may further be employed. 

When ticked, a selection window appears within which a delay (in milliseconds) may 
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be added to each time step to slow tests down. Lastly, the Initial C variable controls 

the initial values for displacement, velocity, acceleration and some other variables, 

and is generally set to zero. 

The two windows to the right of the main selection window in figure 6.15 contain 
further settings for the a-Operator Splitting time stepping scheme and earthquake 

excitations. With the ct-Operator Splitting scheme, the a parameter is defined (here, 

between 0 and +14 and the fi and the y are displayed, as computed in the formula 

nodes encircled by A in figure 6.14. The K Initial variable simply represents the initial 

stiffness used by the algorithm, as detailed in section 2.5.2-4. ne selector, in figure 

6.15 displaying El Centro 0.02, is used to select the ground excitation history. As 

most time stepping schemes require an accelerogram with a sampling period of the 

time step size, also different sampling pcriods may be selected here. Lastly, the large 

number denoted as TARGET displays the current target displacement sent to the 

controller at any time. 

The correspondence between the portion of the control panel shown in figure 6.15 and 

the block diagram is not as straightforward as it was with the system properties 

portion. Some of the variables have already been mentioned, and will not be discussed 

further. These include the Stab. Lim, Cycles, Effective mass and the a-Op. variables. 
The remaining variables and selectors connect to the block diagram in a wider range 

of places and will be discussed here. 

Among the variables acting externally to the main loop, is the accelerogram selector. 
The actual terminal of this is situated to the bottom left of the main loop, as detailed in 
figure 6.16. The accelerogram selector, employing the variable Earth acc, simply 
determines which of the 5 wires entering the selection box is connected to the output 

wire. Each case connects one wire, ignoring the rest. Also the UI)dated variable 

operates externally to the main algorithm, but only on completion of the main loop, 

and will not be discussed ftirther here. 
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The ten-ninal for the Integration algorithm vanable is 
placed to the left and indicated by the red ellipse. The 

i 
LiiU EiLo integer output from 0 to 3 is split, where one part is 

Onifian wired to the selection terminal of the large selector 
enclosing the main loop. This terminal is indicated by 
a small, blue question mark to the right in the red 

F- ellipse. The other part of the signal is split further, but 
is only used for setting display details, i. e. switching rt abon 

relevant display windows on and off. 

At the bottom of this figure, the selection of the 
bel F1 accelerogram takes place. In this case, 5 acceleration 

histories are connected to the same output inside a 
selection box. This selector is controlled by the Earth 
acc. variable (indicated by the green circle), and F? N displays El Centro 0.02 in figure 6.15. As this variable 
changes, the selector w1 11 connect different arrays to 
the output. In this figure, the middle of the 5 files is 

Ll loaded. 

Fig. 6.16 The Integration algorithm and accelerograni selectors 

6.2.2.3 Selection of the main algorithm 

The setting of the Integration algorithm variable is fundamental. It actually selects the 

main algorithm, enclosed by the dotted red rectangle in figure 6.12, and encompasses 

the main implementation loop described later in this chapter. It not only selects which 

time stepping scheme to employed, but also the controller, as this is coded as part of 

the same algorithm. 
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The pseudodynamic implementation system offers a selection of four time stepping 

schemes: the Integral Form, Newmark explicit, a-Operator Splitting and Central 

Difference methods. The scheme is selected with the Integration algorithm selector in 

figure 6.15, and determines which of the four main loops is to be used. While the (X- 
Operator Splitting main algorithm is shown in figure 6.12, the remaining integral 
form, Newmark explicit and central difference method algorithms are shown in figure 

6.17a-c, respectively. 

The functions of the four main algorithms are the same, i. e. to generate and impose 

displacement steps to obtain the response of the dynamic structure to the applied 

external load. While the actual time stepping schemes are different from case to case, 

most of the other functions remain the same. 

The remaining variables defined in figure 6.15, the STOP button, the delay function, 

the Input motion and to an extent also the Disp. Cont, act within the main loop. In 

order to operate inside different cases of selectors and different loops, wireless local 

variables are required. The STOP function is not generally used; suffice is to say that 

if pressed, the zero displacement signal will override the displacement predictor from 

the time stepping scheme. It is only coded into the integral form algorithm. The delay 

function however, is coded into all the algorithms using local variables so that it can 

be switched on and off during execution. It is indicated by the As in figures 6.17 a-c. 

The input motion is again part of all the four alternative main algorithms, and 
indicated by the Bs in the figures. The Disp. Cont determines whether to carry out a 

cyclic or pseudodynamic test, and, as the STOP button, it overrides the displacement 

target set by the time stepping scheme. This is shown by the Cs in the figures below. 

The same variable also determines the number of cycles to be carried out in the main 

algorithm during cyclic test, as discussed in section 6.2.2.1. 
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6.2.2.4 Main execution algonthm 

Following the discussion on the preparation process and the initiation calculations, the 

main execution algorithm will now be accounted for. Some functions have already 

been mentioned above. but these only form a small part of the many processes that 

take place. The main processes arc the time stepping schemes, the manual control, the 

controller and the data logger, but significant resources are also required to organise 

the integration between them. 

The next sections will elaborate on the details of the main processes, following a 

portrayal of the overall data flow. Where relevant, the correspondence to the front 

panel will be shown. Reference here is made to the final implementation version, 

which omits all non-essential functions and processes. This stripped algorithm 

maximises the implementation speed, and also makes the data flow easier to follow. 

Earlier version often contained elaborate systems used primarily during numerical 

simulations. which were redundant during actual pseudodynamic implementation. 

6.21-2.4.1 Overall data flow in the main algorithm 

The first main process that takes place in the main execution algorithm is the 

generation of the target displacement, which is carried out by the time stepping 

scheme. However. prior to this, all the required information needs to be available. 
Variables defined in the initiation calculations enter the main algorithm along the left 

hand edge and in the top left comer. Also the initial conditions enter here, all of which 

generally equal zero. This information is then passed to the right, into the time 

stepping component. Also the applicable external force component, denoted B in 
figure 6.17a-c, is passed into the time stepping algorithm. 

Foliowing computations within the time stepping algorithm, the data flow inside the 

main algorithms continues in the lefl-to-nght direction as shown in figure 6.18. The 

vital output from the time stepping algorithm is of course the target displacement, but 

the other computed variables. essentially velocity and acceleration, are also passed on 

by the algorithm. The computed target displacement is then challenged by the Disp. 

Cont and the Manual control functions. which may override the signal. The Disp. 
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Cont is used only for cyclic tests, as mentioned in the previous sections, while the 

Manual control. operating under the Manual vanable as described in section 6.2.2.4.3, 

es between manual control and pseudodynamic or cyclic tests. 

Once the final target displacement has been set, this signal enters the control loop. 

The controller additionally requires definition of a whole array of variables, which 

will be discussed in section 6.2.2.4.4. The loop will then iterate until the measured 
displacement equals or exceeds the prescribed target displacement. On completion, a 

range of information will be passed out of the controller, again on the right hand side. 

Once the controller has terminated its action, further calculations must be carried out, 

particularly when employing the integral form method. At this stage, the data logging 

tasks may also be carried out. Their objective is principally to save the required 

information from that time step to an external file. Once this is done, all that remains 

is to pass any information used by subsequent time steps into the shift registers on the 

right hand edge of the main loop. 

6.2.2.4.2 Time 

The time stepping scheme generates the target displacement based on the current 
displacement. velocity. acceleration and forces acting. The detailed operation of the 

four time stepping schemes employed here is described in section 2.5 and chapter IV. 

In all cases they work by satisfying equilibrium in the equation of motion, and are 

integrated into the pseudodynamic testing framework by using an experimentally 

measured restoring force term. 

The time stepping schemes are essentially coded into the left hand quarter of the main 

execution algorithm box, as they constitute the first main task to be carried out. The 

following four sections will detail the coding of each scheme in turn. 
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6.2.2.4.2.1 Coding of the integral form method 

The integral form algorithm works with the equation of motion integrated with respect 

to time. The exact method of calculating the displacement predictor is described in 

section 4.3, but the main steps of the coding in LabView are presented here. The 

scheme first of all computes a measure of the change in velociýy, dV, over the time 

step concerned. The calculation takes place in the lower of the two formula nodes in 
figure 6.19a. Among the required variables are the effective mass matrix, the restoring 

force at the start of the step, the tangent (or initial) stiffness, the velocity and the time 

integral of the external force acting over that time step. The dV term is then wired up 

to the formula node in order to compute the change in dislVacernent, dX, shown at the 

top of figure 6.19a. Once this term has been evaluated, the actual target displacenient 

is found by adding this change to the previous target. 
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t 
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Z3 

Fig. 6.19a & Fig 6.19b The main integral form calculations; predictor and 

corrector, respectively. 

While the controller is imposing the displacement step on the specimen structure, it 

carries out the secondary task of numerically computing the time integral of the 

restoring force, as detailed in section 6.2.2.4.4.4. This term is required in the 

recalculation of the change in velocity. The recalculation takes place in the top right 

comer of the loop, as shown in figure 6.18 and in detail in figure 6.19b. This change 

in velocity is then added to the previous velocity to yield the corrected velocity used 

in the subsequent step. 
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6.2.2.4.2.2 Coding of the Newmark explicit method 

Implementation of the Newmark explicit method is somewhat simpler than the 
integral form method. This is mainly due to the fact that the method is genuinely 

explicit and does not require any corrector step. The theory behind the method is 
described in more detail in section 2.5.1.2. 

The Newmark explicit method proceeds by calculating a change in displacement 

based only on terms obtained in the previous time step, as seen in the top formula 

node in figure 6.20. The displacement target is then obtained by adding this change to 

the previous target, and the new target is then sent to the controller. Unlike with the 
integral form method, the Newmark Explicit, and all the other methods, require only 
the restoring force measured at the target displacement. Once this variable is 

available, the value is passed into the formula node for calculating the acceleration, 

shown as the lower of the three boxes in figure 6.20. When acceleration has been 

evaluated, the change in velocity can finally be computed, as done in the middle of the 

three boxes in figure 6.20. The acceleration and velocity quantities are used in the 

subsequent time step to calculate the new target displacement. 
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Fig. 6.20 Coding of the main Newmark explicit calculations 
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6.2.2.4.2.3 Coding of the ct-Operator Splitting method 

The a-Operator Splitting method is a predictor-corrector method (suggested by 

Combescure & Pegon 1997) and detailed in section 2.5.2.4. Explicit expressions for 

the displacement and velocity, Xt and Vt, respectively, are computed in the two top 
left formula nodes in figure 6.21. The displacement expression forms the target 
displacement sent to the controller. Once imposed, the resulting restoring force is 

passed back to the time stepping scheme. This term then enters into the complex 

expression for the so-called pseudo-force vector, Fit (Combescure & Pegon 1997), 

computed in the second from bottom left formula node in figure 6.21. The implicit 

acceleration, Al, is then solved for using this pseudo-force expression and tile 

effective mass matrix, in the bottom lcft formula node. When the linplicit measure of 
the acceleration is finally found, the implicit expressions for displacement and 

velocity, XI and V I, respectively, can also be evaluated, as shown in the two top right 
formula nodes. Additionally, it is required to calculate an approximation oil' tile 

implicit restoring force, RI, and this is done in the bottom right formula node. 
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Fig. 6.21 Coding of the main (x-Op- Split. method calculations 
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The a-Operator Splitting method is highly unusual in the sense that only part of the 

final displacement step is imposed. The implicitly calculated corrector part is used 

only in the subsequent time step where it forms the base for the next displacement 

step. Likewise, the restoring force corresponding to the corrected displacement is 

never obtained experimentally; an extrapolated approximation is used. 

6.2.2.4.2.4 Coding of the central difference method 

The central difference method is mathematically very similar to the Newmark explicit 

method (Shing & Mahin 1986). it is explicit, so the displacement predictor can be 

computed with information available at the start of the time step. However, as detailed 

in Shing & Mahin (1986) and section 2.5.1.1, the method requires data froin the two 

previous time steps and thus needs a start up procedure. 

The method is implemented rather differently from the Newmark cxplicit method 

although the end result is equivalent. Instead of calculating the displacement 

predictor, then imposing this before computing the acceleration and velocity, it shifts, 

some operations into the next displacement step. The displacement predictor is 

calculated at the start of the step using only terms related to mass, damping, force and 

displacement. Acceleration and velocity are not considered at this stage, but are 

indirectly expressed in the equation for the displacement, XI in figure 6.22. 
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Fig. 6.22 Coding of the central difference method 
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Following the calculation of the predictor displacement, the expressions for velocity 

and acceleration, V and A, respectively, can be evaluated, before imposing the step. 
Once imposed, the measured restoring force is passed into the next time step, where it 
is used in the displacement calculation. Interestingly, the velocity and the acceleration 

terms are not required for the computation of subsequent displacement steps. In fact, 

they are not required for any calculations and are used only for information purposes. 

As the central difference method uses displacement data from the two previous time 

steps, particular use has been made of the shift register, the device that carries data 

from one cycle into the next. By having a double output terminal, seen as the icon 
in figure 6.22, input entered in the two previous iterations becomes available. No 

particular start up procedure has been employed. All the variables have been given the 

same initial condition of zero. This has not been found to affect the overall response 

s gm*fi 11 icantly. 

6.2.2.4.3 Manual control 

The flexible pseudodynamic implementation system has been designed to enable 

quasistatie (cyclic) testing as well as pseudodynamic testing. Additionally, the option 

of manual control has been incorporated. The set-up allows for instantaneous 

switching between manual control and pseudodynamic execution. Typical use of the 

manual control function could be to impose a certain displacement and then switch 

over to pseudodynamic execution to obtain the free vibration response. Alternatively, 

the system may for example be used when aiming to measure the elastic restoring 
force for a particular displacement. 

The manual control option has been coded into all four main algorithms and is thus 

based on using wireless local variables. As with most of the local variables, the actual 

ten-ninal is placed towards the top fight of block diagram, outside the inain loop. The 

controls are placed in a separate box in the top fight comer of the front panel, as seen 
in figure 6.11. A detailed view of the manual control panel is shown in figure 6.23. 
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Switching between pseudodynamic and manual control is done with the red switch at 

the top of figure 6.23, in this case indicating manual. This switch selects between the 

pseudodynamically and manually created displacement targets. Furthermore, the 

manual control panel gives the option of selecting the controlled variable, where 

displacement is the default but velocity and acceleration are also available. However, 

only the displacement option has been activated in the code, so the remaining two 

options are not applicable. 

Manual Control 

Pseudodynamic 
,, 

I' Manual 

Contodled Variable ý 
Displacement 1w 

Contiol 
Load 

-0.50 
0-00 0.50 

-1.00 1.00 

-1.50 1.50 

. 2.00 G ain' 2.00 

Fig. 6.23 Manual control panel 

Assuming the displacement is selected as the controlled variable, the gain has to be 

set. The gain essentially controls the rate with which the controlled variable is 

changed, and in this case represents the millimetre change per time step. The gain can 

be set on the dial, or by using a digital control option if an exact numerical figure is 

required. 

Changes to the displacement are only carried out when the switch denoted Confl-ol, 

here grey, is pressed using the mouse pointer on the PC. It has been set such that the s 

switch must be continually pressed to induce motion to reduce the risk of unwanted 

damage to the specimen. 

When considering the interaction with the block diagram, only the code from one 

main loop will be displayed, as the set up is very similar in all four cases. The variable 

that chooses between the pseudodynamic and manual input is called Manual, and is 
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located towards the bottom left of figure 6.24. This boolean variable Is connected to a 

selector function through a logic AND switch along with a boolean signal related to 

whether the controlled variable is set to displacement, all shown in the top left comer 

of the figure. If both variables are true, the pseudodynamic signal is overridden. 

An alternative signal to the pseudodynamic one has to be generated, as this is done in 

the fon-nula node at the top of the figure. It defines the new displacement target as the 

previous target plus the gain multiplied by the time step size. This calculation takes 

place regardless of whether the Control switch is pressed or not. However, this 

variable sets the gain either to the value set on the front panel, or to zero. This is 

illustrated in the top right hand comer in the figure below. 
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Fig. 6.24 Coding of the manual control option 

A formula node also exists for calculating the effective velocity during the time step. 
This is simply done by dividing the displacement change by the duration of the time 

step, and is used both for information and when switching ovcr to pseudodynainic 

execution. 
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A system also exists for setting a range of visual parameters on the front panel. For 

example, all the options for manual control remain hidden until the execution is 

switched from pseudodynamic to manual. This is done using so-called aftrihute 

nodes, which are collected in the centre bottom part of the figure. 

6.2.2.4.4 Controller 

The controller represents a piece of code that communicates with the hardware and 

ensures that the target displacement generated by the time stepping scheme is actually 

imposed by the experimental apparatus. The way it operates is described in detail in 

chapter V; the following sections will discuss how the theory has been coded into the 

LabView environment. 

The controller is coded into a loop nested within the main loop, generally positioned 

towards the right hand side of the main algorithm, as shown in figure 0.12. Here, it 

will iterate a number of times for each cycle of the main loop. In each time step, once 

all the required input is available, the controller will start iterating and continue until 

the target has been reached. 

Due to the extensive range of variables and output generation within the controller, a 

separate front panel has been designed exclusively for communication with this. In the 

following sections, the interaction between the front panel and the control code will 
be discussed. Also the data flow within the controller and the main functions will be 

explained in detail. 

6.2.2.4.4.1 Data flow within controller 

The data flow within the controller is not as organised as the data flow within the 

main algorithm. The flow is not only from left to right or top to bottom, however the 

input to the loop is still on the left edge and the output on the right hand side. 

The target displacement passed into the loop at the start forms the basis for a lot of the 

operations within the controller, and is indicated by the arrow entering the loop in the 

top left comer in figure 6.25. The next main task to be earned out is to read the 
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displacement transducer and convert this to a displacement value. The reading is 

carried out in the box encircled and indicated by A, while the conversion and the 

software correction of the displacement signal is carried out in and around the fon-nula 

node at the top left comer of the figure. 

The finished measured displacement value is then compared with the target 

displacement to yield a measure of the displacement error. This error is an important 

variable in the computation of the dead zone limits. The dead zone is the voltage 

range within which a change in the signal does not result in a change in the output 
from the valve, as discussed in detail in section 5.3.3. The dead zone calculations are 

subsequently carried out within the two large formula nodes towards the top right 

comer, as shown in section 6.2.2.4-4.3. 

The dead zones form the basis of the signal generation, and the exact basis line for the 

signal is determined in the centre of the loop. When the appropriate signal has been 

created, this is sent to the bottom left comer of the loop. Here, final checks are carried 

out to ensure that the signal is suitable for transmission to the valve. If the signal is 

outwith the allowable range, something that would only happen under unusual 

circumstances, a zero signal is sent. Normally however, the signal will pass through 

the checks and be sent to the hardware through the macro indicated by B. 

In parallel with the signal generation and the dead zone calculations, the controller 

will investigate the relationship between the current position, the step direction and 
the error to determine when to cease iterating. Different criteria for defining 

achievement of the target displacement were investigated, as discussed in section 
6.2.2.4.4.5. In any case, the calculations take place in the top nght hand comer of 
figure 6.25. 

In addition to the processes mentioned above, possibly the most important task of the 

controller is to measure the restoring force offered by the specimen structure. This is 
done during every iteration at the same time as reading the displacement position, 

indicated by the A in the figure above. The signal from the load cell or pressure 
transducer is converted to a force signal through a simple linear relationship in the 
formula node in the bottom fight hand comer. 
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Fig. 6.25 Data flow within the controller 

6.2.2.4.4.2 Dead-zone calculations 

This section describes the implementation of the required dead-zone operations as 
detailed in section 5.3.3. Briefly, the existence of the dead-zone is a property of' the 

valve and hydraulic system, and implies that a change in the electrical signal to the 

valve may not result in a change in the pressure, or at least not in the displacement. As 

the dead-zone position is not constant, but pressure dependent, any compensatory 

system will need to take both the position and magnitude into account. Successful 

compensation of the dead-zone was enabled through combination with the integral 

control mode. The integral control mode, described in detailed in section 5.3.4, 

essentially creates a signal change proportional to the integral of the error in the 

system. Basically, the integral control mode was incorporated into the system by 

changing the limits of the dead-zone. This ensured both that the final target was 
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always met and that the dead-zone was effectively shifted to the correct position for 

compensation purposes. 

In this software controller, the upper limit of the dead-zonc is controlled actively, 

while the lower limit follows passively at a certain voltage below. The distance 

between the two limits is defined through the variable Magnitude, placed within the 

Dead-zone control box on the controller front panel (figure 6.26), and operating as a 
local variable. 

The upper dead-zone limit, operating as the variable HL, is defined in the formula 

node in the top middle position in figure 6.25. The value is dcfined as: 

HL= (St==O)? (Er>q)? HLo+FA : HLo-FA: (St>O). 'ý' (Fr>O). 'ý' IlLo I FA. - Ill. o. - 

(Er>O)? HLo: HLo-FA: 

where St is the step direction, HLo the previous upper limit, FA the so-called F(wtor 

and Er the displacement error present in that instant. Written in the quasi code, the 

expression becomes: 

IF St =0 THEN 
IF Er >0 THEN 

HL = HLo+FA 
ELSE 

HL = HLo-FA 
ELSE 

IF St >0 THEN 
IF Er >0 THEN 

HL HLo+FA 
ELSE 

HL HLo 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
IF Er >0 THEN 

HL = HLo 
ELSE 

HL = HLo-FA 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
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The so-called Factor variable determines the rate of change of the position of the 

dead-zone. As seen in the quasi code above, the position of the dead zone is shifted by 

the magnitude of the FA variable in each step. The variable is manually set on the 
front panel in the Dead-zone control box and takes the unit of Volts, which is also the 

unit the dead-zone and the signal generation system operate with. 

The first condition in the expression for the dead-zone limit, St = 0, is only really 

applicable during the start up procedure. During tests, a certain step distance will 

always exist, and the direction of this determines the next selection. Then, the error is 

considered. Assuming the step is in the positive direction, if the error is still positive, 

the signal will be increased by the magnitude of FA. However, if the target has been 

met and the error is negative, the dead-zone lirnit will not be changed. This condition 
has been set to avoid the possibility of unwanted intra-step load reversal taking place. 

The effect of this definition of the position of the dead-zone is to linearly change the 

signal as long as an error is present. This not only overcomes the problem of tile dead- 

zone, but also enables a form of the integral control mode. With this system, it Is 

always ensured that the target position is met. The effect of changing the Factor is to 

set the speed with which this happens. It should be noted that the signal change from 

this origin is not determined by the magnitude of error, and will thus not produce a 
desirable velocity profile. If only this mode is enabled, the velocity of the actuator 

will be near constant. 

The lower limit of the dead-zone follows as mentioned passively behind the Lipper 
limit. The lower limit uses the variable LL, which is defined in the large formula node 
to the right in figure 6.25. The signal generator switches between the two limits 

according to the desired direction of the actuator. Both the upper and lower limits arc 
displayed at any time on the front panel in the Valve settings box under the variable 

names of Hi Lim and Low Lim, respectively. The initial limits may also be set here at 
the start of the test, but will be controlled by the program during execution. 
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Fig. 6.26 Controller front panel 
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6.2.2.4.4.3 Signal generation 

The valve signal is generated under both the proportional and integral control modes. 
The integral mode effectively sets the position of the base signal, and has been 

discussed in the previous section. The proportional mode generates an additional 

signal proportional to the displacement error. 

The actual signal generation is carried out in the region indicated by the A in figure 

6.27. Essentially, the algorithm picks up the correct base signal (dead-zonc limit) and 

adds on a signal equal to the displacement error multiplied by the gain. The gain 

applied here is defined as the variable Gain2 and is manually set in the Valve settings 
box in the front panel, as shown in figure 6.26. The more complex part of the 

operation is selecting the base signal. As discussed in section 5.3.3, any occupation of 

the dead-zone should effectively be avoided. Therefore a system exists that sends the 

signal to the opposite side of the dead-zone if the computed signal should lie between 

the two limits. 

An elaborate boolean system is also used for selecting the base signal and deciding 

whether to employ proportional gain during the initial start-up at the start and end of 

each time step. As discussed in section 5.3.5 and 6.2.3.1, this implementation systcin 

enables near continuous execution of the pseudodynamic tests through the specific 
design of the inter step signal generator. In broad terms, the system does not switch 
dead-zone limit when overshoot occurs if the following displacement step Is in the 

same direction. This has been done by switching between using the direction of the 

displacement error and the direction of the displacement step as critenon for selecting 
dead-zone limit. Most of the selection process is concentrated within the area 

indicated by the B in figure 6.27. 

The complete generated signal is passed into the bottom left corner of the loop, 

indicated by the C, where it goes through the last safety check before being sent to the 

valve. The safety check investigates whether the signal lies within the prescribed 
limits set on the front panel, denoted Max Valve and Min Valve. These limits could be 

set to limit the force exerted by the actuator or to ensure that the signal sent to the 

valve is not so high that it could damage it. A final check has also been included to 
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ensure that the signal generated does not exceed 0.5V regardless of what is entered 

into the front panel. 

Fig. 6.27 Signal generation in the control loop 

6.2.2.4.4.4 Computation of the integral of the restoring force 

The controller has a secondary objective when implemented witli the intcgral forin 

time stepping scheme. In addition to imposing the required displacement step and 

obtaining the restoring force, the controller has to numerically intcgrate the restoring 

force over each time step. The time integral of the restoring force is a rcquircd tcnn 

for the integral form algorithms, discussed in detail in chapter IV. The integral forill 

algorithms operate with the equation of motion integrated with respect to tirne, as 

shown in equation (6.2). 

MA 
dx 

+ CAx + Af r(x)dt = Affilt (0.2) dt 
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Initially suggested by Chang et aL (1998), it is argued that this form displays 

improved abilities in dealing with rapidly varying loads and stiffness properties. This 

can be reasoned through the fact that the time integrals of the forces are employed and 

that these are computed taking the inter-step variations into account. The time integral 

of the restoring force, entering as the third term in equation (6.2), is obtained using a 

sub-stepping technique, whose coding is discussed here. This will ensure that the non- 
linearities are well accounted for. 

The main loop with the integral form Newmark time stepping scheme employs an 

especially adapted controller, which can compute the time integral of the restoring 
force. As described in section 5.4, the trapezoidal rule is used in a sub-stepping 
fashion where each control iteration represents a sub-step. The integral Is computed 
by obtaining one force value per sub-step and using this numerical scheme, taking the 

size of each sub-step into account. However, although each iteration may take the 

same amount of time in real time, the size of the sub-steps are still not the same. This 

is due to the fact that the velocity profile in the experimental system dill'Crs troill that 

assumed by the time stepping scheme. A method of obtaining an equivalent tinic point 

for each force value is described in section 4.5, and relies on assuming constant 

velocity during each step. The time point of the sub-step is defined such that the 

fraction of completed time equals the fraction of the completed displacement step. For 

example, when 1/2 of the displacement step has been imposed, it is said that '12 of' tile 

time has passed as well even though maybe only '/4 of the actual time has passed as 

the actuator moves faster at the start. 

The numerical integrator is coded into the lower right hand side of the controller, as 

shown in figure 6.28. It utilises some additional formula nodes for computing the 

equivalent time positions and the time-force area for each iteration. Some problems 

were present due to noise in the displacement channel giving rise to overly large, 

small or even negative equivalent sub-step durations. However, the introduction of 

some additional criteria in the computation of the time points mitigated these 

problems. The criteria introduced included the requirement that displacements 

measuring short of the starting position of the time step resulted in an equivalent thne 

of zero, while any displacements measured beyond the target resulted in an equivalent 
time point equalling the time step size. 
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Fig. 6.28 Controller with additional function of calculating time integral 

of the restoring force 

6.2.2.4.4.5 Coding for completion of the loop 

A range of different completion criteria were considered during the development of 

the controller. These included allowing a certain number of iterations per step, 

reaching the target displacement within a given tolerance or simply reaching or 

passing the target displacement. The common system of setting a tolerance was not 

found to be the best solution. This method resulted either in consistent undershoot, as 

the controller would cease as soon as it reached the target less the tolerance, or load 

reversal, as the controller would attempt to correct overshot displacements. Allowing 

a certain number of iterations per step did in principle work. However, a generous 

number of iterations had to be allowed to ensure completion of the displacement step 

under all conditions, resulting in discontinuous, classic implementation, as discussed 

in section 5.3.5. 
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The best criterion for completion of a displacement step was found to be the 

requirement that the measured displacement actually met, or passed, the target. This 

system avoided the consistent undershoot problem and possible load reversal, in 

addition to making sure that the target is always met. Furthermore, it enabled semi- 

continuous implementation of the tests as discussed in section 6.2.3.1. The only 

possible drawback with this system would be the chance of consistent overshoot. The 

magnitude of this may be approximated by considering the number of iterations and 

the total displacement during each step. Taking as an example a displacement step of 
2mm and allowing 100 iterations would give a theoretical maximum overshoot error 

of 0.02mm, which is less than the accuracy of the transducers. However, under 

realistic circumstances, the velocity profile generated by the controller would slow the 

actuator down when approaching the target, greatly reducing the magnitude oferror. 

The completion criterion for the controller is placed within the top right corner of' the 

loop, as seen in figure 6.28 and shown in detail in figure 6.29. It considers the , Step 

direction and error variables as well as the Run and Sturter switches. Thc step 

direction variable is first queried to deten-nine which direction the step Is in. It' -0, the 

result is a boolean true, if not, it isp/se. The trueffii1se signal is then sent right, into a 

selector box. At the same time, the error signial is considered. First of all it is split, 

then the two parts are evaluated to check the direction of the error, in one case 

whether it is positive and in the other whether it is negative. One of the two signals is 

then selected, depending on the step direction, to yield a final frueýfijhw signal. As an 

example, consider a positive step direction and a negative error. The step direction 

will result in a true signal, which will select the upper of the two error checks, i. e. 

whether it is >0. As it is negative, the final signal will bc. fiAve. If on the other hand 

the step direction is negative, thefalse statement from this will select the lower of the 

two checks on the error, i. e. whether it is negative. As it is, the final signal will be 

true. 

In any case, once the final signal from the step and error calculations has been 

computed, this goes through some operations with the Run and Starter variables. The 

Run variables should in principle always be true. The function is only for emergency 

use, but whenfalse will not allow the loop to iterate (unless the starter function Is 

true). So when the signal from the step and error are combined with the Run signal in 
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the OR operation, the resulting signal should always equal the step/error signal. This 

signal is finally combined with the Starter signal in an AND operation. The starter is 

used during the start-up procedure to let the controller run and hold a position without 

moving on to new time steps. So when this is defined as true, the final signal will in 

any case be true and the loop will continue. However, when the starter isfii/se, the 

step/error signal will govern and the loop will iterate until the target has been passed. 
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Fig. 6.29 Completion of the loop 

6.2.2.4.5 Data logging, concluding calculations and completion of the loop 

Data logging is generally carried out at the end of each time step. This ensures that the 

relevant information from each step is saved as soon as it is obtained and cannot be 

lost. Although the process is somewhat computationally expensive, the alternative of 

carrying out the data logging at the completion of the main loop has not been elected 

as data would then be lost if, for some reason, the test should not be completed. 

As the general data flow within the main loop is from left to right, the data logging 

process is located on the far right hand side within all the algorithms. The process can 
be seen with the file communication macros (shown in figures 6.4a-d) to the far right 
in figure 6.18 and in detail in figure 6.30 below. 

In most of the main algorithms, four of the five variables are logged: the actual 
displacement reached at cessation of the control loop, the discrepancy between the 

reached and targeted displacements, the restoring force at cessation, the tirne integral 

of the restoring force over time step and the force-displacement values for that time 

point. Of course, the latter of these can be built up a posteriori, but is sti II practical to 

create during the test. 
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In most cases, the desired variable can be wired directly into the file communication 

macro through a required build array icon as discussed in section 6.1.4.1. In other 

cases, simple numerical operations are carried out to create the correct signal. 

OMisp_. 

- Jt 

Fig. 6.30 Data logging macros in main loop 

A certain times during the development of the implementation system, it was 
desirable to trace the changes in the variables during the time steps. This had to be 

done by coding the macros into the controller itself. Although very computationally 

expensive, this provided a unique opportunity to evaluate the various processes. This 

was particularly valuable during the development of the computation of the time 

integral of the restonng force. However, for normal use, it is not required to trace the 

intra-step changes, and the function is not included. 

When employing the integral form algorithm, certain tasks related to the time 

integration are carried out after the controller has imposed the target displacement. 

These tasks are referred to as concluding calculations, and include a computation 

related to the time integral of the restoring force and the velocity component in the 

time stepping scheme. 
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As indicated, the time integral of the restoring force is in principle computed within 

the controller. However, during the start-up, this computation is not completely 

reliable, so the alternative 2-point method is used, as described in section 5.4. The 2- 

point variable is also computed throughout the test to provide companson and 

verification for the multipoint method. 

The integral form time stepping scheme relies on re-calculating the velocity following 

the experimental measurement of the time integral of the restoring force, as described 

in section 4.2. The re-calculation solves the integrated equation of motion, equation 

(4.4a), using the now experimentally obtained restoring force. The operation is shown 

in figure 6.19b. 

With all the main algorithms, the last action to be carried out is to write all variables 

used in subsequent steps to the shift registers along the fight hand side of the loop. 

This enables the current values to be used in the next step, and the variables typically 

include those related to time stepping: displacement, velocity and acceleration and 

some related to the controller: valve signal, limit of dead-zone and the restoring force. 

On completion of this task, the main algorithm will proceed to the next time step and 

continue doing this until the test has completed. Only then will any information be 

passed out of the main loop. 

6.2.2.5 Final data logging and completion of the main loop 

Once the final iteration of the main loop has been carried out, the few tasks that rely 

on information from within the main algorithm can be earned out. These largely 

consist of data logging and display functions. 

When using wired connections for variables passed out of loops, arrays will build up 
during each iteration and the information will only be available on completion. If it is 
desirable to carry out operations on whole arrays, these can naturally done be on 

completion of the loop. In the pseudodynamic implementation system described here, 

the set-up will combine the force and displacement histories to create hysteresis loops. 

This can only be plotted as a graph on the front panel at the end of a test as it requires 

a cluster of arrays as input. The coding of the combination and plotting of these 
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variables is shown in the bottom middle of figure 6.12. The full arrays may at this 

stage also be saved to disk in a single operation to essentially provide an additional 

copy of the data saved at the end of each time step. 

Another graph that is created at the end of the test is the comparison between a stored 

and a new graph, using the variable Updated. This is generated in the middle above 

the main loop in figure 6.12 and displayed on the main front panel in the screen 
denoted Updated. As the response from each test is saved individually, the 

comparison can of course also be done a posteriori using, for example, spreadsheet 

programs. 

6.2.3 Operation of the software based implementation system 

This section evaluates the execution of the software based implementation system, 

giving an indication to the overall control of the experimental component. It will, in 

particular, discuss the semi-continuous running through the novel step continuity 

system discussed in sections 5.3-5. The so-called step-continuity system aims to avoid 

a hold period and/or unloading at the completion of each time step. Continuous or 

semi-continuous running implies that actuator motion is essentially continuous from 

the end of one step to the start of the next. This can be contrasted to "classic" 

pseudodynamic testing, e. g. (Negro 1996), where a hold period is explicitly included 

for taking force measurements and carrying out data logging and computation of the 

next displacement target. This is enabled by not necessarily switching dead-zones at 

completion of the step, as described in section 6.2.2.4.4.3 and by defining immediate 

completion of the control loop upon reaching the targct, as described in section 
6.2.2.4.4.5. The section further contains a short discussion on the time requirements 

for each process within the implementation system. 

6.2.3.1 Semi-continuous running 

Pseudodynamic tests were until recently generally executed using the so-called classic 

method, where a hold period was prescribed for each displacement step, dunng which 

the actuator remained stationary to allow force measurements and computation of the 

next displacement steps to take place. However, it was realised that by omitting the 
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hold period, higher strain rates and more realistic deformation of the specimen 

structure could be enabled. During the second half of the 1990s, continuous 

implementation of pseudodynamic tests became more common, e. g. (Magonette et al. 
1998), (Williams et al. 1999), (Magonette et al. 2000), (Thewalt & Mahin 1994). 

The software based implementation system documented here is referred to as a senil- 

continuous system. It is continuous in the sense that no hold periods are prescribed, 
but not fully continuous, as the code has to switch between control and time 

integration. Essentially, the system relies on the execution of the time integration 

component being so quick that control is not lost for an appreciable amount of time. 

Earlier in this chapter, in section 6.2.2.4.1, the data flow within the main loop was 
discussed, and effectively showed how first the time stepping computation was 

carried out, then the control before finally display functions and data logging. It is at 

this stage important to appreciate that although these processes utilise comparable 

amounts of code, the controller is by far the most computationally expensive as it sub- 

iterates between 50-1000 times during each time step. Additionally, the controller is 

dependent on the hydraulic system keeping pace. In practice therefore, the control 

process may take up over 99% of the CPU time. 

The exact coding of the hardware communication is such that the finished signal for 

the servo valve is written as an update. The macro will thus continue transmitting the 

same signal also when the controller does not run. However, the finished signal will 
be correct for the conditions present at the time of cessation of the control loop, and 

may not be adjusted until the loop re-starts iterating. 

As described in section 6.2.2.4.4.3, the implementation system is coded such that 

when the controller registers that the target is met, no action is taken in that time step 

to stop the actuator. This is the core of what makes the implementation continuous. 

Although the signal generated in the last control iteration typically only gives rise to a 

low actuator velocity, the signal will, if left unchanged, result in overshoot. Only at 

the start of the next time step, if the next target displacement is in the opposite 
direction, will the actuator be stopped and reversed. So the inter step time for 

correction of the signal will be the time of completion of the present main loop and 
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carrying out one time integration step and one control iteration in the new loop. As 

discussed in the next section, the relative time requirements for each process are such 

that this becomes a viable system. 

In practise, the system of switching between the processes functions robustly. If a 

significant proportional gain is employed, the actuator velocity will be low when 

approaching the target and overshoot will be negligible. In any case, as the force 

measurement is taken before the next time integration is earned out, the effect of 

potential overshoot would be limited. The controller front panel enables real-time 

display of the measured displacements with the corresponding targets superimposed. 

Although fairly computationally expensive, creating this display provides an excellent 

possibility for evaluating the quality and continuity of the displacement control. An 

example of such curves can be seen in figure 6.31 

Fig. 6.31 Real time measured displacements with applicable targets 

6.2.3.2 Time requirements 

A small study into the time requirements of the various processes within the 

implementation system has been carried out. This has partly been done to justify the 

theory behind the semi-continuous implementation system and partly to optimise the 

execution speed. 

During the development of the system, a timer was coded into the controller and main 
loop to monitor the various time requirements. It was quickly found that the apparent 

calculation of the displacement step took a variable, and sornetirnes substantial, 
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amount of time. The processes within the main loop were cut down to the essentials to 

attempt to isolate the cause, but the duration of each loop could still range from 

around 30ms to over Is. Naturally, loss of active control for Is would result in 

considerable overshoot in the semi-continuous system and was not a satisfactory 

option, when on the other hand it was known that the computation could be carried 

out in less than 30ms. 

Further tests revealed that the cause of the occasionally very slow generation of 

displacement steps was the creation of temporary files on the hard drive related to the 

graphical representation of the progress of the test. It was found that by minimising 

the number of displayed graphs to a single one showing the target displacement of' 

each time step, a consistent time requirement for generation of a new displacernent 

step of 30-40ms could be maintained. In the main loop, the data logging process was 
found to be somewhat resource consuming and required a significant portion of he 30- 

40ms. This was due to the fact that the program typically opens 4 files, adds in a 

number in each of them and then closes the files. 

The time requirements of the controller were also investigated to see if this was 

uniform and optimised. Again, all redundant functions were removed from the 

controller and iteration rates monitored. It was generally found that a rate of around 

I/3kHz could be maintained, i. e. taking around 3ms per iteration. The most time 

consuming process was here believed to be the hardware communication macros, 

which, of course, are indispensable. 

The effect on the time requirement when using more elaborate time stepping schemes 

and controllers was also considered to see if this could affect the accuracy and 

implementation speed. It was generally found that the level of complexity did 

influence the iteration speed somewhat, but not significantly enough to select specific 

algorithms on this basis. The iteration time for the main loop ranged from around 
30ms with the simplest central difference method while the integral form method 

required around 40ms. The sensitivity of the system to the implementation speed and 

choice of algorithm etc. is discussed further in the next chapter and in Algaard et al. 
(2001 a) and Algaard et al. (200 1 c). 
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Chapter VII Verification and Sensitivity Study 

This chapter aims to evaluate the performance of the complete implementation system 
by assessing its reliability and accuracy. The chapter contains two main sections: an 

account of the sensitivity study carried out and a verification analysis. The sensitivity 

study addresses the sensitivity of the system with respect to accuracy and response as 

affected by the implementation speed, choice of time stepping scheme, time step size 

etc. It involves experimental testing of two specimen types, a reinforced concrete 

column and a steel column. The verification test aims to verify the implementation 

system as a whole, and involves a real-time dynamic snap-back test and 

pseudodynamic tests on the same steel column. 

7.1 SENSITIVITY STUDY 

Considerable work has been carried out to study the error propagation effects in 

pseudodynamic tests, e. g. (Combescure & Pegon 1997), (Shing & Vannan 1990), but, 

to the best of the author's knowledge, little or no research has been performed to 
investigate implementation sensitivities in general. Pseudodynamic implementation 

sensitivities may range from those concerned with the time integration to those 

concerned with the experimental implementation. In terms of time Integration, the 

choice of scheme, the time step size and other details will affect the response while on 
the experimental side, the rate and method of loading, controller capabilities, accuracy 

obtained and measurements details may equally influence the displacement history. 

In this section, the relationships between: time step size, speed ql'implementation, 
discrete step accuracy and final system response are considered. Two different time 

stepping algorithms are employed to evaluate how the above relationships may be 

affected by algorithmic differences in both time integration and control. 

7.1.1 Implementation variables 

As introduced above, implementation variables include those from both algorithrmc 

and control related origins. The variables will be discussed in the following sections. 
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7.1.1.1 Algorithmic variables 

Broadly speaking, the algorithmic implementation variables are those related to the 

time stepping scheme. All time stepping algorithms display some form of 

approximation, resulting in response inaccuracies. The inherent approximations in the 

linear case when obeying stability limits may extend only to periodicity errors, while 

under non-linear conditions they can additionally appear in terms of amplitude errors. 

Regardless of which time stepping scheme is employed, the algorithmic errors will 

increase with increasing time step sizes. This is due to the fact that increasing tirne 

step sizes increase the duration over which the time integration variables are 

linearised. All the time stepping schemes described in this paper are second order 

accurate and assume constant velocity for the duration of the time step. In the linear 

case, the approximation will be due to the assumption of constant acceleration acting 

over the entire step, while in the non-linear case, the intra-step stiffness variation will 
introduce additional approximations. 

The time step size naturally becomes the primary variable, as most algorithms can be 

made accurate if small enough time steps are employed. However, more complex 

algorithms employ a range of other variables that may influence the response. With 

for example the integral form algorithms, a replacement approximation for the tangent 

stiffness is used. Discrepancy between the replacement and the actual tangent stiffness 

may introduce period elongation, as discussed in section 4.6.2.2. On the other hand, 

the a-Operator Splitting algorithm, as described by Combescure & Pegon (1997), 

introduces beneficial numerical damping through the inclusion of the a variable. Also 

this algorithm employs a replacement approximation for the tangent stiffness. 

The algorithms themselves display inherent properties affecting the generation of the 

response. With increasing time step sizes, algorithms generally create increasing 

period error, but the level and direction of the error will vary between the algorithms. 
This is also the case with the amplitude errors that are sometimes present. Detailed 

evaluation and comparisons of traditional algorithms can be found in Wilson & Bathe 

(1976) and G6radin & Rixen (1994). 
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7.1.1.2 Control variables 

The control variables extend to the variables that are related to the implementation of 

the experimental component of the test. This physical experimentation introduces a 

whole range of variables and scope for error generation. In the controller, the desired 

proportional and integral gains are set, and these determine the speed and velocity 

profile of the actuator. It is envisaged that the gain settings may potentially affect the 

response directly through rate dependency in the specimen material properties or 

indirectly through the introduction of control inaccuracies. 

Experimental errors in pseudodynamic tests can generally be categorised as 

measurement or control errors. As the measurement system is essentially a part of' the 

apparatus and remains the same throughout the testing, this does not introduce 

additional variables. The control errors on the other hand describe the inaccuracy with 

which the prescribed displacement steps are imposed. This normally implies tile 

discrete error introduced in each displacement step, but also the potential cumulative 

effect of these. 

While the primary variable related to control is probably the experimental 
implementation speed, the fact that for example a different controller is employed 

with the integral form algorithm should be considered. This is primarily because the 

additional calculations may reduce the iteration speed of the controller, as well as 
displaying different time requirements for the time integration. Additionally, the 

control settings will affect the computation of the time integral of the restoring force, 

creating a combined control/algorithmic effect. With all the other time stepping 

schemes, only the final measure of the restoring force is used, making it niore 

exclusively subject to the control variables. 

7.1.2 Evaluation programme 

The evaluation programme was attempted to obtain relationships and trends between 

the following four properties: time step size, speed of implementation, accuracy and 

response. These have been categorised into 6 relationships, investigating the effect of 
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one variable on another for given conditions. The relationships are surnmarised in 

table 7.1 below. 

I Time step size vs. Speed for given Accuracy 

2 Time step size vs. Accuracy for given Speed 

3 Speed vs. Accuracy for given Time step size 

4 Response vs. Time step size for given Accuracy 

5 Response vs. Speed for given Time step size 

6 Response VS. Accuracy 
I 

for given 
I 

Time step size 

Table 7.1 Relationships between properties. 

Some of the relationships in table 7.1 are of course interdependent, with one 

relationships being the inverse of the other. In addition to these 6 relationships, the 

effect the time integration algorithm may have on the response, accuracy and speed 

has also been investigated. 

In order to evaluate the relationships discussed above, repeated pseudodynarnic tests 

have been carried out on two different dynamic systems. These comprise the 

reinforced concrete stub column and the slender steel column, described in sections 

3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2, respectively. Both structures were assigned lumped virtual masses 

on top, yielding inverted pendulum systems. The masses were tuned to create 

structures with fundamental periods of around 1.2 seconds, with the concrete structure 
being given a mass of 46800kg and the steel structure 1714kg. The structures were 

exposed to a scaled 1957 NS Port Hueneme accelerogram, and the first 4 seconds of 

the response were modelled using the central difference and the Newmark Implicit - 
Integral Form methods. Zero viscous damping was applied throughout. 

In order to vary the implementation speed, the proportional and integral gain settings 

were adjusted. This was done in a manner which intended to optinlise the speed/error 

relationship. Most scope for velocity increase was found through increases in the 

proportional gain. If the integral gain was set too high, this resulted in considerable 

overshoot. 
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7.1.2.1 Tests on the reinforced concrete specimen 

The reinforced concrete column was designed as short, stubby and non-flexible and 

the intention was for it to display a significant non-linear behaviour. Furthermore, the 

specimen was slightly damaged prior to testing by imposing displacements exceeding 

those expected during pseudodynamic sensitivity tests. This was done to ensure 

repeatability of tests by avoiding further damage taking place and to ensure non- 

linear, dissipative behaviour. Typical force-displacement curves for the specimen can 

be seen in figure 7.1 below. Maximum displacements of ±10mm were aimed for 

during these tests. The detailed design of the specimen is accounted for in section 

3.3.3.1. 

Time step sizes of 0.004,0.04,0.08 and 0.16 seconds were employed, requiring 1000, 

100,50 or 25 steps, respectively, to model the first 4 seconds of the response. Total 

testing time varied from 8 seconds to 2 minutes and 18 seconds. 
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Fig. 7.1 Force-displacement loops for concrete column 

7.1.2.2 Tests on the steel specimen 

A slender steel column was designed for two reasons. Firstly because it would display 

a near perfectly linear force-displacement relationship providing a contrast to tile non- 

linear reinforced concrete specimen. Secondly, due to its flexibility, the mass required 

to provide the desired frequency is small. This enables the true dynamic system to be 

created, opening for the possibility of a real reference solution, a so-called snap-beick 
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response, to be obtained and used in the verification test. Some of the tests on the steel 

specimen were also reproduced numerically. This was done by coding the tirne 

stepping schemes for a SDOF linear system in Microsoft Excel 2000. 

The column comprised a 1600mm long rectangular hollow steel section providing a 

second moment of area in the weak direction of 46.7cm 4, as detailed in section 

3.3.3.2. The section was expected to remain elastic over the full stroke ofthe actuator 

(±50mm). Typical force-displacement loops can be seen in figure 7.2. In this case, 

time step sizes of 0.04,0.08 and 0.16 seconds were selected, requiring 100,50 or 25 

steps. Total testing time here ranged from 9 to 50 seconds. 
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Fig. 7.2 Force-displacement loops for steel column 

7.1.2.3 Ground motion accelerograms 

The NS component of the 1957 Port Hueneme acceleration history was selected for 

these tests. As this accelerogram consists mainly of a single acceleration impulse, as 

seen in figure 7.3, it was believed that this might reveal differences within (tie 

implementation better than a more varying history like for example the 1940 El 

Centro acceleration. 

In order to investigate the effect on the response resulting from differences in the time 

step size, it is imperative that the structure is always subjected to identical loading 1, or 

all time step sizes. This will not normally be the case il'a single acceleration value is 

selected for each step, as is typically the case with non-integral form algorithms. The 
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sampling period of the applied accelerogram is 0.004s and step sizes vary from 0.004s 

to 0.16s. Truncation techniques are therefore required for all step sizes different frorn 

that of the sampling period. 
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Fig. 7.3 Port Hueneme NS accelerograni. 

In the case of the 0.16s time step size, only every 40"' available acceleration value 

would be used if no averaging technique were employed. It can easily be seen how the 

peak acceleration could be missed in this case. With the integral form algorithins, the 

time integral of the acceleration for each time step will be calculated a priori with all 

peaks being taken into account. 
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Fig. 7.4 Artificial accelerogram, sampling period 0.16s 

To ensure that the structures were subjected to the same base excitation, regardless of 

time step size and time stepping scheme, an artificial accelerogram was generated. 

This aimed to resemble the Port Hueneme excitation, whilst keeping the sampling rate 

such that all time stepping schemes would interpret it the sarne way. This basically 

meant that the sampling period of the artificially generated accelerogram had to be the 
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same as the largest time step size, or in other words 0.16s. When employing smaller 

time step sizes, the same acceleration value would simply be repeated 2,4 or 40 times 

for the 0.08,0.04 and 0.004s time step sizes respectively. The synthetic accelerograrn 

can be seen in figure 7.4. 

7.1.3 Results 

For the given conditions, i. e. time step size and time 111tegration algorithm, 

proportional and integral gains were varied in order to investigate the effect on the 

duration, accuracy and response. This should theoretically indicate results to all 6 

parts of the sensitivity test, while also giving an indication to the effect of' (lie time 

integration algorithm. The initial results from the investigations into the 6 

relationships are all based on test carried out on the reinforced concrete COIL111111. Some 

further results are based on tests carried out on the steel colunin. 

7.1.3.1 Time step size vs. speed for given accuracy (Relationship 1) 

For this test, data obtained with the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form algorithm 

using the numerically integrated measure of restoring force Was used. The time step 

size vs. speed relationship was considered independent ol' the time stepping scheme 

and a characteristic of the controller only. This could be argued as the time 

requirement for the time integration and controller were found to be similar for all 

schemes, as explained in section 6.2.3.2. 

Around 10-20 tests were carried out for each time step size but with varying gain L- 

settings to obtain a range of implementation speeds. The selected results below should 

be considered a typical representation of the range of results. 

By setting first the required accuracy for all errors to be less than 0.20mm, the results 

for the various time step sizes can be seen below in table 7.2. By setting the maximurn 

error to be somewhat larger, 0.5mm, the results are presented in table 7.3. 
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Timestepsize[s] Duration[m: sl Errorimml 

0.004 2: 18 0.20 or more 

0.04 0: 15 0.15-0.20 

0.08 0: 15-0: 27 0.15-0.20 

0.16 0: 08-0: 11 < 0.20 

Table 7.2 Durations required for keeping an error threshold of* 0.20mm 

Timestepsize[s] Duration[m: sl 11, rrorimmi 

0.004 1: 30 0.30 

0.04 0: 11 0.40-0.60 

0.08 0: 09 0.30-0.40 

0.16 0: 08 - 0: 11 < 0.20 

Table 7.3 Durations required for keeping an error threshold of'O. 50mm 

7.1.3.2 Time step size vs. accuracY for givenspeed (Relationship 2) 

The results obtained here are based on the same experimental data its that used in (lie 

previous section. For this relationship, time step size vs. accuracy for given speed, the 

results should essentially be the inverse of the above. Allowing for exanipIc 12s for 

the duration of the tests, the accuracies obtained with the various tirne step sizes are as 

surnmarised in table 7.4. 

Timestepsize[s] Duration[m: s] Errorlmml 

0.004 N/A N/A 

0.04 < 0: 12 0.40-0.60 

0.08 < 0: 12 0.30-0.40 

0.16 
1 

< 0: 12 
1 

< 0.15 
11 

Table 7.4 Accuracy obtained for constant 12s test durations 
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When using the 0.004s time step size, no tests could be completed within the allowed 
12s, so no experimental results exist for this time step size in the table above. This 

was also the case if the test duration was set to 20s. The results for the other time step 

sizes for the constant 20s duration tests can be seen in table 7.5. 

Timestepsize[s] Duration[m: si Errorimml 

0.004 N/A N/A 

0.04 < 0: 20 0.20 

0.08 < 0: 20 0.20 

0.16 < 0: 20 < 0.10 

Table 7.5 Accuracy obtained for constant 20s test dLII-116011S 

Again, when allowing 35s for the test duration, tests with tile 0.004s time step size 

could not be completed. The results from the other time step sizes are given in table 

7.6. 

Time step size [s] Duration Im: s] Error [mml 

0.004 N/A N/A 

0.04 < 0: 35 0.05-0.15 

0.08 < 0: 35 0.05-0.15 

0.16 < 0: 35 0.05-0.07 

Table 7.6 Accuracy obtained for constant 35s test durations 

7.1.3.3 Speed vs. accuracy for given time step size (Relationship 3) 

This section considers a particular time step size at the tirne to obtain the relationship 

between speed and accuracy. As in the two previous sections, the data from the tests 

obtained using the integral form algorithm has been used. 

Four sample points have been provided for each time step size to give in indication to 

the effect on the error as the test durations vary. The results are presented in tables 7.7 

to 7.10 for the time step sizes of 0.004,0.04,0.08 and 0.16s, respectively. 
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Time step size [s] Duration I m: s] Error I mm 

0.004 2: 18 0.20 

0.004 2: 02 0.30 

0.004 1: 30 0.30-0.40 

0.004 1: 10 0.70 

Table 7.7 Accuracy and speed for 0.004s step size 

Time step size [s] Duration I m: sj 11' rror I mm 1 

0.04 1: 00 0.05 

0.04 0: 36 (). I () 

0.04 0: 15 0.20 

0.04 0: 11 0.40 

Table 7.8 Accuracy and speed for 0.04s step size 

Timestepsize[s] Durationims] EIrrorlmml 

0.08 0: 37 0.05-0.10 

0.08 0: 28 0.10-0.15 

0.08 0: 16 -0.20 
0.08 0: 09 -0.40 

Table 7.9 Accuracy and speed I'Or 0.08s step size 

Timestepsize[s] Duration[m: sl Errorimml 

0.16 0: 11 0.03-0.06 

0.16 0: 09 0.07 

0.16 0: 08 0.06 

0.16 0: 08 0.05 

Table 7.10 Accuracy and speed for 0.16s step size 
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7.1.3.4 Analysis of speed - accuracy - time step size relationship 

Based on the numerical data in tables 7.2 to 7.3 and 7.7 to 7.13, the graphical 

representation in figures 7.5 and 7.6 was created. Consider first figure 7.5, which 

shows the relationship between the test duration and the MaX11111.1111 step error, i. e. the 

largest discrepancy between the targeted and achieved positions, for each time step 

size. Here it is clear that the increased test durations, or in other words slower tests, 

maintain better accuracy. Furthermore, it shows that increasing time step sizes also 

enable superior accuracy. It is also noted that the largest time step size is very 

accurate even for the shortest test durations, and that with the smallest time step this 

level of accuracy cannot be achieved even with considerable test durations. 
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Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 Test duration vs. maxilliLlIll stcp cri-or and timc stcp 

size vs. test duration, respectiveiy. 

Figure 7.6 gives an indication of the testing tirne required to maintain a 111111inluni 

accuracy of 0.2mm and 0.5mm for the range of tirne steps. Again, it shows that tile 

smallest time step, 0.004s, requires considerable more time than the larger ones. The 

differences between the 0.04,0.08 and 0.16s steps are not considerable, but still 

display the general trend that the larger time steps require less overall testing time to 

maintain a specified accuracy. 

The trend displayed in figure 7.5 suggests that increasing the test cluration and tile 

time step size improve accuracy. As longer test durations provide more time per time 

step, more time is available for control. This allows for more control iterations and 
lower actuator speeds, so it is evident that improved accuracy can be obtained. 
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Similarly, increased time step sizes imply more time available for each step, yielding 

the same effect. 

As an example, implementation using the 0.08s step size can maintain a minimum 

accuracy of 0.2mm when running the test in 15s while the 0.004s step size requires 
135s for similar accuracy. However, 15s allows 0.3s per step using 0.08s steps, while 
135s allows only 0.135s per step using 0.004s steps. Similarly, the very fast and 

accurate test using 0.16s steps, 0.07rnm maximum error I'Or a 9s duration, does in t'act 

allow 0.36s per step, while comparable accuracy using the 0.04s steps is obtained by 

providing 36s test duration, or, again, 0.36s per step. 
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Fig. 7.7 Relationship between time allocated per step and maximum step 

error for various time step sizes. 

It appears therefore that the discrete step accuracy is mainly a function of' tile 

implementation time allowed for each step. Figure 7.7 shows that accuracy appears to 

be a function of time per step, tending asymptotically towards a 

implementation time of 0.05s per step and rninimum displacement error ol'O. 05111111. 

The fact that for the larger time step sizes the actuator has to travel a considerably 
longer distance per step appears to be irrelevant. 

7.1.3.5 Response vs. time step size for given accuracY (Relationship 4) 

While the three preceding sections were concerned with the maintained accuracy, the 

following three are concerned with the generated response. The response provides an 

indication to the overall effect the implementation characteristics have on the test, 
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while the accuracy measures the maximum error occurring, while imposing each 

individual displacement step. One or even repeated large errors may not affect tile 

overall response very much. However, existence of cumulative experimental errors 

and algorithmic effects are likely to influence the response, while not affecting tile 

accuracy significantly. As algorithmic effects are likely to affect the response 

considerably, both the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form and the central difference 

methods have been considered. 

This section considers the response to an artifiCial aCCelel-Ograill, figure 7.4, obtained 

using the two time stepping schemes employed with the three largest time step sizes. 

As the relationship between the response and the time step size is the principal 

characteristic to be studied, low error conditions are ensured throughout in Order nOt 

to introduce further effects related to the accuracy. The central difference results are 

shown first, followed by the integral forin responses, in figures 7.8 and 7.9, 

respectively. The tests below have all been carried out oil SDOF reillf'orced concrete 

column structures. However, it should be noted that tile responses have been obtaincd 

on two different specimens under slightly different conditions. This explains tile small 

difference in response displayed for the two methods, but SIlOLIld [lot afl*Cd tile 

response difference obtained with different time steps with each integration algorithm. 
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Fig. 7.8 Response obtained with the central difference method and 

various time step sizes 
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Fig. 7.9 Response obtained with integral form algorithm and various time step sizes 

7.1.3.6 Further results for Response vs. time step size (Relationship 4) 

In the previous section it was found that large differences in the response resulted 
from the changes in the time step size. It was also found that the effect was vastly 
different for the two algorithms concerned, the central difference and the Newmark 

Implicit - Integral form. Further tests were therefore carried out on the steel colunin, 

which was expected to behave in a near perfectly linear fashion. 

These tests go further in revealing the origin of the observed differences in the 

response. As the stiffness was constant, these tests eliminate the error caused by the 

linearisation of the stiffness. Furthermore, numerical simulations of the excitation 

could easily be carried out, as the structure is indeed linear. This determines whether 

the differences are caused by algorithmic or control related effects. 

System responses of the steel column to the artificially generated accelerogralil were 

obtained using the central difference and integral form methods. This was done for a 

range of time step sizes both pseudodynamically (under low error conditions) as well 

as numerically. The results from the pseudodynamic tests can be found in figures 7.10 

and 7.11 for the central difference and integral from methods, respectively, while the 

numerical equivalents can be found in figure 7.12 and 7.13. 
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Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.11 Pseudodynamically generated response for various thrie step 

sizes obtained with central difference and integral form 

methods, respectively. 
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Fig. 7.12 and Fig. 7.13 Numerically generated response for various time step 

sizes obtained with central difference and integral form 

methods, respectively. 

7.1.3.7 Analysis: response - time integration relationship 

Considering the tests on the reinforced concrete specimen, figures 7.8 and 7.9, it 

immediately becomes apparent that large differences in the response result both from 

the choice of the time step size and the integration algorithm. Assuming the shortest 

time steps generate the most accurate response, increasing the step size with the 

central difference method results in a period shortening, while for the integral form it 

results in period elongation. Additionally, the central difference method displays 

evidence of amplitude amplification, while the integral form method displays some 

evidence of amplitude decay. 

While some of the effects mentioned above could have been anticipated as typical 

algorithmic effects, others are more unexpected. In order to attempt to isolate the 
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origin of the response related differences, similar tests were carried out on the steel 

column and equivalent system responses obtained, as seen in figures 7.10 and 7.11. 

The integral form method still displays period elongation and the central difference 

method period shortening. Furthermore, the integral form method still appears to 

generate more damping than the central difference method, but the difference is now 

significantly smaller. However, it was shown through further numerical simulations 

covering a longer test time that, as expected from analytical examination, both 

methods were energy stable for the linear system. The central difference method 

rather produces a higher amplitude response than the integral form method. 

Numerical simulations were carried out on the steel column system as the stiffness is 

near constant. Using the measured stiffness, including the same mass and exposing 

the sample to the same ground motion as in the pseudodynamic tests, the response 

was obtained numerically using the same time integration methods. The response 

obtained can be seen in figures 7.12 and 7.13 using the integral form and the central 
difference methods respectively. 

The numerically generated response is near identical with that obtained 

pseudodynarnically, for both schemes and for all time step sizes, comparing figures 

7.10 and 7.11 with 7.12 and 7.13. The small differences that exist are due to the 

exclusion of viscous damping in the numerical model and a small offset ofthe zero in 

the experimental tests. It can thus be confirmed that in the linear case the differences 

caused by the time integration scheme exist entirely on an algorithmic level. 

The interpretation of the results obtained under non-linear conditions, i. e. frorn the 

tests on the reinforced concrete column is more difficult than under the linear 

conditions. The periodicity error can fairly easily be explained as a pure algorithmic 

effect as this is very similar to the period shift experienced under the linear numerical 

tests and can also be accounted for analytically. The existence of the amplitude related 
differences can also be partly explained by algorithmic effects. The increased 

amplitude with the central difference method is also present in the linear case, as is a 

somewhat damped response with the integral form method. 
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7.1-3.8 Response vs. speed for given time step size (Relationship 5) 

This section aims to obtain a relationship between the response and the speed of 
implementation for constant time step sizes. This should theoretically give an 
indication of any rate effects. As the effects sought here arc related to the control or 

the material behaviour of the specimen, the results are based only on the data from 

tests with the integral form method. Displayed below are results using the 0.004,0.04, 

0.08 and 0.16s time step sizes in figures 7.14 to 7.17, respectively. Each graph 
displays responses obtained with a range test durations. In all cases, the SDOF 

concrete structure has been subjected to the artificial accelerogram. However, it 

should be noted that the tests were carried out under slightly different conditions, so 

the response obtained with different time step sizes cannot be directly compared. 
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Fig. 7.14 Response obtained with fixed 0.004s step size and various test durations 
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Fig. 7.15 Response obtained with fixed 0.04s step size and various test durations 
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Fig. 7.16 Response obtained with fixed 0.08s step size and various test durations 
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Fig. 7.17 Response obtained with fixed 0. l6s step size and various test durations 

7.1.3.9 Analysis: speed - response relationship 

In figures 7.14 to 7.17, there appears in some cases to be a relationship where 

increased implementation speeds result in a less damped or negatively damped 

response. The effect is however not universal and emerges mostly during particularly 

fast implementation. Figure 7.15 and 7.16 clearly display how the reduced durations 

lead to growing amplitudes in the case of the 0.04 and 0.08s step sizes, while the same 

cannot be found in figure 7.14 and 7.17 using the 0.004 and 0.16s step sizes. 

It appears that no general, direct relationship between implementation speed and 

response can be established. This can be seen for example in figures 7.14 and 7.17, 

where varying test durations do not result in systematic variation in system responses. 
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Similar results also emerge from the tests on the elastic steel specimen, (Algaard et al. 
2001 a), further disproving any direct link between implementation speed and response 

under these conditions. This thus excludes the possibility of strain rate effects and real 
inertia existing in the experimental set-up at this level. Inspecting the force- 

displacement loops created under a range of tests durations, as in figure 7.18, further 

confirms the result. Direct speed effects on the tests would be visible as a force- 

displacement relationship varying with test duration. 

When in some instances the response appears to be affected by the implementation 

speed, as for example in the case of the 0.08s time step in figure 7.16, this is in fact 

due to the loss of control accuracy through the fast tests. Although the displacement 

errors do not carry onto the next step, the error in the force due to the incorrect 

positioning clearly does. Thus, as long as the displacement error is limited, say to 

0.2mm, the response remains unaffected by the implementation speed. 

7.1.3.10 Response vs. accuracy for given time step size (Relationship 6) 

This section aims to investigate the relationship between the accuracy and response 
for the given time step sizes. In section 7.1.3.3 it was shown how the accuracy appears 

to be a function of implementation speed. The relationship between the response and 

accuracy is therefore likely to be essentially the same as the response vs. speed 

relationship presented in the previous section. 

In order to positively determine whether the differences in the response are due to 

inaccuracy caused by increased implementation speeds, differential strain rates or real 

inertia effects, the force-displacement loops can be inspected. If strain rate or real 

inertia effects are present, these should affect the force-displacement relationship by 

displaying an apparent increased resistance with increasing implementation speeds. A 

force-displacement graph for the 0.08s test, displaying two extreme runs and an 

intermediate one, is presented in figure 7.18. 
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Fig. 7.18 Force displacement loops for different implementation speeds 

7.2 VERIFICATION 

This section is concerned with the verification of the complete implementation systern 
developed for pseudodynamic testing and documented throughout this thesis. The 

verification consists of two main parts, the so-called "snap-back" test which obtains a 

genuine dynamic response and an evaluation based on a comparison with the 

numerically obtained data. The objective of both of these studies is to provide a 

reference solution with which the pseudodynamically obtained response may be 

assessed. 

7.2.1 Snap-back test 

A snap-back test is a test where a dynamic system is displaced to a given position and 

then released to vibrate freely to produce a response to the initial displacement. The 

method is commonly used in conjunction with pseudodynamic tests both for 

verification and calibration, as for example described by Negro (1997). Here, the test 
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is performed on the same structure as that tested pseudodynamically to enable a direct 

comparison. The principal weakness of the test though is the possible discrepancy in 

the mass, as the snap back tests require the mass to be physically present while the 

pseudodynamic test method of course accounts for the inertia effects computational ly. 

The structure to be tested with the snap-back method needs to be a dynamic structure 

with natural frequencies such that monitoring with the available instrumentation is 

possible. The SDOF structures tested pseudodynamically had frequencies in the range 

of 1-3Hz, which can feasibly be monitored in real time with the conventional 

displacement transducers employed. Both the concrete and steel specimens were 

therefore suitable for snap-back testing with respect to this consideration. However, 

providing the real mass required to create a frequency within this range could prove 

more difficult. 

During the pseudodynamic tests, the virtual mass assigned to the concrete column was 

no less than 48600kg, which would be near impossible to reproduce physically. In the 

event that this could be done, the axial force in the column would introduce a range of 

new variables, rendering the comparison with the pseudodynamic tests less realistic. 

However, with the steel column, being significantly more flexible, the required virtual 

mass of around 250kg was sufficient to produce a frequency in the desired range of I- 

3Hz. This mass could fairly easily be attached at the top of the structure, as described 

in section 3.3.3.2 without altering the properties of the column itself. 

The snap-back test aimed to obtain the free vibration response of the steel column 
(with the 250kg mass on top) to an initial displacement of up to 50mm. The initial 
displacement was not imposed by the hydraulic actuator, as it would be difficult to 

instantaneously disconnect it from the specimen. Instead, the displacements were 
imposed by manually exciting the structure to oscillations of a 50mill magnitude and 

then allowing it to vibrate freely. At peak displacements, the velocity of course equals 

zero, so the fact that the structure was not stopped and released should not influence 

the results. 
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7.2.1.1 Results from snap-back test 

As described above, the actual snap-back response was obtained by exciting the 

structure manually and tracing the time history of the displacement by means of an 

external displacement transducer. For direct comparison, a pseudodynamically 

generated response obtained under the same conditions was required. As the 

pseudodynamic test aimed only to provide as accurate a response as possible, a small 

time step size was employed. For completeness, two time integration schemes were 

used to reveal the existence of any algorithmic effects, in this case the central 

difference and Newmark Implicit - Integral Form methods. 

The pseudodynamic response was obtained using the two schemes with a time step of 

O. Ols. This represented approximately 7% of the theoretical maximum time step sizc 

for the explicit central difference method. Such time steps should only produce small 

algorithmic effects. The virtual mass was set to 249kg based on preliminary 

experiments gauging the real frequency of the structure. No viscous damping was 

included, as the hysteretic damping in the specimen should be identical under both 

real dynamic and pseudodynamic oscillations. 
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Fig. 7.19 Comparison between snap-back and pseudodynamic responses 

Figure 7.19 shows the response generated during the snap-back and the two 

pseudodynamic tests. It is immediately apparent that the three system responses are 
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essentially the same, showing the first 15s of a very lightly damped response to a 
45mm initial displacement. Some minor differences in the response can however be 

identified, especially when studying longer durations. 

When studying figure 7.20, the previously identified algorithmic properties of the 

central difference and Newmark Implicit - Integral Form schemes can be seen. The 

central difference method creates a somewhat higher amplitude and higher frequency 

response than the integral form algorithm while the snap-back frequency appears to be 

higher than in both the pseudodynamic cases. The frequency difference between the 

snap-back and pscudodynamic responses can naturally be explained by an imperfectly 

chosen virtual mass. In terms of amplitude, the snap-back response falls somewhere in 
between the two pseudodynamic ones. 
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Fig. 7.20 Comparison of the later part of response shown in figure 7.19 

The results from the comparison with the snap-back test can be considered highly 

satisfactory. This can be argued not only because the pseudodynamic response is very 

similar to the snap back response, but also because pseudodynamic tests on linear 

structures are considered particularly difficult as there is no stabilising structural 
damping. 
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7.2.2 Numerical verification study 

As already indicated in section 7.1.3-6, some experiments were carried out both 

numerically and pseudodynarnically. This was done in order to attempt to isolate the 

causes of some of the differences in the response identified in the sensitivity study. 
However, the comparison with the numerical data also provided good opportunity for 

verification of the implementation system. 

The numerical simulations were all carried out on the steel structure as this was found 

to be approximately linear during the pseudodynamic tests. The numerical simulations 

would reproduce any algorithmic effects in the implementation, but not introduce any 

effects related to the control. The control component would not be present and all 

simulated measurements would be exact. 

The results are based on the tests on the steel column subjected to the artificially 

generated excitation shown in figure 7.4 where the first 4 seconds of' the response 

have been included. The response has in both the pseudodynarnic and nurnerical case 

been obtained using the central difference method and the integral form method using 

time step sizes of 0.04,0.08 and 0.16s. The results from the pseudodynamic tests are 

shown in figures 7.10 and 7.11 and the corresponding numerical simulations in 

figures 7.12 and 7.13. 

When inspecting figure 7.10 and 7.12 for the central difference method, the typical 
features of the integration scheme become apparent In both cases - increasing time 

step size results in period shortening and a somewhat amplified response. The effect 

of the larger time step sizes appears to be near identical in both the pseudodynarnic 

and numerical tests, when comparing the difference between the dashed and solid 
lines in the figures. However, the responses obtained with the smallest time steps in 

the two cases are not quite alike; the pseudodynamic response appears to be slightly 
damped and has a neutral position a small distance below the zero displacement line. 

These differences can be explained by the omission of any viscous damping in tile 

numerical model and a small offset of the zero position in the pseudodynamic test. 
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Considering then figures 7.11 and 7.13, the responses obtained with the integral form 

time stepping scheme, the effects with the increased time step sizes again seem to be 

equal in both the pseudodynamic and numerical tests. The 0.1 Os time steps display 

period elongation of the same order as with the central difference method. The 

response obtained using the largest time steps may also appear somewhat reduced in 

amplitude, but this is only the case for the first few oscillations. The principal 

observation though is that the effects of the increasing time step sizes arc of the same 

nature with both the pseudodynamic and numerical tests. The small differences in the 

response generated with small time step sizes can again be explained by the viscous 

damping and the offset of the zero line. 
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Fig. 7.21 Pseudodynamic and numerical response with correction 

In order to confirm the cause of the small differences in the observed response, some 

further studies were carried out with the numerical tests. Vanable levels of viscous 

damping were included and the effect of a shift in the neutral position investigated. It 

was found that by including approximately I% of critical damping and an offset of the 

zero position by 1.5mm, the pseudodynamic and numerical response for all time step 

sizes became practically indistinguishable. This can be seen in figure 7.2 1, where the 

experimentally obtained data is red and the numerical results are in black, both using 

the integral form method. 

From the comparison between the pseudodynamically and numerically obtained 

responses, it can be seen that only minor differences exist for the respective time stcp 
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sizes. It can thus be concluded that any differences that exist in the response obtained 

using different time step sizes are due to algorithmic effects only. Furthermore, the 

similarity in the responses obtained using the range of schemes and time step sizes for 

the pseudodynamic and numerical tests presents constructive support towards 

verifying the implementation system in general. 

7.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The performance of the pseudodynamic implementation system has been investigated 

by carrying out tests on two different dynamic systems: a highly non-linear reinforced 

concrete column and a linear steel column. The tests were conducted to evaluate the 

sensitivity of the results with respect to the method and the speed of implementation. 

It has been concluded that the utilisation of smaller time steps requires longer overall 

testing time, as a minimum amount of time is required for an accurate implernentation 

of each displacement step, and that the implementation speed is not affected by the 

time integration scheme. On the other hand it has been shown that the choice of the 

time stepping scheme and the time step size affect the response, but that this is 

exclusively due to algorithmic effects, at least in the linear case. Implementation 

speeds are not seen to affect the response other than through the loss of accuracy in 

the fastest test. 
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Chapter VIII Experimental application: Repeated earthquake loading 

This chapter is concerned with the application of the pseudodynamic implementation 

system documented throughout this thesis. The implementation system is used to 

carry out an experimental study on the structural effects of repeated exposure to 

earthquake excitations. The study aims to evaluate the ability of structures to 

withstand further excitation after initial damage by tracing the changes in structural 

capacity and earthquake demands. The tests consider the changes in elastic and 

dissipative properties of the structure to investigate the performance and include 

extensive monitoring of energy changes. 

8.1 BACKGROUND 

In contrast to the particularly detailed and exact nature of pseudodynamic testing, 

seismic evaluation of structures is often carried out using simplified linear and 

nonlinear analysis procedures. In the linear case, elastic response spectrurn analYses 

can provide an accurate picture of the maximum displacements, velocities and 

accelerations resulting from a particular excitation. However, as most structures are 

expected to undergo considerable inelastic deformation under design level ground 

motion acceleration, the application is sometimes limited. 

An alternative method that takes account of the stiffness loss and inelastic 

deformation is the pushover analysis (ATC 1996). The results from these analyses can 

be combined with the elastic response spectrum of the acceleration to represent an 

approximate nonlinear analysis. In this case, the greatest uncertainty lies in the 

method of combining the elastic response spectrum and the inelastic pushover 

properties. This is of course due to the fact that the elastic response spectrum can only 

be obtained for linear elastic structures, which is not necessarily appropriate for the 

structures concerned. To account for the increased dissipative abilities of the structure, 

a reduced capacity spectrum is often used (ATC 1996) or, alternatively, an elastic 

spectrum with an increased level of viscous damping. 

In the context of the simplified nonlinear analytical procedures, the terms earthquake 
demand and structural capacity are commonly used. These terms relate to the elastic 

response spectrum and pushover results, respectively, and will be explained below. 
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8.1.1 Earthquake demand 

The earthquake demand is often defined in terms of displacement and is a function of 

both the ground motion and the structure concerned. With a ground motion 

accelerogram, a demand spectrum can be produced. This indicates the maximum 

amplitude for structures or structural modes with any vibration frequencies resulting 

from exposure to that particular accelerogram. 

The demand spectrum is in theory produced by considering a number of linear elastic 

SDOF structures covering the entire applicable frequency range. Each of these 

structures are in turn exposed to the accelerogram and the response computed. From 

the response, the maximum occurring displacement can be found. This process is 

repeated for a range of structural frequencies until a continuous curve of the 

maximum displacements as a function of the frequency or period can be drawn. Such 

a curve will typically look like the one in figure 8.1 below. Similarly, the maximum 

occurring velocities and accelerations can be found the same way to obtain the 

spectral velocity and acceleration, yielding similar curves. 
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Fig. 8.1 Spectral displacement, velocity or acceleration as function of vibration period 

The actual earthquake demand depends on the demand spectrum as well as the 

properties of the structure concemed. The curves shown above apply to structures 

with three levels of viscous damping. When the damping is higher, the curve will be 

lower indicating smaller displacement or accelerations. Additionally, for MDOF 

structures the earthquake demand for a certain mode shape of the structure will only 
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represent a single point on the curve. Furthermore, the situation is complicated by the 

fact that during damage, the fundamental frequency of the structure will shift and a 

different point on the curve should apply. 

8.1.2 Structural capacity 

The capacity of a structure refers to its ability to resist loads and the displacements 

resulting from these. Effectively, the structural capacity describes the force- 

displacement relationship in a structure. It is thus a function of the strength, stiffness 

and deformation characteristics of a structure. 

Structural capacity is often described in terms of roof displacements and base shear. 
This gives an indication to the structure's overall ability to withstand lateral loads. For 

a linear elastic structure, the relationship will yield a linear function as shown in 

figure 8.2a. However, more realistically, structures will lose stiffness as damage 

accumulates and displacements increase. This can be idealised as happening in steps 

as plastic hinges develop within the structure (an example of a simple nonlinear 

model). To obtain the capacity curve beyond the elastic limit, a form of nonlinear 

analysis is required. For this purpose, pushover tests are well suited. The results from 

such tests can be seen as piecewise linear force-displacement relationships with 

continuously reducing stiffness. An example of this is illustrated in figure 8.2b. 

Roof diSPlacement Roof displacement 

Fig. 8.2a & Fig 8.2b Linear and nonlinear (pushover) capacity curves, respectively 
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8.1.3 Pseudodynarnic context 

While it is possible to compute the earthquake demand for a linear elastic structure 

and approximate this for a nonlinear structure, some amount of uncertainty will 

always be introduced when applying this to a real structure. Likewise, the capacity 

curve of a structure only goes a limited distance in describing the structural behaviour 

as damage takes place. Additionally, the approximation of the capacity curve is often 

fairly crude. 

The main objective in this chapter is to evaluate the effect of repeated earthquake 

excitation of structures. Following initial damage, both the earthquake demand and 

structural capacity will change. However, it is not straightforward to evaluate the 

structures' ability to handle another excitation, as the combined effect of the changes 

in not obvious. This can be seen in the context of retrofitting, which again may change 

both the demand and capacity in various ways. 

In order to accurately assess the ability of withstanding repeated seismic excitations, a 

pseudodynarnic test programme has been formed. A pseudodynamic test will be able 

to determine the exact amount of energy transmitted to a structure as well as 

demonstrating the structure's detailed response to this. It does not require any 

approximation technique to determine the earthquake demand. 

Following initial damage, the earthquake demand can be anticipated to change in two 

ways. First of all, the damage will clearly reduce the stiffness of the structure, which 

leads to an increase in the fundamental period. This will In turn alter the transmission 

of energy to the structure. Secondly, the initial damage is likely to increase 

considerably the dissipative capabilities of the structure. This will generally reduce 

the earthquake demand, but the extent of this is by no means certain. In terms of 

structural capacity, the initial damage will result in reduced stiffness, or in other 

words, an increased flexibility. This is likely to increase displacements, but possibly 

reduce the maximum accelerations taking place. 

Depending on the changes within both the earthquake demands and Structural 

capacities following an initial exposure to a ground motion, subsequent exposure may 
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have more or less detrimental effects. One can envisage that repeated exposure leads 

to further and further damage taking place through an increased susceptibility to the 

ground acceleration. On the other hand, a possible scenario is that the increased 

vibration period and the increased dissipative capabilities of the structure following 

the initial damage will attract less seismic energy and overall provide an improved 

resistance to the excitation. 

By carrying out a pseudodynamic test programme investigating the effects of repeated 

earthquake excitation, one will assess the structures ability to resist such exposure. 

Additionally, one will gain valuable information relevant to the issue of retrofitting 

damaged structures. This will extend to suggest whether increased stiffness or 

increased strength will assist in withstanding further excitations, or if the softer, more 

dissipative structure is already superior in coping with any repeated exposure to 

ground motion. 

8.2 TEST PROGRAMME 

The objective of the test programme was to systematically investigate the effects of' 

repeated ground motion accelerations on a simple reinforced concrete structural 

component. It aimed not only to evaluate the ability to resist such repeated exposure, 

but to examine the specific changes in earthquake demand and structural capacity. 

This was done in the pseudodynamic framework, which should enable exact 

evaluation of these properties. 

8.2.1 Test facility 

In order to carry out the tests, the pseudodynamic testing facility developed by the 

author and described throughout this thesis was employed. The facility consisted of 

the SDOF experimental set-up described in Chapter 111. Comprising a single double- 

acting 50kN capacity actuator with a ±50mm stroke with an internal LVDT and a 

specially designed load-cell. The actuator was controlled by a remote servo-valve, in 

turn controlled by the software controller described in Chapter V. The implementation 

system incorporating the controller was created within the LabView environment and 
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enabled semi-continuous and reasonably fast and accurate execution of the tests. This 

system is described in detail in Chapter VI. 

In terms of time integration, the novel Newmark Implicit - Integral Form method, 

discussed in Chapter IV, was employed. This was combined with a fairly small time 

step size to ensure minimal introduction of algorithmic errors. The implementation 

system and time stepping scheme had been thoroughly validated prior to any testing, 

and a discussion on this can be found in Chapter VIL 

The pseudodynamic execution system described in Chapter VI was specially adapted 

for the repeated tests and evaluation of the demands and capacities. These adaptations 

included introduction of a system for monitoring the energy balance during the tests. 

The external, kinetic and strain energies were evaluated at each th-ne step and 

continuously integrated to determine the dissipated energy. This energy monitoring 

system was coded for use with both the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form algorithrn 

and the classic central difference method. 

8.2.2 Specimen structure 

During the development of the pseudodynamic implementation system, two main 

specimen types were tested. These were the reinforced concrete and steel columns, 

described in section 3.3.3. Essentially, the short reinforced concrete column was 

expected to undergo significant inelastic deformation and accumulate substantial 

damage under the displacement stroke of the actuator. The long and slender steel 

column on the other hand, behaved in an almost perfect linear manner. 

The nature of the repeated earthquake exposure is such that the initial damage from 

the first excitation will influence the transmission of forces and structural behaviour 

during further excitation. It is therefore essential that damage actually occurs and that 

the structural properties change. This kind of behaviour would not be expected frorn 

the steel column but had already been observed during sensitivity and verification 

tests carried out on the reinforced concrete column. As this specimen was also 

specifically designed for the capacity of the experimental facility, it was elected for 

the repeated earthquake excitation tests as well. 
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The concrete column specimen is described in detail in section 3.3.3.1, but will be 

described briefly here. Essentially, it consists of a lOOx2OOmm section reinforced by 

4xl2mm high yield reinforcing bars. During testing, the column is strained in the 

strong direction. The column is only 600mm long and built into a rigid base. This 

ensures that critical damage takes place within the capacity and stroke of the actuator. 

The structure was in all cases provided with a mass at the top of the column to yield 

an inverted pendulum system in dynamic terms. In pseudodynamics, the mass is of' 

course only virtual as all inertia is accounted for numerically. This implies that the 

mass can readily be changed and assigned any value. Generally speaking, the mass is 

defined such that the fundamental natural frequency of the system represents a 

realistic structure. For a regular reinforced concrete frame structure, this could be of 

the order of I-3Hz. Verification and sensitivity test carried out at an earlier stage 

(Chapter VU) suggested an initial stiffness of the reinforced concrete specimen of 

around 30OOkN/m. The required mass to produce a frequency of 2Hz would therefore 

be around 20t. 

During the repeated tests described in this chapter, it was desirable to identify changes 

in the earthquake loading (demand) as a result of the change in fundamental frequency 

of the structure. At this stage, two scenarios can be envisaged. Either the frequency of 

the structure is initially higher than the prominent earthquake excitation frequency and 

through damage will be reduced to approach that of the acceleration, or the initial 

frequency of the structure is already lower than the prevailing acceleration and will 

only shift further away. The effect of the two alternative situations will of course be 

opposite, and both are worthwhile investigating. 

In order to enable the possibility of the two situations described occurring, two 

systems with different frequencies have been tested. In one case, a frequency of 

approximately 4Hz was aimed for, to allow for the possibility of a frequency decrease 

to approach the predominant seismic excitation frequency. In the other case, a 

frequency of around 2Hz was desired so that a decreasing frequency will increase the 

difference from the excitation frequency. Both these values were based on a 

prevailing frequency in the ground motion of 3Hz. 
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8.2.3 Excitation 

During the tests with repeated exposure to seismic excitation, the objective is to 

identify changes in both earthquake demand and structural capacity from one 

exposure to the next as well as evaluating the overall ability to withstand the repeated 

loading. This makes certain ground motion acceleration histories more suitable than 

others and a few factors have to be considered before selecting an accelerogram. 

Although it is essential to induce the damage, it is also important that the specimen is 

not critically damaged during the first excitation, as this would naturally extinguish 

the prospect of further tests on the same specimen. On the other hand, it has to be 

ensured that the ground motion causes some damage in the specimen, or the test could 

be repeated an infinite number of times without any development. The scaling ofthe 

accelerogram is thus crucial, but also the frequency content and duration have to be 

considered. If the frequency content is very wide ranging, with no predominant 

excitation frequency in the vicinity of the natural frequency of the specimen, it can be 

difficult to expect a significant change in the energy transmitted to the specimen 

through the period elongation taking place within the specimen structure. The 

duration may have to be considered in the light that a long excitation could inflict all 

potential damage on a specimen in a single exposure. 

Fig. 8.3 The N-S 1957 Port Hueneme accelerogram 

The North-South component of the 1957 Port Hueneme excitation was considered to 

satisfy the above criteria fairly well. As it principally consists of a single excitation 
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cycle, it is certainly not of a too long duration to display progressive damage from 

exposure to exposure. The predominant excitation frequency can be reasonably well 

defined as being around 311z, which enables the possibility of changes in the energy 

transfer to structures with frequencies near this. The accelerogram can be seen in 

figure 8.3. 

8.2.4 Test programme 

In this investigation of the effects of repeated exposure to earthquake excitation, two 

main scenarios were sought: A general increase in the susceptibility of the structure to 

the excitation through a reduction in the difference between the eigenfrequency of the 

structure and the prevailing frequency of the excitation through damage, or a general 

decrease in the susceptibility through an increase in the difference between the two 

frequencies through damage. The two situations could be created by either keeping 

the structural properties constant, i. e. constant eigenfrequency, but altering the time 

scale of the accelerogram, or by keeping the frequency content of' the accelerograrn 

constant, but altering the structural properties. The second option was opted for, hence 

assigning different masses allowed for setting the frequencies to the desired values. 

Four reinforced concrete specimens were created, all to the same specification 

detailed in section 3.3.3.1. The specimens were assigned masses in pairs, to include an 

element of repeatability of the tests. With the prevailing frequency of the ground 

acceleration measured to around 3Hz, eigenfrequencies of 2Hz and 4Hz were sought 
for the specimens. In order to achieve this, masses were set to 2000kg and 18000kg 

for the two pairs of specimens, creating two groups, each consisting ot' two 

specimens. The group of specimens assigned the 2000kg mass was referred to its the 

highfrequency group, while the 18000kg specimens the lowfirequencY group. To be 

sure not to introduce any algorithmic effects, two different time step sizes were 

utilised for the tests. The high frequency tests employed 0.008s steps while the low 

frequency group 0-04s steps. This allowed approximately the same number of steps 

per oscillation. In both cases 500 time steps were computed, providing 20s and 4s 

testing time for the low and high frequency systems, respectively. 
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The scaling of the ground motion excitation required to focus on the desired effects 

was not straightforward. Too strong an excitation could inflict critical damage at the 

first exposure, whilst too weak excitations could result in little or no change in the 

structural characteristics. This could indicate that weaker, rather than stronger 

excitations should be employed at the start. On the other hand, it was desired that the 

initial exposure represented a substantial earthquake acting on an undamaged 

structure, so smaller excitation amplitudes prior to the actual event should be avoided. 
In order to attempt to correctly scale the initial excitation, numerical simulations were 

carried out on an equivalent linear system. The simulations were however not 

expected to provide an accurate representation of the expected highly non-linear 

behaviour of the reinforced concrete structure. The uncertainties introduced by this 

and other potential experimental difficulties indicated that high-quality results should 

not necessarily be expected from the first tests in each specimen group. While the 

initial tests in each group were still expected to display a general trend consistent with 

the later tests, the first tests might or might not allow for the systematic testing 

desired. 

8.3 RESULTS 

This section presents the results from the four reinforced concrete specimens 

subjected to repeated exposures of the Port Hueneme ground acceleration. The results 
have been presented for each structure category, i. e. the high and low frequency 

groups. 

8.3.1 The low frequency structures 

The low frequency specimens are referred to as LF] and LF2 throughout this section. 

Preliminary numerical simulations indicated that a scale factor of unity for the ground 

motion should result in suitable initial amplitudes, so it was decided to scale the peak 

acceleration to 1.67m/s 2. However, prior to this, non-damaging elastic tests were 

carried out to determine the undamaged properties. This was successfully done for 

both specimens by obtaining the response from 3.6-6. Omm initial displacements for 

LF2 and LFI, respectively. Typical force-displacement loops and response Plots can 
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be seen in figures 8.4 and 8.5, respectively, both showing the results from LF2. Figure 

8.4 indicates an approximate initial stiffness of 3.6kN/mm, and figure 8.5 a 

fundamental frequency of approximately 1.9Hz. 

During the full-scale low frequency tests, the specimens were subjected to a Port 

Hueneme accelerogram, first with a scale factor of unity, then a scale factor of 1.5. 

This was the case for both LFI and LF2, but only the results for LF2 are presented, as 

the testing of this was more successful. During the testing, the structure was exposed 

to the ground motion in alternating directions. The ground motion with a scale factor 

of +1 is referred to aspositive, while with the scale factor of -1 as negative. 
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Fig. 8.4 Initial force-displacement loops for LF2 

Fig. 8.5 Elastic response to a 3.6rnm displacement 
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As the tests aim to investigate the overall behaviour and the change in earthquake 

demand and structural capacity, a selection of results are presented below. First, in 

figure 8.6, the peak amplitudes are displayed as a function of exposure number. Here, 

it should be noted that the first exposure represents an elastic test, exposures 2-8 the 

exposures to the unit scale factor accelerogram and exposures I 1- 18 the exposures to 

the 1.5 scale factor accelerogram. The exposure to the unit accelerograrn is referred to 

as Stage 1, while to the 1.5 scale factor accelerogram Stage 2. In figures 8.7 and 8.8 

the secant stiffness and resulting frequency are presented. The secant frequency is a 

measure of the approximate natural frequency of the structure for the maxiinutil 

amplitudes encountered during that exposure based on the secant stiffness. The 

exposure numbers correspond to those in figure 8.6. The attracted energy for number 

of exposures is presented in figure 8.9. Here it should be noted that the attracted 

energy equals the dissipated energy if the structure corries to a rest within the test 

period and that no energy value is relevant for the initial elastic test. 
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Fig. 8.6 Peak amplitude vs. exposure number 
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Fig. 8.7 Stiffness vs. exposure number 
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Fig. 8.9 Dissipated/attracted energy vs. exposure number 

in figure 8.9, it can clearly be seen how the attracted energy reduces with an 

increasing number of exposures. This can be seen both for stage I (exposures 2-8) and 

stage 2 (exposures 11-18). This should be considered in light of the fact that the 

secant frequency reduces consistently from around 2.51-lz to 1.511z during stage I and 

continues to decrease during stage 2. 

In terms of structural capacity, the pushover type force-displacement relationship 

cannot be obtained per se for each test. This is of course due to the fact that a full 

pushover tests would introduce plastic behaviour and further damage. However, the 

force-displacement relationship experienced during the actual test will be available 

and can be compared. This gives a good indication to the stiffness reduction taking 

place during the exposures. In figures 8.10 and 8.11 the force-displaccment 

relationship of the first main deformation during selected exposures are displayed, for 

the positive and negative tests, respectively. The numbers correspond to the exposure 

numbers. 
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Fig. 8.11 Force-displacement relationships for negative tests 

8.3.1.1 Discussion 

During the low-level elastic snap-back tests, with amplitudes in the case of LF2 to 

±3.6mm, no visible concrete cracking took place. The elastic nature of the response 

can also be confirmed through the closed forcc-displacement loop seen in figure 8.4. 

The response indicated a frequency of 1.9Hz, close to the targeted 2.011z. 

The first two exposures to the unit scale factor resulted in amplitudes of 17 and 20mm 

as seen in figure 8.6. The following exposures to the same ground motion did not 

result in an increase in the amplitude, indicating that the system did not attract more 

energy. In fact, when inspecting figure 8.9 it can be seen that the attracted energy falls 
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sharply from 50ONm following the first exposure through 30ONm and then settles at 

around 20ONm for further exposures (figure 8.9). As the amplitude remains 

approximately constant, the stiffness reduces consistently from over 3.6kN/m in the 

undamaged case to less than 2kN/m following repeated exposures to the unit scale 

factor ground motion. This, in turn, results in a reduced natural frequency of' the 

structure, which finally explains why less energy is attracted: the difference between 

the eigenfrequency and the prevailing excitation frequency (z3l-lz) increases as 

damage accumulates. 

The structure appears to approach a point where no further damage takes place when 

it is again exposed to the unit scale factor ground motion. This can be seen ill the 

flattening of the stiffness reduction curve around the 6 th to 8 th exposure in figure 8.7 

and through the fact that the amplitudes do not increase. However, when the structure 

is exposed to an increased ground excitation in stage 2 (scale factor = 1.5), further 

damage again takes place. This can be seen through the increased amplitudes, 

exposures 11-18 in figure 8.6, the reduction in the stiffness in figure 8.7 and the 

softening behaviour exhibited in the force-displacement plots in figure 8.10 and 8.11. 

The initial energy attracted by the structure subjected to the increased ground motion 

is similar to the energy transferred during the initial unit level tests, around 500- 

60ONm. This immediately indicates that the structure is now less susceptible to that 

particular earthquake as the ground motion acceleration is 50% higher. During 

repeated exposures to the 1.5 scale factor acceleration though, the structure further 

reduces it susceptibility by attracting less energy, now around 400-50ONrn as seen in 
figure 8.9. At this point, the natural frequency of the structure has almost reduced to 

lHz, with a secant stiffness of only lkN/mm. The attracted energy and amplitudes 

appears to flatten out, indicating that the structure again has reached a point where no 

further damage takes place. 

8.3.2 The high frequency structure 

The high frequency specimens are referred to as HFI and HF2 throughout this 

section. Preliminary numerical simulations indicated that a scale factor of as much as 

10 was required to obtain suitable initial displacements. This was based on linear 
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analyses using the undamaged and slightly reduced stiffnesses. But, again prior to 

exposing the structure to the main excitation, low-level elastic tests were required to 

determine the undamaged properties. This was successfully carried out for both the 

specimens yielding very similar properties. Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show the 

undamaged force-displacement relationship and elastic response to the 3.6111111 

displacement, respectively. 
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Fig. 8.12 Undamaged force-displacement relationship for 111-2 

Fig. 8.13 Elastic response to initial 3.6mm displacement 

The force-displacement relationship in figure 8.12 is near identical with that in figure 

8.4 as the structural stiffness properties are essentially the same. However, the 
dynamic properties are completely different as the assigned mass is now only 2000kg 

as opposed to 18000kg in the earlier tests. The response curve in figure 8.13 Indicates 
a frequency of over 5Hz during the first cycles. This can be contrasted to the 1.9Hz 

exhibited by the low frequency specimen. The response curve in figure 8.13 cornpared 
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with figure 8.5 also indicates that there is effectively more damping present in the 

high-frequency system. 

The first full-scale high frequency test on HF I consisted of an exposure to the Port 

Hueneme acceleration scaled to 16.7m/s 2. This acceleration turned out to produce 

higher displacements than anticipated through the numencal simulations, possibly 

because damage taking place in the first half-wave resulted in highly increased 

susceptibility during the reversed acceleration. Although qualitative tests were still 

carried out on the specimen, systematic testing could not be carried out satisfactorily. 

The following results are therefore obtained from HF2. With the knowledge obtained 

from the tests on HF I, the tests on HF2 initially employed a scale factor of 2, or a 

peak acceleration of 3.34m/s 2. Again, during the testing, the structure was exposed to 

the ground motion in alternating directions. The ground motion with a scale factor of 

+2 is now referred to as positive, while with the scale factor of -2 as negative. The 

accelerogram was thus scaled to 2 or -2 during stage I of the testing. 

As in the previous section, the maximum amplitudes, the secant stiffness, the secant 

frequency and attracted energies are plotted as a function of exposure numbers. In this 

case, exposure I again equals the low-level elastic test. However, exposures 25 to 29 

display results from an exposure to the ground motion with a scale factor of' 3.0, or III 

other words, a peak ground acceleration of 5.0 1 M/S2 - These tests can be considered 

stage 2 of the procedure. Exposures 28 and up arc additionally influenced by a failure 

in exposure 28 and cannot necessarily be directly related to the earlier results. The last 

two exposures, 30 and 3 1, are again based on a scale factor of 2.0. 
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Fig. 8.14 Peak amplitude vs. exposure number 
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Fig. 8.17 Dissipated/attracted enerM( vs. exposure number 

The general trend displayed in figures 8.14 to 9.17 is different from the low frequency 

test results presented in the previous section. First of all, the peak displacements grow 

steadily from around I Omm to over 20mm under the same excitation (stage I), as seen 

in exposures 2-25 in figure 9.14. Over the same period, the secant stiffness reduces 

from over RN/mm to less than IkN/mm with the corresponding drop in frequency 

from over 6Hz to around 4Hz. Following exposure to the increased excitation (stage 
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2), the frequency drops further to less than 3Hz. In terms of energy attraction, this is 

initially low, only IOONm. However, with increasing number of exposures, this 

increases to 30ONm for the same excitation and to 70ONm for the increased 

excitation. 

The structural capacity reduces with damage in the same manncr as the low frequency 

tests. When comparing figures 8.18 and 8.19 with figures 8.10 and 8.11, similar 

softening behaviour can be observed. This should be expected, as the relationship Is 
independent of the mass and dynamic properties. 
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Fig. 8.18 Force-displacement relationships for positive tests 
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8.3.2.1 Discussion 

During the low-level elastic snap-back tests, again with amplitudes up to ±16nini, no 

visible concrete cracking took place. Similarly to the low frequency test, the elastic 

nature of the response can also be confirmed through the closed force-displacement 

loop seen in figure 8.12. The response indicated frequencies between 4Hz and 5Hz, 

suitable for the intended frequency of 4Hz or above. 

With the first exposure to the full-scale ground excitation, the initial damage is 

limited. Displacements remain below 10mm and the stiffness reduction from the 

undamaged specimen is non-critical, from just over 3kN/mm to just over 2kN/n1m. 

Even after the first few exposures to the full-scale ground motion, the secant 

frequency remains above 511z. However, with an increasing number ot'exposures, the 

damage steadily increases. This results in reducing stiffness, which, in turn, reduces 

the secant frequency. The frequency reduces from above 5Hz to around 411z. At the 

same time, the attracted energy increases from only 10ONm to over 30ON111 for the 

same excitation. This clearly shows that the damage increases the structure's 

susceptibility to that particular earthquake excitation. This can be expected when 

considering the fact that the structures' eigenfrequency approaches the excitation 

frequency. It can further be contrasted to the low frequency tests where the damage 

rather distances the eigenfrequency from the excitation frequency. 

When the structure is exposed to the increased excitation, the stiffness reduces down 

to 0.5kN/mm with a corresponding frequency reduction from 4Hz to 2Hz. This 

initially increases the energy attraction, but in the last tests, when exposed to tile 2.0 

scale factor excitation, exposures 30 and 31, the energy transfer is in fact smaller than 

during earlier exposures. This further shows how the maximum energy transfer to the 

structure, i. e. the highest susceptibility, is around 3Hz where the structural frequency 

is closest to the excitation frequency. In order to display the relationship between 

susceptibility and secant frequency, the energy attraction versus secant frequency can 

be plotted. In figure 8.20 this relationship has been displayed. It clearly shows how 

the energy attraction increases as the frequency decreases down towards 3Hz. Once 

passed, the energy transfer can be interpreted as decreasing again. In figure 9.20, all 

the plot points result from the 2.0 scale factor excitations. 
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Fig. 8.20 Dissipated/attracted energy vs. frequency 

In figure 8.20 above, it appears that the maximum energy transfer does not exactly 

coincide with the 3Hz excitation frequency. It seems that the energy transtler is highest 

with a secant frequency of around 3-51-1z. This discrepancy can be explained through 

the fact that the secant frequency is not an exact representation of the natural 
frequency of the structure. It tends to suggest a somewhat higher frcqucticy than that 

actually present. This can for example be seen with the undamaged IIF specimen, 

where the measured vibration frequency was around 5Hz and the secant 1reqtiency 

just over 6Hz (see figures 8.13 and 9.16). In figure 8.20, it is therefore not the 

excitation frequency that is inaccurately represented, but the plot points for both the 

positive and negative tests. If the energy transfer were to be plotted against actual 

natural frequency, one can envisage that the frequency values- of all the points would 
be reduced by between OHz and lHz. The maximurn energy transfer would thus 

coincide better with 3Hz excitation frequency. 
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Fig. 8.21 Structural behaviour for LF and HF in terms of resonance 
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The energy transfer can also be exhibited in terms amplification factor versus ratio of 

excitation to natural frequency. In figure 8.2 1, the qualitative effects of the LF and HF 

structures are displayed. 

8.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives of this chapter were twofold: to demonstrate the applicability of the 

pseudodynarnic test system documented throughout this thesis and to investigate 

potential effects of repeated earthquake loading on a structure. Considering first the 

application value of the test system developed, it has been shown that the fully 

software based semi-continuous control -execution system, employing the novel 

Newmark Implicit - Integral Form time stepping scheme, is well suited for systematic 

testing of SDOF reinforced concrete structures. The adaptability of" the 

implementation software was also exhibited by the incorporation of energy 

monitoring and tracing systems. 

The tests further successfully evaluated the response of two dynamic systerns to 

repeated Port Hueneme earthquake excitations. The two SDOF systems comprised a 

low frequency structure (LF), initially displaying an eigenfrequency of around 2Hz 

and a high frequency structure (HF), with an initial eigenfrequency of around 4Hz. 

The 1957 Port Hueneme accelerogram consists of one main acceleration cycle with a 

predominant excitation frequency of around 3Hz. 

The tests revealed that the low frequency structure essentially became less susceptible 

to that particular excitation following the initial damage inflicted during the first 

exposure. In terms of earthquake demands and structural capacity, the initial damage 

resulted in a consistent reduction in the demand as less seismic energy was transferred 

to the structure. Clearly, the structural capacity reduced with damage, but the 

dissipative mechanisms have increased and the structural eigenfrequency changed 

such that the peak displacements remained the same as during the initial exposure 

stage. The structure appeared to reach a "steady state" where further exposures to the 

same excitation did not result in any further darnage. This is clearly a result of tile 

structural eigenfrequency drifting further away from the excitation frequency. 
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The high frequency structure displayed behaviour significantly different from the low 

frequency one. Following limited damage during the initial exposures, the transfer of 

seismic energy to the structure steadily increased as damage accumulated. The 

earthquake demand was thus increasing as the structural stiffness reduced and the 

eigenperiod extended. The structural capacity naturally reduced in a similar fashion to 

the low frequency structure, clearly resulting in an unstable scenario. As the damage 

became so great that the stiffness was reduced to 1/6 of the original, the 

eigenfrequency of the structure was such that the energy transfer again started 

reducing. In effect, the structure passed through the resonance response correlated 

with the predominant excitation frequency. However, the reduction in the energy 

transfer did not occur until the structure was beyond the point at which it could be 

defined as failed. It can thus be concluded that the high frequency structure is less 

resistant than the low frequency structure to the repeated earthquake excitations of the 

particular kind (predominant single frequency shock) employed in these tests. 
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Chapter IX Conclusions 

The research documented in this thesis pertains to the development of a SDOF 

pseudodynamic facility for testing structural components under seismic loading. The 

pseudodynamic test method is a hybrid technique in which the inertia and viscous 

damping components are modelled computationally while the non-linear structural 

restoring forces are obtained experimentally. The research has considered all the 

aspects related to pseudodynamic implementation: the servo-hydraulic experimental 

testing system, the digital control of this, the computerised execution system and of 

course the time stepping scheme, which forms a central part of the pseudodynamic 
formulation. 

This concluding chapter aims to highlight the principal achievements and novel 

developments attained during this research on the pseudodynamic test method and to 

make some suggestions to future work. With the method being of a hybrid type, the 

research has targeted both the experimental and computational aspects ofthe method, 

with key innovations realised within both parts. The following sections will 

summarize the main contributions from each chapter, presented in order of' 

appearance in this thesis. 

A complete experimental facility for SDOF pseudodynamic testing has been 

designed the by the author. The construction of this, as well as the fabrication 

of all the required structural components and instrumentation, has also been 

supervised by the author. 

Substantial work has been carried out on integral form time stepping 

algorithms, leading to the development of the novel Newmark Implicit - 
Integral Form time stepping scheme. The scheme constitutes an improvement 

to the earlier proposed explicit versions of the algorithm. This alternative 
formulation not only improves the dissipative characteristics of the algorithm, 
but also ensures unconditional stability. The improvements have been shown 
both through numerical examples and analytically, and systems for 

implementation into the pseudodynamic framework have been suggested. Tile 

improvements to the method now enable the general advantages of the integral 
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form formulation to be combined with the unlimited time step size associated 

with the unconditional stability offered with the implicit version. 

A digital control formulation has been devised, which employs proportional 

and integral control modes and includes a system for compensation of' the 

dead-zone present within the valve. The control fon-nulation also considers the 

intra-step actuator motion by taking the information for the next time step into 

account. It further includes systems for compensating for transducer non- 

linearities and an algorithm for numerically integrating the restoring force over 

each time step. 

A computational implementation system has been developed within the 

LabView environment. The LabView environment is a graphical programming 

environment, specifically designed for hardware communication and also 

offers excellent graphical output. The implementation systern encompasses an 

execution scheme, which ensures overall control of the pseudodynamic tests. 

The scheme offers interactive input and output within a graphical environment 

for setting up and monitoring tests and also contains the main time stepping 

algorithm. Furthermore, it offers the possibility for manual control of the 

experimental system and is also responsible for data logging. Uniquely, the 

valve controller is coded as a nested loop within the main execution algorithm. 

This implies that the controller exists entirely on a software level, still within 

the LabView environment. Such a set-up offers an excellent opportunity for . 111 
integration of the control and time stepping routines. This has been fully taken 

advantage of through the development of the semi-continuous implementation 

system, which ensures continuous actuator motion from one time step to 

another. The semi-continuous motion enables increased actuator speeds while 

retaining high accuracy. Further combined with the integral form time 

stepping scheme, the potential effects of actuator overshoot are rninimised. 

The complete implementation system has been tested and verified through an 

extensive verification and sensitivity study. These studies have investigated 

the algorithmic and control related effects on the pseudodynamic generation of' 
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the seismic response of a structure to a ground excitation. By considering both 

linear and non-linear structures, the sensitivities and inter-related effects of 

choice of time stepping scheme, time step size, implementation speed and 

accuracy have been examined. It has been concluded that in this set-up, higher 

implementation speeds can be maintained with larger time step sizes, but that 

the size of time step affects the response more than the speed of 
implementation. Furthermore, the choice of the time integration algorithm and 

the time step size may affect the response significantly, but that secondary 

effects on the control are not significant. 

o The devised pseuclodynamic testing system has been applied in an 

experimental study of potential effects of repeated earthquake loading on a 

single structure. The investigation considered the repeated exposure of two 
different reinforced concrete structural components to scaled 1957 Port 

Hueneme excitations. The study concluded that if the structure displayed an 

eigenfrequency already below the prevailing frequency of the excitation, the 

structure effectively became less susceptible to that particular excitation 

through repeated exposure. It could be argued that the structure reached a 

steady state where further exposures inflicted no additional damage. On the 

other hand, if the structure initially exhibited an eigenfrequency higher than 

the prevailing excitation frequency, damage and stiffness reduction effectively 
increased the susceptibility to that excitation, eventually leading to failure. 

In terms of future work, this can be considered along two main routes. The possibility 

of expanding the test facility could be considered or one could concentrate wholly on 

application of the existing system for new problems. Both routes offer a number of 

possibilities, and some options are suggested below. 

For expansion of the test facility, the prospect of upgrading both the experimental and 

computational hardware should be considered. A larger actuator, with higher capacity 
and stroke, would enable a substantially larger range of specimen types to be tested. 

Combined with upgraded computational hardware, this could provide the means for 

further research on high-speed or real-time SDOF implementation. Alternatively, the 

system could be expanded with one or more DOFs to constitute a MDOF test facility. 
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This would require substantial expansion of both the experimental hardware and the 

control system. Such an expansion would enable the both Newmark Implicit - 
Integral Form formulation and the LabView execution and control systems to be 

tested under much more demanding conditions. 

Further research could alternatively be carried out with the existing test facility. This 

could be in terms of the computational execution/control or time integration system or 

purely as an application. Following the application of the system for investigating 

effects of repeated earthquake loading on a single structure, this could be expanded to 

consider a range of base excitations and a range of structures. Rather than the 

essentially single shock Port Hueneme excitation, accelerograms with wider 
frequency content could be applied. If the test facility were to be expanded to a 
MDOF system as well, the structural behaviour would be much more complex and 
difficult to predict through simplified analyses. 
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" All steel high yield ýfy=460N/=2 ) apart from links in column, which are mild 

steel (fy, =250N/mm ). 
" All steel 12mm 0 ribbed bars, apart from links in column, which are 6mm 0 

straight bars. 
M2 Concrete cube strength, f,, p3oN/m 

Maximum aggregate size, Omm 
Cover: 20mm to links 
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COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF 
PSEUDO-DYNAMIC TESTING 

W. Algaard, TJ. A. Agar, N. Bicanic 
Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G. 12 8LT 

RqTRODUCTION 

Pseudodynamic testing is a combined computational/expcrimcntal technique for 
dynamic systems where inertia and damping are modelled computationally while tile 
non-linear restoring forces are measured experimentally. The following equation of 
motion describes a non-linear system subject to an external force: 

Mi + Ci + r(x) =f 
where M is the mass matrix, C the viscous damping matrix, r(x) the non-lincar 
structural restoring force and f the applied force. The pseudodynamic testing 
technique uses a time-stepping scheme to integrate equation (1) to obtain the response 
of the system. For each cycle, a displacement increment is computed, then imposed on 
the structure by servo-hydraulic actuators. Measurement of the elastic restoring force 
follows, which is then utilised when computing the next displacement increment. 

Several time-stepping algorithms have been proposed for application to 
pseudodynamic testing. The majority of these are explicit due to the fact that tile non- 
linear structural restoring forces at the end of any time-step are unknown and 
displacement iterations in pseudodynamic tests are undesirable. The so-called integral 
fonn of the Newmark Explicit method, proposed by Chang et al. [1], relies on 
integrating the second-order equation of motion (1) once with respect to time. It is 
believed that this method may exhibit improved abilities to model rapidly varying 
loads and stiffness. Implementation of the integral form into the pseudodynamic 
testing framework is however complicated by the fact that certain stiffness related 
terms become implicit. The possibility of further refining the method by modifying 
some of its aspects has been considered. Furthermore, a system for implementation 
into a pseudodynamic test is described. 

FORMULATION 

By integrating equation (1) with respect to time and expressing it in incremental form, 
the equation of motion for an SDOF was formulated by Chang et al. [I] as: 

MAVn+I + cAd, +, + A7,, 
+, -,,,: 

Ajn+j (2) 

where v represents velocity, d displacement, 7 time-integral of restoring force, 

f time-integral of applied force and A indicates the change of variables over one 
time-step. This formulation can also be solved by a modified Newmark Explicit 

method, Chang et al. [I]: 

Asn+l = 
(At)d,. + 

! (At)' 
v,, 

2 
(3a) 

Adn+I (AtXVn + Vn+. (3b) 
2 
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where s is the time-integral of displacement. The advantage of this procedure, as 
compared with conventional methods is that the time integral of restoring force and 
external excitation is used rather than the respective values at the start of each time 
step. This will avoid linearisation errors of highly non-linear restoring forces and 
better accommodate rapidly varying dynamic loads. 

The solution procedure outlined by Chang et al. suggests a predicted and 
experimentally imposed displacement for an SDOF system as: 

Adn+1 ý AtV. + 
At 

M+ 
At 

C CAtVM - Atr. - 
LO (At Y V. (4) 

2( 22 

where At is the size of the time-step and ko the initial stiffness replacing an otherwise 
implicit tangent stiffness term. This expression builds on the following prediction of 
the integral of the restoring force over that time-step: 

AF. +. = (At)r,. +i (AtY V. (5) 
2 

where k is the tangent stiffness of the system. In turn, equation 5 is based on equation 
(3a). Following the displacement step in equation (4), experimentally measured values 
of the restoring force become available and replace equation (5). Equation (2) may 
then be resolved for Avn, using constant average velocity to yield a corrected term 
based on the measured, rather than the predicted, value of AF M+j . 

The algorithm creates moderate to strong numerical damping depending on the strict 
interpretation and computation of d,,,. This is due to the fact that the measured 
restoring force used when resolving equation (2) originates from the predicted 
displacement, equation (4), rather than the applicable constant average velocity as 
used in equation (3b). These are not equivalent, as the predicted restoring force is 
based on equation (3a), which does not contain the required implicit term. When 
compared to an incremental, integrated form of the implicit Newmark method: 

As, +, = (At)d. + (Atý 1-P 
. +(, &typv. +, (6a) 
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(At)2 
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Aýn+j = (At)d. +(At)' v,. +(At)' PAv,..,, (6c) 

The procedure yields a predicted time-integral of restoring force as: 
AF. +1 = (At)r. +k (Aty v. +k (Aty PAv, 

+, (7) 
2 

The last term of equation (7) appears to be implicit, thus preventing the possibility of 
using it as an approximation in the prediction of the displacement. However, the 
implicit term, AV..,, is already being solved for and is repregented by the bracketed 
terms of equation (4). Therefore, inclusion of this seemingly implicit term renders a 
more accurate prediction for the displacement as: 

At 
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At 
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k' (Aty V. 
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2( 22 
(8) 

1+ M+ 
At 

c 
'k'p 

(At) 2 
2 
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where P in the constant average acceleration takes on the value of 1/4. Again, the 
implicit tangent stiffness, k-' may be replaced by k,, the initial stiffness of the system. 
In many circumstances though, a better approximation to the tangent stiffness may be 
found by utilising the relationship between the restoring force and displacement 
increments over the previous time-step. For the SDOF case, the stiffness over the 
previous time-step may be expressed through the scalar operation: 

kn'xn - k, ', 
-Ix. -, = rn - r. -I - 

k,, (x,, - x. -, 
) 

Ar,, 

This expression represents a much improved approximation to the tangent stiffness 
and may be implemented quite easily. Clearly, it is also be possible to estimate the 
stiffness for some MDOF structural systems by similar, yet extended procedures. 
Consistency between predicted and corrected displacements not only improves the 
accuracy of the algorithm, but also renders it unconditionally stable. This has been 
found through numerical simulations and inspection of the spectral radii of the 
amplification matrix. While theoretically impractical in pseudodynamic testing, the 
method facilitates solution through an explicit estimate of the tangent stiffness 
similarly to other implicit algorithms. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

A single storey sway frame system has been modelled by a single mass and sway 
spring of magnitudes 5400 kg and 3000 kN/m respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The 
natural sway frequency of the system, o),,, is given by (% = 4(k/m) = 23.57rad/s. To 
display the advantages of this implicit, integrated method, the response of the sway 
frame to a single horizontal impulse has been shown. Two different time-stcp 
intervals have been used, At=0.03 sec. to display the numerical damping and At=0.086 
sec. to display the stability properties. It is clear that the explicit method creates 
significant numerical damping while the implicit one preserves the energy with 
At=0.03 sec., Figure 2. When the time-step is increased to 0.086 sec. the stability limit 
for conditionally stable algorithms, At.. = 2/o), ý = 0.085 is exceeded. This can clearly 
be seen as very strong, negative numerical damping in Figure 3. 

room*& a am on ad. 
a 

M=5400 kg 
K=3000 kN 
4=23.57 rad/s 

Fieure 1. 

For evaluation of the advantage of the integral method with respect to capturing 
rapidly varying external excitation, the same SDOF system was subjected to the 1940 
El Centro earthquake ground motion. The difference between using the integral form 
and the standard Newmark Explicit is not dramatic, but some improvement is present. 
As the linearisation error is of a random nature and limited magnitude, the effect 
would not be expected to be severe. For assessment of the consequence of ý`applying 
the integral of the restoring force over the time-step rather than the linearisation based 
on the value at the start and end, and also of using an estimated tangent stiffness rather 
than the initial stiffness, a non-linear stiffness parameter is required. The same sway 
frame is used, but with the stiffness now being strain softening, defined by k'=ko-2(ptI, 

3 
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where (p is a strain softening index. The effect of using the integrated, rather than 
linearised, restoring force integral has little effect in the numerical simulation. This is 
because in this simulation the linearisation will always underestimate the integral; 
during both loading and unloading. The error is thus cyclic and not cumulative. Under 
more realistic circumstances, the linearisation would underestimate during loading but 
overestimate during unloading. This effect would be artificially accumulate energy 
and may eventually result in instability. To fully evaluate this effect, practical 
experiments are required. The effect of using an estimated tangent stiffness results in 
a very slight damping rather than very slight negative damping, but owing to the fact 
that this is a second order term and of cyclic rather than cumulative nature, the error in 
both cases only represents damping of the order of 0.05%. 

The implicit and explicit variations of this incremental, integrated algorithm have so 
far been evaluated in linear and non-linear numerical simulations, using the LabView 
modelling environment, which is designed for control and communication with 
hardware. 

Figure 2. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Figure 3. 

The inclusion of an additional term in the displacement predictor in tile integrated, 
explicit Newmark method has substantially increased the accuracy. The added term 
also renders the method implicit and unconditionally staýle. Estimation of the 
required tangent stiffness has been improved based on the incremental force- 
displacement changes. 

REFERENCES: 

1. S. -Y. Chang, K. -C. Tsai and K. -C. Chen, 'Improved time integration for 
Pseudodynamic tests', Earthquake Engng. Struct. Dyn"27,711-730 (1998) 
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Assessment of algorithmic and control 
sensitivities in pseudodynamic testing 

W. Algaard, N. Bi6ani6 & A. Agar 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Glasgow, U. K. 

Abstract 

Software based implementation system for pseudodynamic testing realised 
within the LabView environment is discussed with an assessment of algorithmic 
and control sensitivities in the SDOF set-up. On the algorithmic level these 
include the effect of the type of time integration scheme and time stcp size, while 
the control effects are concerned with the method and rate of loading, controller 
capabilities and instrumentation accuracy. The sensitivities arc illustrated in two 
model problems, an inelastic reinforced concrete column and an elastic steel 
column. 

Introduction 

Pseudodynan-dc testing is a combined computational/experimcntal technique for 
evaluating dynamic systems, originally proposed by Takanashi et at in 1975 [1]. 
The method relies on modelling inertial and damping forces computationally, 
while the non-linear restoring forces are measured experimentally. This builds on 
the fact that inertia forces acting on a structure during motion may be correctly 
represented numerically, while the elastic restoring forces arc too complex to 
account for with numerical models alone and need therefore be rcpresentcd 
experimentally. 

Components 

Dynamic equilibrium equations for mass-spring-dampcr systems subjected to 
applied loads can generally be expressed as 

Md'x+Cý! +r(x)=f dt2 dt 
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where M and C are mass and viscous damping matrices and x, r and f are tile 
displacement, restoring force and applied force vectors, respectively. The mass 
matrix can be assumed to remain constant throughout the test. The non-hysterctic 
part of the structural damping can reasonably be represented by a constant 
viscous damping matrix. The stiffness of the structure on the other hand, will 
display changes as damage accumulates, and the elastic restoring force may 
therefore be highly non-linear. To be able to capture the effect of this on the 
system response, the restoring force is modelled experimentally. 

Implementation 

The pseudodynamic test method uniquely utilises both computational and 
experimental terms to form the equation of motion (1). A timc-stepping 
algorithm computes a displacement step, which is subsequently imposed on the 
structure by means of computer controlled servo-hydraulic actuators, figure 1. 
Once the structure has been deformed, the resulting restoring forces arc 
measured. This can be done either during a hold period where the actuator 
remains stationary, or continually enabling smooth deformation of the structure. 
Based on the restoring force and the current damping and applied forces, the 
resulting acceleration may be computed, and the new displacement step can then 
be calculated. Sensitivities in pseudodynamic implementation are concerned with 
the speed and accuracy obtained experimentally as well as limitations on tile 
algorithmic level. 

Pseudodynamic test set-up 

Experimental set-up 

The experimental part of a pseudodynamic test set-up resembles that required for 
quasistatic testing. A SDOF facility at Glasgow has been built up to enable 
pseudodynamic testing of structural components comprising a stiff reaction rig 
onto which a horizontally orientated actuator is mounted. The actuator is capable 
of delivering a force of ± 50 kN and has a stroke of ± 50 min. Displacement 
measurements are taken through an internal LVDT, while rorcc is measured 
either directly through a load cell at the end of the actuator or indirectly through 
a pressure transducer within the pump system. A Moog-type servo valve, also 
remotely located, controls hydraulic pressure supply to the actuator. A software 
controller, running on a desktop PC, controls the valve. Communication between 
the PC and the instrumentation takes place through a high-speed communication 
card. The required active channels for a SDOF pseudodynamic test controlled 
locally consist of two input channels, force and displacement signals, and onc 
output channel carrying the valve signal. A number of passive measurements 
may also be communicated through the same card. As all instrumentation is 
analogue, this card also carries out the D/A and A/D conversion. 

2 
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Computational set-up 

An unconventional approach has been elected to control, implement and execute 
the pseudodynan-tic tests. While hardware controllers and several computers are 
typically employed to handle execution and data logging, the system at Glasgow 
is built up of a single PC with a high-speed communication card. Not only does 
the same computer conduct the entire running of the test, but all the 
computational components are included in the same environment. These range 
from the time integration algorithm and equilibrium calculations. through the 
implementation and execution system with data logging to the actual actuator 
controller unit. In fact, the whole computational side of the set-up is created as a 
single piece of code in the National Instruments' LabView 5 environment. This 
entails a fully integrated implementation system entirely on a software level. 

Computational Component Experimental Component 

Integration of eqns of motion PI ervo Ma+r=f Controller V1kIVe Calculation of displacement 
predictor d.., 

Actuator 

LVDT LI 
Force signal CCII 

: 
d[ýD 

placement 
signal 

Figure 1: Computational and experimental components of the test sct-up. 

Implementation 
A semi-continuous implementation system has been adopted implying the 
actuator motion is not interrupted by prescribed hold-periods. The two major 
parts of the implementation loop, time integration calculations and control 
iterations, are however not carried out concurrently. Whenever the control 
algorithm concludes, active control of the actuator is lost until a new target 
displacement is calculated in the next displacement step. The method is therefore 
not fully continuous. All required calculations are carried out in an amount of 
time comparable to that required for each iteration in the control algorithm. The 
implementation method thus relies on switching between time integration and 
control without delay, which is achieved by integrating the two algorithms fully 
by coding them into the same program [2]. 

Sensitivity study 

Considerable work has been carried out to study the error propagation effects in 
pseudodynan-& tests, e. g. Combescure et aL [3], but little or no research has 
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been carried out to investigate implementation sensitivities in general. These 
range from those concerned with time integration (type of, and details within the 
time stepping algorithm, as well as time step size) to those concerned with the 
experimental implementation (e. g. rate and method of loading, continuous or 
step-wise, controller capabilities, accuracy obtained and details within 
measurements). 

The relationships between: time step size, speed of implementation, discrete 
step accuracy and final system response are considered. Two different time 
stepping algorithms are employed to evaluate how the above relationships may 
be affected by algorithmic differences in both time integration and control. 

LOL 

-20 1 1 20 A 
0-5- Dis p. [mm] 

Figure 2a: Force-displacement loops 
for steel column. 

Test programme 

21 10 
5. 

5 -10 
r 

5 10 

-, 0 
Diap. (MM) 

15- 

en_ 
Figure 2b: Force-displacemcnt 

loops for concrete column 

In order to evaluate the relationships discussed above, repeated pscudodynamic 
tests on two different dynamic systems have been carried out. These comprise a 
reinforced concrete stub column and a slender steel column, both with lumped 
virtual masses on top, yielding an inverted pendulum system. The masses have in 
both cases been tuned to create structures with natural frequencies with 
fundamental periods of around 1.2 seconds. Both structures were exposed to a 
scaled Port Hueneme accelerogram, and the first 4 seconds of the response were 
modelled using the central difference and the novel Newmark Implicit - Integral 
Form methods [4,5]. Zero viscous damping is applied throughout. Typical force. 
displacement curves for the two columns subjected to a horizontal load at the top 
can be found in figures 2a and 2b. 

Reinforced concrete stub column 
The reinforced concrete column was designed to display a significant non-lincar 
behaviour. Furthermore, the specimen was slightly damaged prior testing by 
imposing displacements exceeding those expected during pseudodynamic 
sensitivity tests. This was done to ensure repeatability of tests by avoiding 
further damage taking place. Maximum displacements of :t 10 mm Vkrc aimed 
for during these tests. 

4 
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Time step sizes of 0.004,0.04,0.08 and 0.16 seconds were employed, 
requiring 1000,100,50 or 25 steps, respectively, to model the first 4 seconds of 
the response. Total testing time varied from 8 seconds to 2 minutes and 18 
seconds. 

Steel column 
A slender steel column was designed for two reasons. Firstly because it would 
display a near perfectly linear force-displacement relationship providing a 
contrast to the non-linear reinforced concrete specimen. Secondly, due to its 
flexibility, the mass required to provide the desired frequency is small. This 
enables the true dynamic system to be created, opening for the possibility of a 
real reference solution, a so-called snap-back test, to be obtained. 

The column comprised a 1600 nun long rectangular hollow steel section 
providing a second moment of area in the weak direction of 46.7 co. The 
section was expected to remain elastic over the full stroke of the actuator (. t 50 
nun). In this case, time step sizes of 0.04,0.08 and 0.16 seconds were selected, 
requiring 100,50 or 25 steps. Total testing time here ranged from 9 to 50 
seconds. 

Ground motion 
In order to investigate the effect on the response resulting from differences in the 
time step size, it is imperative that the structure is always subjected to identical 
loading, regardless of the step size. As the sampling period of the applied 
accelerogram is 0.004s and step sizes vary from 0.004s to 0.16s, truncation 
techniques are required for all step sizes different from that of the sampling rate. 
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Figure 3a: Port Hueneme NS accelerogram. Figure 3b: Artificial accelcrogram, 
sampling period 0.16s. 

The truncation technique performs a different function depending on the time 
stepping algorithm employed. While the conventional algorithms include a 
single force value per time step, the integral form algorithms apply the time 
integral of the forces acting over the time step. This integral can be calculated 
numerically by taking account of the full sampling rate of the accclcrogram. 
However, for direct comparison purposes, keeping the loading identical is 
preferable. To make the loading universal for time steps up to 0.16s, a synthetic 
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accelerogram. with a sampling rate of only 0.16s was created. When employing 
smaller time steps, the same values are simply repeated. Figures 3a and 3b 
display the Port Hueneme NS and the artificially generated accelerograms. 

Results 

Speed - accuracy - time step size relationship 

Figures 4a and 4b indicate the prevailing relationship between the discrete step 
accuracy, implementation time and time step size. These results are all obtained 
through tests on the reinforced concrete column using the Newmark Implicit - 
Integral form algorithm. Considering first figure 4a, which shows the 
relationship between test duration and maximum step error, i. e. the largest 
discrepancy between targeted and achieved positions, for each time step size. It 
is clear that increased test durations, i. e. slower tests, maintain better accuracy. 
Furthermore, it shows that increasing time step sizes also enable superior 
accuracy. It is also noted that the largest time step size is very accurate even for 
the shortest test durations, and that with the smallest time step this level of 
accuracy cannot be achieved even with considerable test durations. 
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... D... T=0.08S 
--46-T=0.16s 

- 7 7 

150 
Error <02 

13... Error < 0: 5 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 
Test duration [s] 

Figure 4a: Test duration vs. maximum 
discrete step error 
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Figure 4b: Time step size vs. test 
duration. 

Figure 4b gives an indication to the testing time required to maintain a 
minimum accuracy of 0.2 and 0.5mm for the range of time steps. Again it shows 
that the smallest time step, 0.004s, requires considerable more time than the 
larger ones. The differences between the 0.04,0.08 and 0. l6s steps arc not 
considerable, but still display the general trend that the larger time steps require 
less overall testing time to maintain a specified accuracy. 

Speed - response relationship 

There appears to be a relationship where increased implementation speeds result 
in a less damped/negatively-damped response in some cases. The cffoct is not 
general however and emerges mostly during particularly fast implementation. 
Figure 5a displays clearly how the reduced durations lead to growing amplitudes 
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in the case of the 0.08s step size, while the same cannot be found in figure 5b 
using the 0.16s step size. 
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Figure 5a: Response obtained using 
0.08s time steps. 

Response - time integration relationship 

Figure 5b: Response obtained using 
0.16s time steps. 

Displaying the system response created using different time step sizes and time 
integration algorithms should reveal any effects on the response caused the 
variations in the time stepping schemes. System responses of the rcinforccd 
concrete column and the elastic steel column to the artificial accclerogram using 
step sizes of 0.04,0.08 and 0.16s with the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form and 
central difference algorithms are displayed below. 
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Figure 6a: Response obtained using Figure 6b: Response obtained 

integral form method. using ccnt. diff. method 
Considering first the tests on the reinforced concrete specimen, figures 6a and 

6b, it immediately becomes apparent that large differences in the response result 
both from the choice of the time step size and the integration algorithm. 
Assuming the shortest time step generates the most accurate response, increasing 
the step size with the central difference method results in a period shortening, 
while for the integral form it results in period elongation. Additionally, tile 
central difference method displays evidence of amplitude amplification, while 
the integral form method displays evidence of amplitude decay. Similar system 
responses were obtained for the steel column under the same conditions, figures 
7a and 7b. The integral form method still displays period elongatioý and the 
central difference method period shortening. The integral form also appears to 
generate more damping. 

7 
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Figure 7a: Response ot"steel colunin Figure Ib: Responsc ol stcel column 
using integral form inctliod. using ct-111. (lilt. Invillod. 

Numerical simulations may be carried out Oil file steel colullill Sy"Icill as IIIc 
stiffness is near perl'cc(ly linear. Using the measured inchidiiq! ilic 
sarne mass and exposing the sample to the same giound nioiion ; I,, III IIIc 
pseudodynamic tests, the response was Obtained 1111111cricalIv 11"Ing file sallic 11111c 
integration methods. The response obtained can be sccn III figtircs 8: 1 and 81) 
using the integral form an(] central dilTerence melhods ic. speclivelv. 
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Speed - accuracY - time step size relationship 

The trend displayed in figure 4a suggests that incleasing lest (1111allon" Mid 11111C 
step sizes improve accuracy. As longer test (1111atiOns l)1-0VidC 11101C 11111C JWI (1111C 
step, more time is available tor control. This allows more connol liciallmis and 
lower actuator speeds, so it is evident that improved aCCUraL-V May he OhlalllCd. 
Similarly, increased time step sizes imply More 11111C aV. '11L1h1V [Or e; j('11 StCj), 
yielding the same etTect. As in example, using the 0. ()X,, siep size c; 11, inaintinn ;j 
minimum accuracy of' 0.2nini when running (lie test in 15s while the 0.00-Is , wp 
size requires I 35s l"or a similar accuracy. I l0WCVC1-, I 5s al lows 0. ;s pet sicli 
using 0.08s steps, while 135s allows only 0.135s per step using 
Similarly, the very I'ast and accurate test using 0.16s steps', 0.07111111 
error I'Or a 9s duration, does if] 1'11CI allow 0.30S I)CI Niel), Whdc L-0111palable 
accuracy using the 0.04s steps is obtained by providing ; 6s test (Ituation, ()I, 
again, 0.36s per step. It appears therel'orc that the discrete SICp acclu; W\, 11N 
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mainly a function of' the implementation time allowed for each step. Fir-Ine 1) 

shows that accuracy appears to be a function of' time per step, lending 
asymptotically towards 0.05s per step and 0.05nim error. The fac( that loi (he 
larger time step sizes, the actuator has to travel a considerably longer distance 

per step appears to be irrelevant. 
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Figure 9: Relationship between turle allocated per step and maximum "Icl) (. 1fol 
for various time step sizes. 

Speed - response relationship 

Generally speaking, there appears to be no direct (. 11ect III Ow IcL111(in, "1111) 
between implementation speed and rcspOIISC. This L-An be SCCII 110111 fl)'111C Sh, 

where system responses from test durations of' between I Is and -Is, ý in(- 
displayed. This thus excludes the possibility of' strain late effecis ; Ind Ical Incilla 
existing in the experimental set-up at this ICVCI- ThiS is ['111111CI C01111111IC(I 1IIf0IIj! II 
the inspection of' the force-displaceinent loops Cleated. W11cl) III S(III)c 
the response appears to be affected by the IIIII)IC111CIllatiOn SIVCd, 1111', IS III f; IC1 
due to the loss of' control accuracy through the Fast test,,. Alihouph dic 
displacement errors do not carry onto the next step, the crrm III 111C d1w 1() 
the incorrect positioning clearly does. Thus, as, 1()Ilg Is Ow displacenwill ('11m is 
limited, say to 0.2rnni, the response remains unalTected. 

Response - time integration relationship 

The response of' the reinf'orced concrete column to the J. " 
influenced by the tinie stepping de(ails. Willi Increasing 11111C slep Si/c, " l1w 
difTerence between the two integration mClllOdS Increases. ThL- L-Clltl'al (1111CIVI)CC 
method displays period shortening, while the Newmark implicit lilli-glill hilill 
displays period elongation and signifiCallt dikillping, il-S 111C 11111C SICI) SIMS MC 
increased f'rom 0.04s. The darriping is believed to oll"'illille fi. mll Illsilillcivill 
accuracy in the force nicas Lire nient through the pressuic ir; msducci. 

In order to get a better understanding of' the CATCC(s oll thc lvspollscý dlc 
on the steel C011.111111 were carried out. These reveilled Similal pellod clollý,; lfloll 
when using the integral Iorm algorithill and Shortening wilk-11 llsillpý 111C ki-1111al 
difTerence method. Fvidence of' more damping Willi tile 1111crIA folill Illcilloll 
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existed, but through further numerical tests covering longer test full(-, it %v; i.,, 
confirmed that both methods were energy stable for Jill(.; I, svqcIIIs. Thc 

numerical tests also provided reference solutions to Ille pseudodynaillic I)ncs 
Response created pseudodynamically is near identical with the nuniviwally 
generated one, for all time step sizes, comparing figuics 7a/8a and /h/Sh. Thc 

small differences that exist are due to exclusion of viscous dampin), III illc 

numerical model and a small offset of' the zero In the experilliellial lcslý, hence 

the differences caused by time integration exist entirely on all alpol 11111111c 

Conclusions 

An implementation system for pseudodynainic testing has been dc\cloped h; iscd 
on I software controller system included within file test exccution jm)l%un 
running on a singe desktop PC in the LabView enviiOnnient. 'I'll(- sv.,, (t, lll li; l" 
been used to perform tests on two different dynamic systems: a Iiiplllv 1wil 1111c; 1I 
reinforced concrete column an(] it linear steel column. The ICSIS WCW L'()Iitlll( Wd 
to evaluate the sensitivity of" the results with respect lo Ihe inviliod and specil ()I 
implementation. It has been concluded that utilisation of sinallel. fillic slcp, ý 
require longer overall testing time, its I Ininillitull alliouill of 11111L, 1" Ictillucd 1111 

accurate implementation ofeach displacellicill step, and Illal Ilic IIIII)IcIlIvIllall"ll 
speed is not affected by the time integration sclicille. ( )II ille olliel hand it has 

been shown that these affect (lie response, howcvcr that flusý is cxclusivel 
,v 

(Ill(' lo 

algorithmic effects at least in the linear CaSC. IIIII)ICIlICIIIalioll SIRT&S dit' 1101 SCCII 
to affect the response other than through the loss ofaccuracy Ili (it(- I; iswsi Icsl. 
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Abstract A novel integral form lime-inlegration algoritinn jor pseudothwaint, 
proposed, based on the Newmark impli(if algorillon. The se-hrinc bteilds on Me- 
proposed integral form of the Newmark explicit algorithin whirh ri hibits intprot, rd elbilitirs to 
handle rapidiv varying loa(Lý and slifiness properties (hiring psciedothwainu /w/ 
displays some numerical damping and condilional slability. 71w (whamemi-nt is beiscil ,1 1114. 
inclusion of an additional term in the displaceinvid predit tor, whi, it tiot on/v i rmh ,, jill. 
algorithm more consistent, but it eliminates numerical dampinA,, and makes the i4,, orth, pj 
unconditiona9v stable. 

Introduction 
Pseudodynamic testing Is a combined 
for evaluating dynamic systenis, origmally T; I k; III; I S111 Oat 
The method relies on modelling inertial and (1,1111ping 11)n-es 
while the non-linear restoring forces are nic; i st ired expci-Miclitallv. 

Dynamic equilibrium equations can generally bc expressedas: 

MSx+C 
dX 

I- r(X) 
_/ 

(1) 2 (it 

where Mand C are mass and viscous damping niatriccsand. i, r; m(l tjltý 
displacement, restoring force and applied force vect(q's, I-c'specIlveiv. In \\. 11; 11 
follows, it will be assumed that r(x) is the Only source ,I Iv)n 1111cal 11N., \011ch 
canbeobtained accurately enough through experimental nicasurcnicnts. 

The pseudodynamic test method uniquely utill"es, h0l) and 
experimental terms to form theequation of lll()tl()Il (1). Thc resp(Illse Vý (61: 1111cd 
by discretising time and calculating the response III a step hv Ill; I1111cl. A 
time stepping algorithm computes I displacement step, NvIlich I's 
imposed on the structure by means of computer c()Iltr()1Ic(I st., v() 
actuators, Figure 1. Once the structurc lias been driomied. Hic Irstilling 
restoring forces are measured. Based oil these and III(' (. 111-1-clit (1: 1111pillp, ; 111(1 
applied forces, the resulting new acccleratioll 111; 1N, be calculatc(l. A lic\v 

1"[wit've, ing Gýnqmtanon,,, displacement step can then be calculated and the iic, \t , ýivp h;,.,, jjltvý VoL 18 No. T4,2001,1,1). 67 i4; 89 
Iý MCB thim! rsity Press, 0'-)fi4 4401 commenced. 
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, oad LVDT Figme 1. 

cell -1IIIpIII; tII()II. I1 ; 111(1 
cX I )rI III it -I it. 11 

'-'111pimi-111 ,I 
IIIIk 

III nI t( ) s1mking table tcsting flici-(- arc smilt. 11111)( )1,1.11 it 
the pseudodynamic testing is carried out in ;I step-by-step lashion, it is clcai- 
that it is unrealistic to be able to progress the test in real tinic. Furthermore, , I, 
inertial effects are modelled computationally, such forces need not and should 
not exist in the physical model. The time scale of a typical test is therclorc 
expanded by one to three orders of magnitudeý which has both beneficial and 
adverse effects. The fact that the structure is displaced slowly (and (-; in even bc 
stopped) provides a good opportunity for inspection andany detailed readings 
to be taken; however the strain rate effects on material responseare ncglectcd. 

Several time stepping algorithms (Appendix) have been proposed I'or 
application in pseudodynamic testing (Bursi and Shing, 1996; Conibcs(ill-cand 
Pegon, 1997; Chang, 1997). The majority of these are explicit due to the fact that 
the non-linear structural restoring forces at the end of any finic step are 
unknown and displacement iterations in pseudodynainic tests are undes1r; Ible 
as these might result in partial unloading (Shing an(] Manivaillian, 1990). 
Although implicit methods have the advantage. of being unconditionally stable, 
the duration of the time steps still has to be limited for accuracy purposes, (111c 
to rapid changes in both loading and stiffness. However, the so callcd hacgnll 
form of theNewmark explicit method, proposed by Cliangel al. (1998), ()1, 
integrating the second-order equation of motion (1) once with respect to tinic 
and it is argued that this method exhibits improved abilities to model rapidiv 
varying loads and stiffness. Implementation of the integral forni inlo the 
pseudodynamic testing framework is however complicated by the fact 111: 1t 
certain stiffness related terms become implicit. The possibilitv of enNincing 
Chang's formulation of the integral form by modifying sonic ofll s aspect, " will 
be considered further. 

Newmark explicit - integral form 
The integral forni of the Newinark explicit Was initizilly sugge"'Icd by ('11; Ing (I 
aL (1998), by integrating the equation of niotion (1) in its inci-cilient. 11 jol-11, ojj(. (ý 



EC with respect to time. It is argued that such I form is better sulted for 
18,3/4 varying excitation force and rapidly varying level of non-lincaritv ')11 111(, 

restoring force. Integrating equation (1) yields: 

MA 
dx 

+ CAX +A r(. 1. )(11 A N/ Tt 
Ii 

678 
where A is the change during a tirne-step. The iniprovell accuracy origmaics 
from the fact that by performing the integration, the c(IIIIIII)I-IIIIII Is ý, Itlsficd 
overthe timestep as a whole, rather thailat its start orat its ('11d. 

, ra] ()I* III(' lot-( The solution involves utilisation of the tinic v lot (.; 1( 11 I, 
time step, which can be found reasoiiably accurate1v Hiroti, Lh SIIIII)l(. 
numerical integration and sub-stepping. ()It the otilcr lilic, 11-Isailml (d IIIc 
time-force integral when sampling the excitallOll ; I(, ccIcr(q1I-, IIIl at I'll-ge IIIIIc 
step intervals may lead to significant Inaccuracies. SiniiI; trI. N% lot- Ilic restoi III , L" 
force, a linearised relationship between tile start and Illc ('11d lli; l\, \, vI-V 
poorly represent the actual variation of the force over ille 11111c slep : 1). 
Clearly, by linea rising between thcstart and (Ile elld Imilits Ill Idel c. "'t Ow 
restoring force during loading and overestimates it 
evidently addsenergy tothc system and could J)Ot('IltilllN, lca(l Io; III 
While the error in the linearisation of the excitation force I's ()I,; l r; IIId()III 11; IhIre, 
it should be noted that the error associated with I-c-storlill" It)l-cr 1ýý 
and cumulative. 

The applicability and the advantag(N of implcincwiii. lý ilir ii1w. 1,1A h)[111 
method into pseudodynamic testing has been thol-oll. iIIIIN, Im'cst4,.; II(. d Ill 01; 111.1, 
et al. (1998). As mentioned, the theory builds ()It lilt egrat ilig 111c 
equations of the explicit format of the Newmark nict liod 0 lit the Nvwtimt k 
implicit relation: 

4+1 = d, + Atv,, + 
( 

') ,) 
(At) 

i. e. 

Figure 2. 
CLIMLIkItive error ýis ;i 
result of linearisation ()f 
the restoring force 

At 



The Newmark explicit equations: Newmark liniv 
MAa, I+ CAV,, +I + Ar, +I= 'UPI II stepping Schellic 

d,, + Atv,, + (At 2 
a, 

2 

V,, + At(a, + a, 679 2 

are integrated once with respect to time, which leads to the following equa I ions: 

MAv, +, +C, Ad,, +, +A r, +Idt=A (4a) 

d, +I dt d, dt +A td,, + (At)21)" 
2 

dn+l = d, +1 At(Vn + Vn 2 

where At is the time step duration, d and v the displacement in(] vcloctty, 
respectively, and A indicates the changeover one time step. Whereas, Ili flic usiid 
Newmark explicit format, equations (3), die equations are solved for thc ch'Inge iI 
acceleration, the equations of motion in the integral form, equations (1), are now 
solved for the change in velocity. Additionally, the integral form hasan expressioll 
for the time-integral of displacement instead of the displacement predictor Ad,, ýI in the usual form. More importantly, the term Ili the integral forni no longer 
represents an explicit prediction that may be used as (Ili Initial displacement step 
in pseudodynamics. The displacement step is now an Implicit function of 1"' and 
v,, +, and can be found from equation (4c), which Ili turn requires tilt- sollitioll (d 
equation (4a) to obtain the velocity at the end of the time, step, 1,,,, 1. Ili effecl, tI le 
action of integrating the set of equations has rendered the method I'MI)fil-11 III the 
sense that the predictor displacement cannot be deduced directly anv Inore. The 
integral form algorithm also requires an assessment of the Integral of thr 
restoring force before the displacement predictor (: -, in be c-alculated. Such an 
estimate enables the solution for Av,,,, to be found which Ili turn produc(-, ; Ili 
explicit predictor for the displacement, equation (4c), which IS needed 1-()I- thc 
pseudodynamiC implementation. The restoring force, and Its tinie intcgral I'lrc 
non-linear functions of displacement and can no longer he obtained dirco iv,., I,, no 
predictor displacement step exists to be Unposed In ordel- to hc; Ih1(- to III 111'se flic 
algorithm, Chang et al. (1998) suggest multiplying equation (1h) hY thr t; llig(, Ilt 
stiffness and an explicit expression of the integral of the restoring forceat / -ý /, I 
may be found (here expressed for an SDOF syst('111), IS OLIt1IIlCd In 1011 (5). 

kk 
4 )-,, dt + Atkd,, +2 Yndl ý Ab", 1- 2 



EC The physical interpretation of the aboveexpresslorican beseen I rojil the gn I pli 
18,3/4 of restoring force vs. time, Figure. 3, whe. re frdl indicates the restoring fmvc 

time area at a given time twhile the surn of the two 1-ciliallillig lerill"', l'cpl'vScl&"' 
the projected trapezoidal areaassuming that a constaill V(-I()(, Itv exi-sts 1111111111(. 
end of the step. 

Such a procedure tentatively assumes that the tangent st It II Ir""'s Is k 11()WI I ()I- 680 may be obtained somehow, which will normally not he the case ill 
pseudodynamic testing (Chang et aL, 1998). Only for the SDOF aild for 
simple MDOF structures may the stiffness matrix be compillcd 
experimental data, and then only once a tinie step has hcell cmilpleled. 'I't) 
overcome the problem of the unknown tangent stifflics., -; 111,111-IX, ('11alig I'/ (//. 
(1998) suggest replacing it with the initial stiffness tcrill. 'I'llc cl-ror Is 
not large as the tangent stiffness is required Only III the scnýlld ()I-dri (cl 111 4)11 
the right hand side of equation (5) (Cliang N al., 1998). 111 aiiý, casc, ()JJcc all 
expression for the integral of the restoring force ext. "Is, ('11; 1lig rl (11. (J()q8) 
suggest a solution procedure where they solve for Av, from c(It1ý11WH (]; I) hN' 
substituting equation (4c) for d, 1. Wheil considering a 'N"tclll' H)r 
velocity change be can expressed as: 

AM1+1 M+ 
At 

C) 
-I (Aff, 

dt ('Alv, Atr'l (6) 22 

where ko is the initial stiffness in place of Ow st 1-fl, 
substituting this result hack into equation (1c), a 1()I- illr changc III 
displacement can finally be expressed as follows: 

ýk ýk 
+2,21r 

ko 
dt - cA tv, -A Ir, 

ý 
(, A 1) 1 

which, when added onto the previous displaceniclit V'IIIj(" 1111-111'shesall explicit 
displacement predictor to be applied in pS0I1d0dY1I; IIIjk'' J(ýsjs qIjIII; jI'lV h) ; 111ý' 
other displacement predictor. However, the inetliod iwýv depm-ts, In)III 111c 
traditional procedure in pseudodynan-fic. tesling. Mide IN, pl-vdich)f 
displacement step is being imposed on the structlin" the 111duccd resh)IIII'v. 
force is continuously measured and its corresponding I 1111c III I c. v'I.: I I ]'ý cv; III IýIt cd 
numerically. At the end of the step, this will repre"cill ; III (1Np'rI1IIc11t: Ill\' 

Figure 3. 
Approxinmlion uf 
Ar, i dt 



evaluated change in the time integral of the restoring force, the same tenn as 
the one which was earlier estimated in equation (5). In general, due to the 
material non-linearity, the restoring force will not follow the Imear 
extrapolation as estimated and the change in the time integral of this restoring 
force will in reality be smaller than estimated. For this reasoii, Chaiig's 
algorithm then recalculates Av,,,, based on the measured time integral ol"flic 
restoring force. At this stage, Ad,,,, may or may not be recalculated, based ()I i 
the updated Av,,,, in equation (4c). Irrespective of whether the d1sphicenient 
increment Ad,,, is then recalculated, there is a numerical dainpiiig prcsclil' 
which may be negative or positive depending on which reference values for the 
restoring force are used at the beginning of the displacement incrcmeifl. The 
effect will be present irrespective of whether the tangential or initia I st i 1'fiiess, 
term is used in equation (5). 

Newmark implicit - integral f orm 
There is an inconsistency in the integral form of the Newiiiirlý explicit 
algorithn-4 when recalculating Av,,,, is based on the updated Ar,,, Id/ (Algaard 
et al, 2000). Av,,, indeed has to be recalculated; otherwise the irtformatioil 
about the experimentally measured restoring forces is never takeii lilto accoulit. 
The predictor Ad,, I is based on an estimation of Av, 1, wl-ilc-li in turi-i bullds 
on an approximation of the restoring force as expressed in equalion (5). ()it(-(, 
the integral of the restoring force has been obtained, the integrated equatioii (d 
motion, equation (4a), can be applied. 

Expanding equation (4c) yields: 

d, +, = d, +I At(V, + Vn+l)= d,, +I A/(V)l Al"I I 212 (8) 

= d, + Atv,, +2 AtAv, +, 

Furthermore, equation (4a) assumes the integral of the restoriiig force over I li; It 
time step, Afrjdt, to be determined by computing the time Intcgral of' the 
restoring force over the time step, as indicated in Figure 3. Assmiiirig Iiiicar 
stiffness for simplicity, the exact expression for Afr, idt will beas follows: 

Ajr, 
-, I 

dt = 
J' 

rn +I dt -Ir, dt =A tk 
( d,, +2 (1,1 1) 

Equation (8) can now be substituted for d,,,, in equation (9) to yield 111c 
following: 

Af r,, +Idt = Atk 
(d, + d, + Atv, + 112AtAv,, 

lo) 2 

Newmark Ilinic 
stepping "'chellic 
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which can be further manipulated into: 



EC Ajr,, +Idt = AIM, II At 2 kv, A/ 18,3/4 2 

By comparing equation (11) with equation (5) it is clear tliat c(Iii; int)ij (11) llý)w 
contains one additional term, 1/4A t2 kAv, , 1. This icrin corresix), i(is, to t1j, t, 1-111 

682 which is omitted in the standard implicit Ncwinark algontliiii to reii(Icl- 'I 

explicit (i. e. 0= 0), and the omission of tills terin Is the causc oll tll(. 1111111cric; ll 
damping invariably present in the integral form of the algorithiii. 11()w(wc1-, 

omitting the equivalent term in the integral forin oft lic inel hod d(ws i lot rci idci 
the method explicit - in fact its ornission hit.,; no bearing ()ii Ilic ii; itill-c ()I Hic 
algorithm. 

The integral form of the Newmark algorithin has been inadvcxplicit Ilil-wiv, 11 
an estimation of the time integral of the restoring force, whicli cn; i1)lc" Hic 

calculation of Av,,,, followed by Ad, 1. At tills poillt 11 c1ral, I Ilit 
there is no reason why the seemingly implicit additional wrin in cquiol"ll (11) 
cannot be included in the estimation of the tinic intcgral ()I toll cr, ; 1ýs' 
the implicit variable is the actual unknown the cxpressi(q, Is jl-ý, Jjjg to 
represent. The situation is clarified through thc fidlowing arguillelit, NN'licre 
equation (11) has been substituted into equation ("Ll) and f()l Al", 

yield an alternative expression for equatioii (6). 

Avpli I U1 I 
At 
2 

ko 
A'jf,, +jdt - cAtv, - Atr, 

2 

The unknown, Av,,,,, is present oil both sides of thc c(Iii; lholl, bilt 
further rearrangement 

Avll+ I+m+ 
A/ 

c) 2 

At 
C) 

It'() 

M+ Aff"l-ldt-rAh", 
2 

+ 
(m 

r) 
'1 
71 

At ko (m 
+ c) 

(A. /'f,, 
dt -- rAlv,, A 1) -, I) 

an explicit expression for the velocity can finallY be found. 



(A ff, +I dt - cAtv, - Atr, --a (At)'v,, Newmark Intic 
AVn+l 

2+ 

(M + At-C) -'I At2 ko 

2 
(13) Stepping schollic 

2T 

This equation may now be substituted directly into equation (8)and rearrang(xl 
to obtain a new explicit expression for the displacement predictor Ad, ý 1. 

Ad,, +i ý Atv,, + 
At t c) A dt - cAtv, - Atr,, -""(At) 2 

(M +2 

+ (M + ýLl C)-11, At2ko 
2T 

By using equation (14) rather than equation (7) as the displacement predictor, 
the time stepping algorithm has become implicit. To be exact, the algoi-10111i 
still requires a value of the tangent stiffness (ko terms in equation (14)), howcver 
this is also the case with the earlier explicit version of the algorithin and other 
implicit algorithms (Combescure and Pegon, 1.997). The sanic terni is now 
merely present in one additional place, and as with the explicit version, the 
initial stiffness, or an estimate of the tangent stiffness, can be used. 

Principal differences between the two algorithms are suniniarised in Table 1. 

Stability and dissipation properties 
The stability properties of an integration algorithm are studied by coiisidering 
spectral properties of its recursive amplification matrix. Coiisidering flic statc 
vector of the system at time t=t,,, the integral forin of the mmierical t1ilit, 
integrator algorithms yields: 

J'd " dt 
x1l Atd, 

At2V, 
l 

CliaMf's integralform Neivinark e. irplicit algorithm 

Predictor d, Atv, + 'At m+ 
At 

cI 'A fn t Idt cAlv, - Alrý, 

(1,, dt + Atd,, +2 dt 

Proposed integral form Newmark implicit algorithm 
At (m At 

A rAtv,, - Atr,, -- 
L 

Predictor d, Alv" +2T -T 
2 

-I 
I+ 

(in 
+2 C) 4 

Al'ko 

'I" It (1,, di + AN, +If,, 
f 
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Table 1. 

betwivil the ; tIgI)i 



EC For stability purposes, one can ignore the external load vector and d"Iniping 
18,3/4 forces, thus the recurrent relationship between t. he state vector at and 

t=t,,,, can be expressed as (Bathe and Wilson, 1976): 

Xii-ti = [AIX,, 

684 where [A] is the recursive amplification matrix. 

Stability of the Newmark explicit - integral fiorm algorithm 
Considering first the explicit, integral form algorithin, equations (ý) cIII hr 
expressed in terms of the variables of the state vectoras: 

d, dt d, dt +A fil, 

d" d" + At( Vn Vol 
2 

�I I 

MI[- in vitj 

Depending on the precise implementation of thealgorithin, I. c. W11011cr (I" 
updated following the recalculation of i),, or not, II ic ex, ict ex prcsslol 
d, 1 and r, Idt will differ. 

Assuming initially that d,,,, is not recalculated, Hic predicted rcI11,111111, 
and the term r, Idt Will be a function of the restoring forcc hot lii t(I 11-t ; 110 
at the end of the predicted step, yielding the second of cquations (18). (1,, 
thus no longer be represented by the implicit expression in equ; ihon (I -i), 
by a simplification of equation (7) containing only Hic frnn,, w1cv, '1111 fol 
stability analyses. )-,,, Idt maybe defined in terms of(/,,, I ()rhN, ffic(, xj)i-cs,, qj)jj 
for the prediction step, however this will in the end le. id 1() the 
amp lificatiOn matrix. Assuming linear stiffness forsiniplic1tv, ),, ýIdi jjjaý' 1)(' 

Atk 
expressed as.: -_--4d,, + d,, +, ), yielding the third equation ofequallm)s 8). 

2 

r,, 4-ldt = 
jr,, 

dl + AN,, + 
f12 

d,, +, = d, + Atv,, + AtM At/a/,, 
2 

61+1 = V'I +M W" 
2 

Multiplying the second and third equation by A/ aml 
substituting Q2 forAýk/m, yields equation. '-; (19). 



jr, 
+Idt = 

J'r,, 
dt + AN, +1 (At)2V, 

l 2 

Atd, +j = Atdl + 'At2 Vn Q2, A td)l 
_1ýý" (At) 2 v, 24 

At 2 
Vn+l = At 2 

Vn _ 
.2 Atdn 

_ 
ý22 

AN, 
22 

After sorting terms at t=t,,,, and t=t, and expressing theiii In iiiitrix 1(ji-111 
(G6radin and Rixen, 1994), the amplification matrix is obtained as: 

2 
1ý2 A= 0 2 

0 
_Q2 +Q+ 124 

28 

which clearly differs from the normal Newmark explicit matrix (Shlug and 
Mahin, 1987). Stability of an algorithm is ensured when the spectral radlus ()I- 
the amplification matrix does not exceed unity (Golley and Anier, 1999). 111 t hc 
above matrix, one eigenvalue will be equal to unity, while the other two will 
form a pair of complex conjugates. Corresponding moduli have heen pkHed 
belowas a function of Q inFigure 4. Both the expected stability limit of 2.0,111d 
the existence of noticeable numerical damping can be seen for thc valucs ()f S 
exceeding 0.5. 

If however the d,,,, is recalculated once the corrected zý,, has becii lo)und, 
the situation is somewhat different. Equations (18) will be altered such that thc 
displacement predictor is no longer present in the definition ol' d,,, 1, but 
remains in the expression for v,,,,. This yields equations (21), which can bc 
represented by the amplification matrix shown in equation (22), obtained thc 
same way as equation (20). 

Newmark time 
Stepping scliville 
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r,, +Idt =fr,, dt + AN, +2 (A t) 2 

3 

2 

.3I 

0.6 Oý8 1 1.2 1.4 1; 6 1.8 2 2ý2 2.4 

--- Ima 
Real 

--Modulus 

2.8 
u 2.6 Uigilic 

k (-xl)lt( it 
lllfv. v, l. tl 1()Illl 
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A= 01- 284 
0 -ýý2 +W SP 11 i 'I T 

This algorithm exhibits similar stability and (1,1111pilig ('11: 11-acteristics ýrý 1111. 
standard Newmark explicit; perfect energy conservatwil 111) 11) 111(- 
limit of 2.0. However, as the algorithm stands, it caimo hc 
implemented into a pseudodynamIC test. This Is because r, is III h(A illikil(m, 11 
at the start of the time step. The reason for tills Is that d,, wa'ý I-ccal(. 111: 114-d : Ilt(. f 
the completion of the previous step, and the restoring forcc caii., ýcd hN, it Is i hir; 
unknown. The correct procedure would require tilt. recalculated (1,1 1() he 
imposed separately and the corresponding restoring force I, (, incasured. Suclia 

procedure would lead to a double step InipicnientatWn, but ciIIpI()\, IIq, 
iterations in an algorithm that 1,; sIII] only condltWiia]IN, sfahlc sccills 
I. nappropn'ate. The method is instead Inipicillented lisilig III(' rcsl()I-111ý, forcc : 1!; 
measured at the end of the predictor stcp, betorc ; Im, 111)(latc. 11"llig, 1111'ý 
alternative method results in numerical (1,11111) ing and a redlicedstablilh. 1111111, 
but the appropriate amplification matrix for this algontlim caimot hef(ii-mcd. 

Stability of the Newmark implirit - integralJorm alkorillim 
The effects of using the implicit version of the algoritlini with Ilic iiii)(1111rd 
displacement predictor are substantial. Not only d(vs flic nictlwd ; iv()ld 111c 
numerical damping associated vnth the Ncwniark cxplicit 1lltcgI; 1I 1()I. lll 
algorithm, but owing to the fact that the algontlini is no%%, ' t"('1111111ch, 1111plicit. it 
also becomes unconditionally stable. Till,; wa'; illiti. 111Y not(, (] till ()lIgIl 111111)(. 1-1c; 1I 
experiments, but can also be confirmed analytically. BY collshicrilig IIIc exple"'; I'M 
for the time integral of displacement, the displacement and till. vcI()(-1tv : 111d lisill), " 
a similar procedure as with equation (19), it leads to the 1`011mving equatioll";: 

J d, I-f-Idi d,, dt +A td,, II --- /I 
s 

Is 22 

2 

A td, ,A td, +At2v, - -Y T -, ---- 
s--(, \/ ))", +A 

/d, 



Q2 dn+ldt + (At)2 Vn+l = ý12 d,, dt + (A 1) 2 v,, 
Newinark time 

slepping "'chellic 
where /3 and -y are the parameters non-nally present in the Newmark algoi-Ithins, 
which typically take on the values of 0.25 and 0.5, respectively. IIxl)i-(, 

-,; sliig dic 
above equations in a matrix form yields again the recursiveaniplification 111,111-ix 
of the integration operator (G&radin and Rixen, 1994): 687 

&22 1 

I +W/T 7 
A01 -Y 

S12 It 12 

J+Q2/4 21+j 22 /4 (24) 

0 -Q2 
Q2 )1_ 

ý22 
(I I tj S12 (10 

1+&22/4 7211S? "-ý/4 

The complex expression for the eigenvalues of [A] can be simplified to 
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where A are the eigenvalues; and ý2 is expressed as 
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Eliminating A, = I leaves the remaining second order equation: 
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By plotting the real and imaginary parts of the solution and computing the niodlili, 
it can be seen that the moduli for A.,. 3 are also equal unity for all Figure 5. Thl" 
clearly yields the overall solution that p(A) =I for all At, which iinplies 
unconditional stability and perfect energy conservation. 

The modifications carried out on the Newmark explicit - integral forni havc 
shown to eliminate the amplitude error of the algorithm and also improve flic 



EC stability properties such that it is now unconditionally stable. As thcalgot-ohill 
18,3/4 is now implicit, the name Newmark implicit - integral form seenisappropriat c. 

Conclusions 
By including an additional term in the estimate for the rcst(wing, torcc III 111c 
Newmark explicit - integral form time-integration algorilhin, ;I ncW 

688 displacement predictor has been proposed, which is consisictit \k'itll III(- 
constant average velocity the algorithm assunles. This 'Iddition (11111111; Ites 
numerical damping which is otherwise present. Furthermore, the moddicatioll 
renders the algorithm unconditionally stable. It now succes. "Aul1v conihilic. ", 
advantages of the integral form in handling rapidly varying, lo; ids; md -ýIilfnvss 
degradation with the unlimited time step sizes associated \vith imph('11 
methods. 
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Figill vAI. 
hv Ulm 

Any discusmmi on time slepping scheines and recursi%e time mtegranoii opciat"i" iý, foi thc 11ind 
author a reminder ot'happy times and endless discussions with Ernie Hinton on the stability and 
dispersion characteristics oftime integrators and above all about the common admiration and 
bewilden-nent with recursive drawings by the Dutch graphicus Maurits Cornelis Escher. I'his dinwing 
entitled "Relativiteit" (litho 1953) is reproduced from the book "De tovoerspiegel van M. C. Fscher" by 
Bruno Enist, Meulenhoff, Amsterdam 1976. 
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Algorithmic Improvements of Pseudodynamic testing 

W. Algaard, N. Bi6ani6 & A. Agar 
Department of Civil Engineering, University qfGlasgow, Glasgow, G/2 S/T, I /. K. 

Abstract 

Software based implementation system for pseudodynanlic testing, I ncorporal I ng (lic 
novel Newmark Implicit - Integral form time stepping algontlin), Is reallsied XVIIIIIII file 
LabView environment. The system is discussed with an assessment of' algol-11111111c aild 
control sensitivities of the SDOF set-up. On the algorithimc level these includL. (hL- 
effect of the type of time integration scheme and the time step size, while file coilliol 
effects are concerned with the method and the rate of loading, controller capabilities and 
instrumentation accuracy. The sensitivities are illustrated with two 111odel prohicill", ali 
inelastic reinforced concrete column and an elastic steel column. 

Introduction 

Pseudodynamic testing is a combined computatioiizil/expei-iiiieiitýiI techill(Ille tol 
evaluating dynamic systems. The method relies on modelling incrual and 
forces computationally, while the non-linear restoring forccs ; ire lllL%IsUl'C(l 
experimentally. Dynamic equilibrium equations for niass-spring-daillpel 
subjected to applied loads can generally be expressed as 

Md2xC 
dx 

dt 2 
ilt 

where M and C are mass and viscous damping matrices and aild / arv Ow 
displacement, restoring force and applied force vectors, I_CSJ)LTllVCI)'. Tllc 
pseudodynarnic test method uniquely utilises both computit loll,, I L. \pcl-lIlItýlll; II 
terms to form the equation of motion M. A tinic-stepping 11g0l](11111 COMIMIL", A 
displacement step, which is subsequently imposed on the structure by ilicall. " oI 
computer controlled servo-hydraulic actuators. Once the Structure IWS I)CCII (ICI OFI) Wd. 
the resulting restoring forces are measured. This can be done either during a hold I)CI lod 
where the actuator remains stationary, or continually enabling sinootli (Icrorlilalloli of 
the structure. Based on the restoring force and the current damping and applied fort-L. ", 
the resulting acceleration may be computed, and the new displaccinent MCI) Cill) OR'll IIC 
calculated. Sensitivities in pseudodynamic implementation are concerned with 111C SpCC(I 
and accuracy obtained experimentally as well as limitations oil the algol-1111111K. IC\-L-I 

Computational set-up 

An unconventional approach has been elected to control, implenicnt aild exccuic IIIc 
pseudodynamic tests. While hardware controllers and several comptitcrs are I 
employed to handle execution and data logging, the system at Glasgow a 
single PC with a high-speed communication card. Not only does the saille ('01III)JItC, 
conduct the entire running of the test, but all tile C01"pU1,1111011,11 L-0111polwill. " '11c 
included in the same environment. These range from the time Integration 1. ý t- V, 
equilibrium calculations, through the implernentation zinc] exectitioll sVsIcII1 w 1111 daul 
logging to the actual actuator controller unit. III fact, the Whole COMI)tIt'111011,11 Skli. ýjj 
the set-up is created as a single piece of code in tile National InStrUnICIIII. S' S 
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environment. This entails a fully integrated implementation system entirely on a 
software level. 

Execution structure 

Initially, the system properties of the tested dynamic structure have to be defined. These 
include the mass, viscous damping and, under some circumstances, stiffness properties, 
followed by selection of the desired time stepping algorithm and the time step size. 
Finally, the external loading on the structure is selected in terms of a ground motion 
accelerogram with a scale factor. Preliminary calculations then take place before all 
required data is passed into the selected implementation algorithm. 

The implementation loop, also referred to as the outer loop, largely consists of a time 
stepping algorithm and a control algorithm. The time stepping algorithm essentially 
computes a change in displacement, velocity and acceleration based on the equilibrium 
equation with the applied force and measured restoring forces acting. This information 
is then passed forward into the next time step. However, prior to this, the computed 
displacement step, forming a target displacement, is sent into the control algorithm 
situated within the outer loop. The control algorithm, appearing as an inner loop, then 
communicates with the hardware and generates signals sending the actuator towards the 
target. The inner loop will then iterate until the displacement has been achieved. At this 
point, a measure of the restoring force is taken, and all variables are logged to the local 
hard drive before a new time step is commenced. This process is then repeated for the 
specified test duration or until it is stopped. 

Implementation 

A semi-continuous implementation systern has been adopted implying the actuator 
motion is not interrupted by prescribed hold-periods. The two major parts of tile 
implementation loop, time integration calculations and control iterations, are however 
not carried out concurrently. Whenever the control algorithm concludes, active control 
of the actuator is lost until a new target displaccirient is calculated in the next 
displacement step. The method is therefore not fully continuous. All required 
calculations are carried out in an amount of time comparable to that required for each 
iteration in the control algorithm. The implementation method thus relies on switching 
between time integration and control without delay, which is achieved by integrating the 
two algorithms fully by coding them into the same prograin 

Control algorithm 

The purpose written control algorithrn has as primary function to generate signals for :1 L_ 
the servo valve, ensuring that the actuator moves towards the target displacement Z71 

commanded by the time integration algorithm. As the actuator is under displacement 
control, the required active channels for a SDOF pseudodynarnic test controlled locally 
consist of two input channels, displacement and force signals, and one output channel 
carrying the valve signal. 

The controller employs both proportional and integral type control modes. These 
have been especially adapted for the hydraulic system available. Ad LIStinc, tile Settino Ot 
these also determines the actuator speed. While the proportional part of tile signal is 
generated as a multiple of the difference between the tar-et and measured position, tile 
integral part consists of a linear signal related to the integral of the displacement error. 
The recently proposed Integral Form tirne integration algorithms 11,3,41 rcqL111_C OIC 

L, C, 

I 

A 
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time integral of the restoring force to be calculated over each tirne step. This is in order 
to take account of any intra-step variations in the stiffness of the structure, which can be 
significant during damage accumulation in sizeable time steps. To obtain the maxIII111111 
possible accuracy, force readings should he taken during each control iteration, and to 
minimize delays between each time step, the time integral of' such should be computed 
as the process continues. To achieve this, the measurements and computat ions are coded 
directly into the controller. The situations is further cornplicatcd by the fact that the 
actuator velocity profile generally differs significantly from the constant one aSSUIIIed 
by time integration algorithms. To take account of this, equivalent time points on the 
assumed displacement curve have to be found Mld used I'Or the I)LII-pose of- computing 
the tirne integral [I]. 

Sensitivity study 

Considerable work has been carried out to study (lie error propagat loll effects III 
pseudodynainic tests, e. g. Combescure et al. [21, but little or no research has been 
carried out to investigate implerrientation sensitivities ill gcncral. Tlicsc range froin 
those concerned with time integration (type of, and details within tile time stepping 
algorithm, as well as tirne step size) to those concerned with (lie experlinclital 
implementation (e. g. rate and method of loading, COIII111LIOLIS 01' SICP-WISC, Controller 
capabilities, accuracy obtained and details within measurements). 

The relationships between: tilne step size, speed (ý/' unplenientalitm, discrew step 
accuracy and final system response are considered. Two different time stepping 
algorithms are employed to evaluate how the above relationships may be affected by 
algorithmic differences in both tirne integration and control. 

'rest programme 

In order to evaluate the relationships discussed above, repeated pseudodynarnic tests oil 
two different dynamic systems have been carricd out. These comprise it 
concrete stub column and a slender steel column, both with lumped virtual masses on 
top, yielding an inverted pendulum systern. The inasses have in both cases been tuned to 
create structures with natural frequencies with fundamental periods of around 1.2 
seconds. Both structures were exposed to a scaled Port I luencine accelerograin, and the 
first 4 seconds of the response were modelled using the central (1111'el-Crice and tile novel 
Newmark Implicit - Integral Form methods 11,3,41. Zero viscous damping Is applied 
throughout. Typical force-displacernent curves for the two columns subjecteO to a 
horizontal load at the top can be found 1n figures Ia and 11). 
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Results: Response - Time integration relationship 

Displaying the system response created using different time step sizes and time 
integration algorithms should reveal any effects on the response caused the variations III 
the time stepping schemes. System responses of the reinforced concrete Column mid (lie 
elastic steel column to the artificial accelerogram using step sizes of 0.04,0.08 and 
0.16s with the Newmark Implicit - Integral Form and central difference algorithms are 
displayed below. 
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Figure 2a: Response obtained using Figure 2b: Response obtained 
integral form method. using central difference mc(hod. 

Considering first the tests oil the reinforced concrete specimen, figures 2a and 21), it 
immediately becomes apparent that large differences in the response result both from 
the choice of the time step size and the integration algorithm. Assuming the shortest 
time step generates the most accurate response, increasing the s1cp size with the central 
difference method results in a period shortening, while for tile Integral form it results III 
period elongation. Additionally, the central difference method displays evidence of 
amplitude amplification, while the integral form method displays evidence of amplitude 
decay. When considering tile results from Steel COILIIIIII, tile Integral fOrIll InCtlI0d Still 
displays period elongation and the central difference method period shortening. The 
integral form also appears to generate more damping, figures 3a and 3b. 

Numerical simulations may be carried out oil tile steel colunill system as tile stifflicss 
is near perfectly linear. Using the measured stiffness, including tile same mass and 
exposing the sample to the same ground motion as in the pscudodynalllic tests, the 
response was obtained nurnerically using the Sallie time integration methods. The 
response obtained can be seen in figures 4a and 4b using the Integral form and central 
difference methods respectively. 

Analysis: Response - Time integration relationship 

The tests on both the concrete and steel colunins revealed period elongation when using 
the integral form algorithm and shortening when using the central difference niethod. 
Evidence of more damping with the integral forin InethOd eXISICd, but through fLII'(hCI- 

numerical tests covering longer test firne, it was confirmed that both methods were 
energy stable for linear systems, as expected from analytical analyses. The numerical 
tests also provided reference solutions to the pseudodynainic tests oil tile steel column. 
The response from this is near identical with the numerically generate([ one, for all time 
step sizes, comparing figures 3a/4a and 3b/4b. The sniall differences that exist are due 
to exclusion of viscous damping in the numerical model and a small offset ofthe zero in 
the experimental tests, hence the differences caused by time integration exist entirely oil 
an algorithmic level. 

4 
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Figure 3a: Response of steel column 
using integral form method. 
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Figure 3b: Response ol'steel COILI11111 
using central difference method. 
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Figure 4a: Numerical simulation using Figure 4b: Numerical simulation 
integral form method. using central difference method. 

Conclusions 

An implementation system for pseudodynainic testing has been developed based oil a 
software controller system included within the test execution program running oil .1 
singe desktop PC in the LabVlew environment. Tile system has becii used to perform 
tests on two different dynamic systerns: a highly noll-fillear reinforced Concrete Colunin 
and a linear steel column. The tests were conducted to evaluate tile sensitivity o[ the 
results with respect to the implernentation. It has been concluded (11,11 the (line 
integration scheme, and tirne step size affect the response, however that this is 
exclusively due to algorithmic effects at least in the linear case. 
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